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REVIEW OFkTHE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER
THURSDAY,

MARCH 17, 1955

U NITED STATES SENATE,

CocI.rrrEE o" FOREIGN RELATIONS,
SUB('{)3[ITE ON THE V NITIA) NATIONS CHARTER,

J

A t1anta, Ga.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9: 35 a. ni., in the
United States Courtroom, Old Post Office Building, Atlanta, Ga.,
Senator Spessard L. Holland presiding.
Present: Senators Holland, Sparkman, and Smith of New Jersey.
Senator HOLLAND. I am going to call on Dean Narmore, of Georgia
Tech, who has so kindly assisted in arranging this meeting and who
will take over the informal handling of the preliminary features of
the hearing.
Dean NARMORE. May we all stand. I am going to ask Dr. J. McDowell Richards, president of the Columbia Theological Seminary, to announce the invocation.
(The invocation was delivered.)

Dean

NAR-MORE.

It is now my pleasure to present His Honor, Mayor

William B. Hartsfield, who will welcome the Senators to Atlanta.
Mayor IIartsfield.
WELCOME I NG REMARKS BY MAYOR HARTSFIELD

A

Mayor hTARTSFIELD. Gentlemen and members of the Subcommittee
on Foreign Relations, Senator Holland, Senator Sparkman, Senator
Smith, it is my pleasure and privilege to welcome you here to the great
city of Atlanta.
'We are the great center of transportation, traffic, communications
here and I hope that since I am on my home ground I do not offend
the patriotism, tle local patriotisin of anyv members of the .- Iibcomcommittee, but we do in all seriousitess think that this wa the logical
place to have such a hearing
Then we are honored b the fact that you have come here to seek
the views of the people of this great section of the Nation.
I understand, gentlemen, that the chamber of commerce has arranged a little luncheon for you at noon. We hope that your stay here
will uiot only be informative but pleasant as well, and so, ,rentle1.nen, I
offer you every facility of the city government. I hope thlat this hearing will be productive of great good, and that you will manage to
enjoy yourselves at the same time.
Thank you.
903
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OPENING RE3,ARKS OF CHAIRMAN, SENATOR HOLLAND

Senator IIOI..t-a.

Thank you very much, Mayor Hartsfield, Dean

Narniore, and )r. Richards.
Before beginning today's hearings I should like to express the gratitude of this subcommittee to Mayor Hartsfield, and the city of Atlanta
for your kind invitation to hold this meeting here.
I also want to thank the Honorable Frank Hooper for making his
chambers available for this meeting.
I particularly express our appreciation to Dean Phil Narmore, of

Georgia Tech, chairman of the mayor's arrangements committee, and
to thfe other members of that committee, Mr. Snodgrass, Mr. Magill,
and Mr. Bell.
Of course, if you will allow a personal note, I am happy to be here.
I think that most of you know I am a trustee at Emory and have
great and continuing interest in everything that happens in Atlanta.
Incidentally, my father and his father both shed their blood in
defense of Atlanta at the Battle of Powder Springs a good many years
ago and my grandfather served here in the legislature so that when
1 come back to Atlanta it is almost like coming back on holy soil.
PURPOSE OF HEARINGS

This is the first time that a subcommittee of the Foreign Relations
Committee has ever met in the State of Geor(ia. It is the seventh in
a series of hearings being held in various parts of the country.
The subcommittee has undertaken these hearings outside Washington for one principal purpose: We want the ideas, we want the
views of Americans on a matter of great importance to the United

States. We are not taking a public-opinion poll. It is not the business of a committee of the Senate to conduct polls. But it is the business of the Senate to bring to bear on matters affecting the interests
of the people of the several States, the wisdom and the intelligence of
their citizens.
The issue before the subcommittee concerns the United Nations and
all other international organizations in which the United States
participates.

It is probable that next year or the year after an international conference will be held to review the Charter of the United Nations.
The charter itself provides for automatic consideration of this question 10 years after the founding of the United Nations. If the conference is held, the Senate will have an important part to play, because under the Constitution the Senate has the function of advising
the President, and consenting to actions in basie matters of foreign
relations., particularly where treaties are involved.
That is why this subcommittee on the United Nations Charter was
e:;tablished. Our job is to inform the Senate so that the Senate in
turn will be better equipped to discharge its function of advice and
consent on questions relating to the review of the United Nations

Charter and the participation of the United States in international
security organizations.
We expect help in our work from the witnesses who will appear
today. We hope to enrich our understanding of the issues before us
by listening to their ideas and suggestions.
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TRIBUTE TO SENATOR GEORGE AND SENATOR RUSSELL

We expect, moreover, something special in the way of enlightenment from the State of Georgia, because Georgia has two of the country's greatest authorities on international matters in the Senate, Senator George and Senator Russell. Incidentally, Senator George is
the first-ranking Senator and Senator Russell the third-ranking Senator in point of service of the 96 Members of the Senate.
MESSAGE

*

.4

FRO31

SENATOR

GEORGE

Before proceeding to the first witness, I wish to read a letter which
I received from Senator (George who is cliairman of this Subcommittee
on the United Nations Charter as well as chairman of the Foreign
Relations Committee.
DEAR SENATOR ItOIArAND: As you know, the Subcommittee on the United
Nations Charter of the Committee on Foreign Relations is scheduled to meet in
Atlanta, Ga., and Miami, Fla., on March 17 and 18, respectively. As chairman
of the subcommittee, I would like very much to be able to serve at these meetings, especially in my own State. I find, however, that it will be impossible for
me to be away from the Senate on the scheduled days because of official duties
here in Washington.

May I interpolate here to say that no Senator, no public servant of
the United States, is carrying a heavier burden right now than is
that carried by the senior Senator from Georgia as the distinguished
chairman of the committee which is carrying our burden oninternational affairs at this time.
The letter continues:
May I prevail upon you, therefore, to act as chairman for these two meetings?
I know there Is considerable interest in the subject of the United Nations in the
southeast region of the country and I believe that the subcommittee will find
the views of informed citizens in Georgia and Florida of great value in our work.
With every wish for successful and profitable hearings, I am,
Yr
sWALTER
F. GEORGE, Chairman.
SUBCOMMJIrE3 MEMBERSHIP

Before I introduce my two distinguished colleagues for brief statements, may I say that the resolution under which this subcommittee
functions calls for two members who are not members of the Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations.
I happen to be the Democratic member assigned under that provision, probably because of the fact that I have long served on the Agriculture Committee. And, as most of us know, the matter of the production of food and fiber has become our strongest asset in dealing

with foreign nations because they cannot understand a nation of the
size and power of this Nation, which besides producing enough for its
citizens who are maintaining the highest standards known, still
has an abundance to share with others who are friendly to us.
Without further comment of my own, I call next upon my distinguished colleague, Senator Sparkman of Alabama, who, as you

town

know, served witli distinction as one of our delegates to the General

Assembly of the United Nationsseveral years ago and has rendered
to our Nation distinguished service in many other fields.
Senator Sparkman.

b.MM.d
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OPENING REMARKS OF SENATOR SPARKMAN

Senator SPAHKM.\N.

Thank you, Mr. chairman . INly comment will

phaPi) to be here. Of course I do not have quite
be very brief. I am
the claim to Georgia that Senator Holland has, but you would be
surprised how often I remind people that Alabama was at one time
a part of Georgia, so I can run my kinship back to Georgia in that
way.
But I am very much interested, as all of us are, in trying to find
some formula that will help us to work out the dilemma that we so
often find ourselves in with reference to the United Nations.
It happens to be my personal belief that we must solve this problem
because I think the time is fast approaching, if it is not already here,
when civilization as you and I know it simply cannot live through
another world war.
I think that is something that we must keep in mind, and therefore,
nations must learn to live together, and the responsibility becomes
even greater upon us to try to find a method whereby that may be made
possible. In brief, that is what we are seeking.
Senator HOLLAND. I next would appreciate comments, as I know you
would, from the other distinguished member of this subcommittee,
Senator Alexander Smith of New Jersey, who before his election to
the Senate was a member of the faculty of Princeton University, and
who is a recognized authority in international affairs.
Senator Smith.
OPENING REMARKS OF SENATOR SMITH

Senator SriTH. Mr. Chairman, I deeply appreciate the honor of

meeting in Georgia because of my warm friendship for your two
Senators who are both such otitstan(ling leaders in the Senate and in
the cotintry, in the field of international affairs.
Now, the United Nations has been of profound interest to me for
many years.

As far back as Woodrow Wilson's (lay, when he was thinking in
terms of a League of Nations, I was one of those, and I was a much
younger man then of course, who was very enthusiastic about any
collective move among the nations of the world to establish some way
to settle international disputes without recourse to war.
So right along, I have been a great supporter of that idea. Incidentally, I was a personal friend of Woodrow Wilson, whom I always
admired enormously and whom I felt was a great prophet of what
was to come if we were to have peace in the world.
So when the U'nited Nations was set up it happened to be my first
year in the Senate. I was elected in 1944 and in 1945 you will recall
we had V-E Day and V-J Day and then the United Nations conference in San Francisco. One of my very close friends, the late Senator
Vandenberg, was one of the leading delegates there. We had a great
delegation that worked in the setting up of this United Nations
Charter.
Everybody knew then that they could not foresee for all time what
the provisions of this charter should be, but I think the drafters did
a very constructive and an important job.
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It is provided in the charter that automatically after 11) years the
question of whether a charter review conference shall be held will
come before the General Assembly.
That is why now 10 years later we are having these hearings. We
are trying to see what the thinking of the people of our country is as
to what revisions, if any, should be made.
Some people think that we had better try a little longer witl our
present charter as it is, without getting into some of these controversial questions.
Now tie question that keeps conilug to me at various tim(, is"s: What
good is the United Nations doing.
It has failed here and there. Well, I can assure you if any of you
privilege
of attending the United Nations like I (lid. especially
had
whenthe
I was
an official
delegate of my country, you would get the feeling of the importance of people of different nationalities in different
parts of the world ineeting together and getting to know each other
on a personal basis.
In the United Nations are representatives from practically all parts
of the world-from Europe, tle Middle East, and all through tie Far
East. The Far East is tie area to which I have given special
attention.
I consider it a great privilege to meet people, the great leaders of
the Far Eastern countries, at the United Nations, and have a chance
to sit down and talk with them.
'Whether or not we make much progress there with our resolutions,
we do have tme opportunity to exchange ideas. WYe do have a public
forum where ideas are criticized, as you know, without much regard
for anybody's feelings.
The question is sometimes raised whether Russia, which has been
such a thorn in the flesh for us, should be left in the United Nations.
I think it should. When I was there, I was abused by the Russian
delegate in the committees on which we both served. I welcomed it.
Let them goalead an(l si))t wor(s. It. is better for then to talk than
to shoot with guns and it may be that through the United Nations'
continuing debates, and by trying to think through in a common way
the ways to world peace, we can avoid the ultimate recourse to arms.
It is a terrific responsibility we have. Each one of you has responsibility. Every individual in every State of our Nation shares the respoiisibility, because today whether we like it or not we have emerged
as the strongest country in the world and because of that strength we
have the special responsibility, as I see it, to try to guide the world
to the ways of peace through bringing together the thinking of all
the world, and trying to devise means to save civilization, as Senator
Sparkman has said.
In an atomic age another war is unthinkable. We must meet this
responsibility and we must go ahead and we mist use this instrument
of the United Nations in an effort to bring about a different world
than we have had in the past. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SUBCOMMI T rEE PROCEDURE

Senator
man.

HOLLAND.

Thank you, Senator Smith and Senator Spark-
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We have with us two of the members of the staff of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee who are here to assist us, Dr. Wilcox,
the chief of staff of that iiiiportant committee, and himself a wellknown authority in the field of international relations, and M1r. Valeo.
Now I am told that we have a long agenda and that the witnesses
have complied very cordially with the request that written statements
be prepared and those written statements will, of course, be received
and become a part of our record. The oral statements will be confined
to 5 minutes each, and I am tol l)y Dean Narmore that the witnesses
are happy about that arrangement because they realize that we are
trying to hear as many as possible.
With that statement, I think we will begin now the actual hearing.
You have heard from us. Now we want to hear from you, and that
is really the business of this meeting.
Dean Narmore has a copy of the list of witnesses. I don't happen
to know many of th em. I suggest that Dean Narmore call the witnesses in the order in which the list states their names, and we will
proceed as rapidly as possible.
Dean NARMORE. Mrs. Fleming Law.
I would like to make this statement too: All of the witnesses should
be seated in this chair and speak and address their remarks to the committee, anid thev will be notified if they exceed 4 minutes; they will
be notified by Mr. Wynn that they have only 1 more minute, so please
confine yourself to that.
Senator HOLLAND. This may sound like a peculiar situation in connection with Senators who are known for the length of their speaking

and for the lack of limitation, but we are trying to hear as many of
you as possible.

STATEMENT OF MRS. FLEMING LAW, OF ATLANTA, GA.
BACKGROUND FOR REVISION

M[rs-. JAw. In considering charter revision it is well to keep in mind
that the United Nations is a voluntary association of sovereign states
which depends entirely on the free cooperation of its members for the
implementation of its decisions.

The charter as it now stands is a flexible instrument, adaptable to
changing world conditions, broad in concept, and subject to interpretation.
Undertaking any revision of such a document will require the utmost skill and prudence and poses the question of whether a review
conference will, in 1956, have the free cooperation of the member
states to the end that any worthwhile accomplishments may be effected.
PROBLEMS FOR CONSIDERATION

The problems which seem to have caused the most dissatisfaction
and which could be considered in revising the charter are as follows:
Disarmament, concerning which the charter makes little provision;
abolition of the veto in regard to membership; universal membership;
some form of weighted representation in the General Assembly; the
police force; domestic jurisdiction and certain organizational changes.
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CHANGES POSSIBLE BY GENERAL AGREEMENT UNDER PRESENT
CHARTER

Certainly many of the changes asked for and desired could be
effected by general agreement, if member states are willing, within the
framework of the present charter. If general agreement is not attainable, amendment is impossible.
DISARMAMENT

For instance, disarmament conferences have been set up within the
United Nations. Their failures are due to basic differences in concepts,
not to any lack in charter machinery.
MEMBERSHJIP VETO

4

yl

Abolition of the veto in regard to membership could be quickly
obtained if the permanent members would informally agree to refrain
from using it, as suggested in the Vandenberg resolution in 1948.
Likewise, most nations now awaiting admission could be admitted
without any formal charter change. In the matter of weighted representation, would the smaller states agree to any proposal that would
lessen their influence? One of the outstanding principles on which
the United Nations is founded is equality of sovereign powers, regard-

less of size. Can we attempt to define degrees of sovereignty?

The

police force clause has neverbeen implemented.
POLICE FORCE

Are we ready at this time to accept the directive inherent in the
clause of providing forces to be used outside the jurisdiction of the
President and the Congress, or shall we rely on the alternative arrangenient of regional pacts which are permitted under the charter? Tis
does not suggest the elimination of the police force clause, for the
principle of establishment of a law-enforcing body on the international
level may be entirely practical at some future date.
DOMESTIC JURISDICTION

The question of domestic jurisdiction is constantly becoming more
important since most of the problems of colonialism are involved in it.
As Ernest Gross points out, whether "discussion" (art. 2) constitutes
"intervention" (art. 10).or whether article 10 is subordinate to article
2 are matters that need interpretation and clarification, but is it wise
to attempt this by some new charter formulation?
SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

i

Organizational changes, such as greater integration of the specialized agencies with the United.Nations proper, may be desirable, but
the charter furnishes the nmachinery for the establishment of such subsidiary organs as are deemed necessary and gives to the General
Assembly broad competence to deal with questions within its jurisdiction.

-b -6-ub
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With these facts in mind is it necessary or advisable at this time

to hold a review conference . This will certainly involve great effort
and expense which might better be used in other directions.
A conference is almost certain to be the scene of bitter wrangling
and debate, which could possibly cause a breakdown of the organization
withdrawal
of dissatisfied
nations.
A by
buildup
in public
ol)inion to possibilities
beyond attainment could

cause great disillusionment and disal)l)ointment.
And, finally, efforts to rewrite the charter completely niliht be stimiflate1 which would be a monumental task with no guaranty that a
better document would emerge.
Granting that the provision in the charter for placing an optional
review conference on the agenda at the end of the 10-year period was
wise, is it now necessary to take ul) that option ?
Would it not be better, with world opinion divided as it is into two
such irreconcilable positions, for the United States to vote against
holding such a conference at the present?
Instead, could we not use the ellergy involved in this remaking of the
United Nations in employing the present instrument to its fullest
capacity? I believe that the United States has been guilty in the past
of byl askingg the United Nations.
If it. is not eml)loyed to deal with the major problems of our times,
it will most certainly wither and die.
Informal charter changes have already been effected through interpretation, clstom and usage, through supplementary treaties, through
creation of special agencies, and through noniml)lementation. Also
many imperfections could be remedied without the change of a word
of the charter.

Vouild it not be more prudent to wait upon the normal development
of the charter through informal adaptation and liberal interpretation?

I believe so.
Thank you very much.
Sellator ]
.LL,,ND.Thank you.
I have a question for you, please.
Anl I would also like to know this from :Ill other witnesses, too..

In te.tifying. lo you represent any organized body or group?
Mrs. LA.w. I do not. I am speaking as an individual.
Senator ]IOLL.AND. WNherever any witness does speak by authoriza-

tion of some group, I hope that he or she will make that clear in the
record.
QUESTION OF UNITED STATES MORAL OBLIGATION TO SUPPOR'r CONFEEN-CE

My question is this: At San Francisco many of the smaller nations
hio

were reluctant to go along were more or less assured, particularly

by our delegates, that the U. N. would hold a review conference after
10 years.
)o you think in view of this fact that the United States has any
moral'obligation to support the convening of an amendment conference at the end of the 10-year period !
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I think and I believe that the difficulties involved and

the probable results outweigh the possibilities that aniy good will come
of it.
Senator HOLLA ND. You tend to the idea then that if there is any

obligation, it ought to be discharged by informal discussion with the
small nations and by gainiiig their approval to aniy chatige, if possible,
under existing conlitions .
Mrs. LAW. It seems to me that would be a desirableSenator HOLLA.ND. You would prefer to defer any formal effort for
amendment
Mrs. LAw. At this time.

Senator ItOLLAN n. Thank you.
Senator Smith?
Senator SMITI.

I have just this qjuestiol:

I gather that you feel that there is no area in which we should attempt at this stage of the gane to try any changes in the charter: is
that your position .
Mrs. L.\w. It seems to me at this time with world opinion as it is
that very little good could come out of the review conference at this
time.
Senator SMITH. Thank you.
Senator HOLLA\ND. Thank you.
Next witness.
Dean NARMORE. Mr. Charles Hounshell, Emory University professor, representing himself.
Senator HOLLAND. You may proceed.
STATEMENT OF CHARLES D. HOUNSHELL, EMORY UNIVERSITY, GA.
Mr. Chairman. I am Charles Hounslell and I am
assistant professor of political science at Emory University, Georgia,
and I am speaking as an individual and not as a representative of the
university.

iMr.

HOUNSHELL.

V. N. AN AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

I view the United Nations as an agency for international cooperation. It. is not something apart from its members: it is not a world
government. It cannot of itself insure either international peace or
justice. It is essentially a forum wherein the several States might
agree upon cooperative action.
INCREASED USE OF U. N. FAVORED

g

I favor an increased use of the U. N. as the principal forum for
international negotiation and action. The achievement of this objective, however, requires a change in the policies of the principal members, including the United States, rather than a change in the charter
of the organization.
CHARTER A FLEXIBLE DOCUMENT

Drafted at a time of apparent unity among the great powers, the
charter is capable of supporting a maxinim, degree of cooperation.
It has been demonstrated that the charter is a flexible document.
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Through interpretation and usage the charter has been changed significantly, as indicated in the excellent staff study No. 2 of this subcommittee, and articles by Dr. Wilcox, to enable the U. N. to function
as an agency of cooperation despite the lack of unanimity among the
major powers. Witness the practice of not counting an abstention
as a veto in the Security Council, the passage of the Uniting for Peace
Resolution, etc.
CHARTER AMENDMENT VIRTUALLY IMPOSSIBLE

Some changes in the charter would undoubtedly make the U. N. a
more effective agency; but it would seem to be virtually impossible
to amend the charter in any basic aspect, since each of the permanent
members of the Security Council has a veto on amendments.
The removal of the veto on the admission of new members, for
example, would make it possible to increase the membership.
It would seem clear, however, that if the Soviet Union will not
abstain from using her veto to keep the Western candidates out of the
U. N. she will not abstain from using her veto to kill any proposed
amendment that would eliminate her veto on the admission of these
states.
DESIRABILITY OF CHARTER REVIEW CONFERENCE QUESTIONED

The U. N. charter as it exists can accommodate any degree of cooperation desired by the member states. While it might be desirable to
hold some sort of conference to review the development of the U. N.,
I question the desirability of holding a general conference for the
purpose of attempting to revise the charter at this time.
The existence of the U. N. as it is-the one forum in which the
major protagonists in world politics meet yet which can serve as an
agency for cooperative action against the aggressor-should not be
jeopardized in the probably futile attempt to make of it something
better.
Senator HOLLAND. Thank you, Mr. Hounshell.
Do you have questions, Senator Smith?
Senator SMrrH. Just this one: Is it not possible that the world situation will be quite different in 1956 or 1957 when a charter review
conference of the U. N. might take place? Is it better for us to postpone it with all the complexities in the world? You apparently feel
like the previous witness that a conference should not be held at this
time.
Mr. TIOUNSlIELL. The burden of my statement is, sir, that I feel a
review conference for the purpose of revision, that in a review conference for the purpose of revision, that no attempt should be made to
revise the charter in such a basic aspect as to disrupt it.
I could see some feasibility in the holding of a conference for essentially reviewing what has occurred in the U. N. and for educative purposes and perhaps even for some minor amendments such as the
streamlining of the organization, the making clearer the relationship
between the U. N. and specialized agencies, clarifying article 2, paragraph 7 on domestic jurisdiction and so on, but it would seem to me,
Sir, that given the present political situation that any attempt to
eliminate the veto on the admission of new members or to abolish the
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Security Council or to introduce weighted voting in the General Assembly, such action would be vetoed and such action would be disruptive of the U. N.
Senator Smrrii. Thank you.
FUNCTIONING OF MICROPHONES

Senator HOLLAND. I am told that the address system is not functioning very well and I suggest that everyone move as far forward as he

can. I suggest also that everyone speak a little more loudly, including
the members of the subcommittee, so that we may all have the benefit of
what is being said.

POSSIBILITY OF AMENDING VETO PROVISIONS

Mr. Hounshell, one of the suggestions that has been most frequently

made as to an amendment which is not only badly needed but thought

by some to be possible, is an amendment which 'would limit the fields

covered by the veto power.

Do you have any comment to make on the feasibility of such an

amendment or its desirability?

Mr. HOUNSHELL. I tlink, sir, it would be highly desirable to elim-

inate the veto on the admission of new members and on the pacific
settlement of disputes. It is my understanding, however, that the
Soviet Union is opposing the calling of a conference principally on
the grounds she fears an attempt will be made to eliminate the veto
on various matters, and I would doubt the feasibility of the adding
of an amendment to the charter that would eliminate the veto in these
two fields, sir, because of the opposition of the Soviet Union.
Senator HOLLAND. Thank you very much.
Dean NA.MoRm. Mrs. Robert, Huniphrey, from Swainsboro. Is Mrs.
Humphrey here?
We are going to ask the people to speak as loudly as they can so all
the people in the room can hear.

STATEMENT OF MRS. ROBERT H. HUMPHREY, SWAINSBORO, GA.,
REPRESENTING THE DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
Mrs. HUmPHREY. Gentlemen, I am Mrs. Robert H. Humphrey, State

regent of the Georgia State Society, of the National Society, Daughters
of the American Revolution.
I appreciate the opportunity of expressing a few of the views of
the DAR concerning a possible revision of the United Nations Charter.
We are glad that you came to our State in order that the views of some
of our citizens may be presented to you today.
I am sure each one present is a sincere American citizen. We merely
have an honest difference of opinion. The important object I am
sure is to do what is best for all American citizens.
NOT "PEOPLES"

OF TIE UNITED NATIONS

In the preamble of the United Nations Charter, we believe the third
word should be changed from "peoples" to "nations." The opening
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statement, in the charter-"We the peoples of the United Nations"-is
fraudulent.
We are not peoples of the United Nations. We owe no allegiance
to the United Nations.
As you well know, no people anywhere voted for delegates to represent them at the San Francisco Conference. To the best of my
knowledge, no delegate to any U. N. General Assembly or any U. N.
commission has ever been elected by the vote of the people.
We feel that an honest statement in the preamble would be "We
the Nations of the United Nations."
DOMESTIC JURIS DICTION

Then article 2, paragTaph 7 provides in part:
Nothing

flcontaine(d in the present charter shall authorize the U. N. to intervene

In matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state.

Without the assurance of that protection, the U. N. Charter would
not have been ratified by the Senate. When the charter was under
consideration, article 2, paragraph 7 was used to allay all fears that
the United Nations might assume some control over the purely domestic
affairs of the United States and its citizens.

'We have not received the protection that article 2, paragraph 7 was
intended to provide.
I believe you gentlemen agree with me on this.
At the time the U. N. Charter was ratified by the Senate, it was
generally understood that the human-rights provisions of the covenant contained in articles 55 and 56 were merely a statement of high
aspiration and purpose. They were not intended to express any legally
enforceable obligation.
That assurance was also given to the Senate by administration officials in 1945. We believe that articles 55 and 56 should be amended.
The official United Nations view is that all human-rights questionsno matter how local, private, or sacred in character-have ceased to
be matters of purely domestic concern within the meaning of article
2, paragraph 7, because human rights were internationalized by articles
55 and 56.
Therefore, these two articles should be amended so as to reaffirm the
original understanding to the effect that these articles represent no
binding legal obligation on any member state and that the fundamental human rights of the citizens of a nation remain matters essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of that nation.
AGAINST

WORLD

GOVERNMENT

Gentlemen, our national society endorsed the original idea of the
U. N. as an organization of sovereign nations to preserve peace on
earth. We are unalterably opposed to any revision of the charter
which could in any manner supersede our United States Constitution
so that we would have a world government or even a partial world
government.
We insist that our sovereign rights which were given to us at the
beginning of our Republic be kept intact.
so much for your time.
Thank you
Senator
HOLLANID. Senator Smith.
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Of course I share your views very heartily about
any interference with the United States Coi stitution but I a Nw,,n(lering if you can think of any instance where the U. N. has invaded
domestic jurisdiction ?
Mrs. HUMI'lREY. I did not have any time to go into that, Senator.
S:MII. I do not mean at any length, but you (1 feel there
jSenator
have been occasions?
Mrs. HL•MPIIREY. Ye. I (10. I feel very keenly that UNESCO lhas
entered into the private affairs of our State and I feel that some of
*
our people in the Senate have made statements that UNESCO was
Senator SMIT11.

4the

trying to get the Unite(1 Nations into a world government. In fact I
have a quote to that effect anid that is the reason, a, aii or:tnization, we,

have taken a very definite stand that we do not want in any way the
charter amended" that we should become in any particular a world
government because we want America kept for Americans.

Senator S-irrrii. Thank you.
Senator HOLLAND. Thank you, Mrs. Humphrey.
Dean NARMORE. Mrs. R. M. Sutton, Marietta. representing herself.
Senator HOLLAND. Mrs. Sutton, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF MRS. R. M. SUTTON, OF MARIETTA. GA.

Mrs. Su'rrox. Thank you, gentlemen.

I speak as an individual
today but I have been a schoolteacher in Georgia for 19 years and am
still a schoolteacher. I am a Sunday-school teacher of an adult (lass.
I am a member of the Georgia Educational Association, the National
Educational Association, and the Marietta Educational Association,
the National Congress of Parents and Teachers, and the Georgia Federation of Women's Clubs.
I am the immediate )ast president of the United Church women of
Marietta, but I am speaking as an individual today.
EXPRESSION OF CONFIDENCE IN T.

N.

I am very glad of an opportunity to express my confidence in the

*

JTnited Nations. I sincerely believe that real progress has been made
toward better world understanding under the guidance of the United
Nations. I believe that the U. N. is proving to the world that it is an
instrument dedicated to peace.
I believe that the basic principles of the 17. N. are founded on
Christian principles. No lasting peace can be built on any other
foundation. I believe that in the U. N. America is proving to the
world her belief in these principles of Christian democracy and is
leading other nations to follow these principles. The U. N. is a forum
where world opinion is effectively developed and where world opinion
can hold in check the forces that would destroy democracy in the
world.
FLEXIBILITY OF PRESENT CHARTER

I believe that the present charter, if properly supported by all members, is flexible enough, and sufficiently adaptable to meet the problems
that confront, it. I do not think that any revision of the charter is
42435-55--pt. 8-2
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necessary at this time. However, if a majority of the other member
nations want a review of the charter, I think the United States should
cooperate in holding this review.
NEED FOR WIDER DISTRIBUTION

OF FACTUAL INFORMATION

ON U. N.

I believe that in the United States there is a real need for a wider
distribution of factual information on the U. N.
I know that much misinformation has led some conscientious Americans to hestitate to support the work of the U. N. and its agencies.
I think that if the Senate Foreign Relations Committee could lead
in educating the American public in the true facts about the U. N. the
public would support it even to the greater degree than it is supported
today.
UNITED STATES SHOULD USE U. N. WHEREVER POSSIBLE

This support would give the charter greater strength without
ing it basically. I think that our foreign policy should includechangusing
the U. N. wherever possible.
I am also a daughFter of the American Revolution and it is not criticism of the State and local officers but I would like to go on record as
being one of the many members of the Daughters of American Revolution who does not agree with the policy of that organization on a national level regarding the United Nations.
ELIMINATION OF VETO ON ADMISSION OF NEW MEMBERS

If a review of a charter is held and if any changes are made in the
charter I would be in favor of eliminating the vote on veto of the
admission of new members.
I think this is very important. Thank you.
Senator I [OLLA.ND. Thank you. Senator Smith?
Senator Siri'rH. Thank you very much.
Dean NARMORE. Mrs. LeVerne Sturnier of Atlanta representing the

Georgia Federation of Women's Clubs.
Senator IIOLI,.\ND. Thank you, Mrs. Sturmer.

You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF MRS. LE VERNE B. STURMER, ATLANTA, GA., REPRESENTING THE GEORGIA FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS
I am the international relations chairman for the
fifth district of the Atlanta Women's Clubs.
The (eneral Federation of Women's Clubs has consistently lent its
Mrs.

S'T
I

IIER.

support

The audience cannot hear you. I hope you can
speak louder, Mrs. Sturmer.
Senator HOI,,ANI).

FEDERATION'S SUPPORT FOR U. N.

The General Federation of Women's Clubs has consistently lent its support to the United Nations, the accomplishments
and influence of which in the cause of world peace we feel has been
Mrs. STITRMER.

most outstanding.
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POSSIBILITIES FOR EXTENDING U. N. 1S USEFULNESS

However, it is felt there still remain great possibilities to extend the

work and usefulness of the United Nations within the framework of
its present charter which proved to be a more flexible instrument than
its founders dared hope.
Consequently every possible avenue for further extending this usefulness should most searchingly be explored.
CHARTER REVISIONS NOW MAY JEOPARDIZE U. N.'; USIULNESS

Then, too, it may well be borine in mind; that opening the charter
to revisions at this troublesome time, may unduly jeop)ardize its present usefulness by subjecting it to measures of extreme obstructionism
and ruthless opposition.
Should our Government deem revision of the charter necessary at
this time, every precaution must be exercised to further undergird its
influence in the cause of world's peace.
Senator HOLLAND. Thank you, Mrs. Sturmer.

Dean ARMoRE. Mr. Morris Abram.

STATEMENT OF MORRIS B. ABRAM, ATLANTA, GA., REPRESENTING
GEORGIA ASSOCIATION OF B'NAI B'RITH LODGES
Mr. ABRAM. I am Morris Abram, an Atlanta attorney, appearing on

J

behalf of the Georgia Association of B'nai B'rith Lodges.
The Georgia Ass()ciation of B'nai Brith Lodges is a statewi(le
association of 15 lodges located in Georgia cities and towns. B'nai
B'rith, the parent organ ization, is the oldest Jewish service organization in the world and is devoted to the p)rilciples of brotherly love, harmony, and benevolence.
REVIEW CONFFIRNCE CAN SERVE WVORTHWHILE PURPOSE

I hope the subcommittee will not think me inconsistent as I express
)leasure over the prospect of a review conference while proposingl110
-drastic revisions of the U. N. Charter; rather, I believe this is the time
to hold what we have and to use what we have.
Through an imaginative foreign policy closely working within the
IT. N., we nay be able to inch toward another conference in 10 years
at which organic charter revisions are possible.
On the other hand, a present review conference can serve a very
worthwhile purpose. It would focus attention on the U. N. organiization, on its achievements and on its failures.
The conference could probe and analyze the reasons for the organization's obvious limitations and perhaps suggest the way to some
worthwhile institutional changes.
But, merely because this is the normal time for a charter review
conference does not mean that we must either repeal, weaken, or
strengthen the charter. Sometimes the wise course is to hold to a
good thing and employ it to the maximum.

_
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THE PRESENT WORLD

'e recognize that before 10 years have passed the whole world
may have been destroyed by the ungoverned hydrogen bomb. Presently we are living by sufferance. For the first time in history there
exists a force sufficient to destroy man; but there is no legal machinery
to control that force.
Winston Churchill says that the power of retaliation is the present
deterrent. This is, of course, a slender thread of hope on which to
encourage the young to marry and to bring children into the world.
Some find in these somber facts the proof that we should pull out
of any cooperative efforts to keep the peace; some would even provoke
a war on what they regard as a calculated risk that we would be less
annihilated than the enemy.
Others find in the terrible dilemma the assurance that the Soviet
Union will now join a truly complete and effective world organization.
As a religiously orientated organization we. of course, reject any
idea of preventive war; as realists we do not believe that the Soviet
Union will now submit to effective international control over all armament. IWe recognize that the Soviet Union is still wedded to world
dominion and armament is a highly prized Soviet instrument for that
purpose. This makes drastic charter revisions designed to make the
U. N. absolutely effective a forlorn hope at this time.
REVIEW CONFERENCE CAN DEVELOP NEW TECHNIQUES IN U. N.

WVe believe, however, that this period and the process of the review
conference may be used to develop new approaches in American foreign policy and new techniques in the present U. N.
Through these the Soviet system may be reluctantly compelled to
forego its present objectives which have made substantial charter
revision, in our opinion, impractical at this time.
AN OFFENSIVE AGAINST HUNGER, HOPELESSNESS AND TYRANNY

What we propose requires no institutional changes in the U. N.
What is required is simply that this country use its God-inspired
traditions of freedom and its enormous economic base in a peaceful
offensive through the U. N. directed against hunger, hopelessness and
tyranny.
The Soviet Union today does not have to cooperate. It is powerful
and over the last few years has grown more so as America concentrates
on holding the line-keeping communism within certain check points.
This is a negative and defensive posture and it is the road to eventual defeat.
This attitude will never force the Communist leaders to abandon
ambitions for world conquest, nor to enter the U. N. as sincere mnembers. As long as America is defensive only, the Soviet world cannot
lose positions though it may fail to advance for the time being.
How do we mount an objective which could conceivably cause a
revision of Soviet objectives and intention? How can we roll back
the Soviet influence in China, Korea or areas of southeastern Asia?
Not through war-this is sheer madness and folly. But what if
through prudent and well-planned investment and technical assistance
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of 10 years we should spend a stated small percentage of our national
income to bring impoverished economies bordering the Soviet world
to a life-sustaining level. Soviet satellites might call on the Soviet
Union for similar assistance.
But in this field the Soviet Union cannot compete even if it had the
desire. Eventual dissatisfaction would brew.
Men, as the children of a common God, wish everywhere for the
same goals of food, self-determination and freedom. These are the
goals towards which we are l)eculiarly able to lead men by our history, traditions and capabilities.
In such an enterprise we would have no real Soviet competition.
The United States has throughout its history ,,yinbolized the principles of freedom, self-determination and economic betterment. In
the past we have never asserted inerely defensive and hold-the-line
positions against the enemies of these goals.
But it is no longer possible to carry out the type of program we have
suggested on a private or strictly national inwi\etment base. Such
funds are simply not available privately and if invested on a strictly

national basis the United States could co"nceivably end up owning the
major industries of the countries we desire to help.'
Yet the investments must be made Irudently, carefully and gradually. This requires supervision. The governments which need Ainerican help the most probably couldn't politically survive the kind of
direct supervision by another nation which would be essential for the

success of the program.

Thus it is almost inevitable that such programs of massive investment, if tlev are to be successful, Must be executed through international organization and the U. N. is the only such organization presentlv available.
then, is a suggestion and there must be many others by which
the U. N. can be used in the next 10 years to make a future charter
revision conference more fruitful.
We think all thinking men must agree that eventually war can be
chained by law and law can be established only through'f institutions
of Thank
government.

Here,

you.
Senator HOLLAND. Thank you, Mr. Abram.

Senator Sparkman, do you have any questions for Mr. Abram?
j

HOLDING A REVIEW CONFEREN('E

Senator SPARKMA..

No, I do not, Senator Holland. I want to coin-

pliment him on his statement and I want to state to him that I certainly
endorse the positive approach that he presents in his paper. I am not
-ure that I agree that we ought not. to tiy\ to make some revisions in
the charter but I certainly conmend him f)r the positive approach that
he makes in his statement.
Senator SMITH. I would like to commend '1r. Abram. There is
one little point in your statement which I would like to have clarified.
Some people believe that a review conference would only result in
heated debate which would widen the breach between the Conmmunist
and non-Communist world and possibly sVlit the free world as well.
I take it that you do not share those views.
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Mr. ABA-.i. Senator Smith, I am such a firm believer in free speech
and free debate that I cannot believe that ultimately the truth will not
prevail. Therefore, I would welcome the debate.
Senator SMITH. I think that may be a sound approach.
Mr. ARAtM. Yes, sir.

Senator SM[ITH. We ought to have the debate even if we do not
figure on reaching a decision insofar as charter revision is concerned.
Mr. ABRA 1. We will not get to that but I would like to see the matters considered and debated.
Senator HOILAND. To make the record perfectly clear, I would like

to ask first if it is your view that substantial amendments may not be
realistically expected at this time? Second, is it your view that the
effect of a sincere review conference, (lise lssing various approaches
which you think the free world needs to discuss, openly and actively,
and from an offensive rather than a defensive standpoint, would be
helpful in the long run?
Mr. ABRA3M. I do believe that, sir.
Senator HOLLAND. Then you do positively favor the holding of a

review conference?

MIr. ABRPM. I do, sir.
Senator HOLLAND. Thank you.
Dean NARMORE. Miss Elizabeth Lott, from Douglas, Ga.
STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH LOTT, DOUGLAS, GA.

Iiss Lo'rr. M1r. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee, I am
Eli,:abeth Lott, high school history teacher from Douglas, (;a., but I
speak only for myself. Seven weeks after the charter of the United
Nations was signed at San Francisco, the city of Hiroshima was de-

stroyed by an atomic bomb. And the atomic age became a reality.
Yet, the charter which was dedicated to the preservation of peace
wi drafted by men who did not know of the existence of the bomb.
CHARTER PREATOMIC

In this sense, the charter was a preatomnic charter, obsolete before
it really came into force. If the delegates at San Frazicisco had
known that the mysterious and immeasurable power of the atom would
be available as a meaiis of mass destriiction, the provisions of the
charter, dealing with disarmament and the regulation of armaments,
would doubtless have been far more emphatic and realistic. To correct this omission should certainly be considered by the review conference of 1955.

Now, 10 years after its ratification, we can assess the value of the
charter in the light of a new set of circumstances, a different international climate, and perhaps a universal feeling that whatever can be

done, must be done.
NEW IDEAS NEEDED

In order to make the review and possible revision constructive toward promoting world peace, we are challenged again to produce the
new ideas needed to meet the ever-changing conditions.
It should be fairly obvious that this task as no use for "Hand wringers, shoulder shruggers, and monkey-wrench throwers."
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It calls for those who are willing to offer something more worthy of
a patriot and a statesmain than the statementLet's get the United Nations out of the United States and the United States out
of the United Nations.

Political leadershi? that timidly goes backward will never cope
with scientific knowledge wlich moves ever forward. When there
is only one way out of a difficulty, that way has to be possible.
U. N.'S CHIEF FAULTS

This is probably an oversimplification of the United Nations, but
its chief faults seem to lie in its delay and inertia. Its great need is
that of action. The United Nations has shown by its action that it
can stretch its charter to do anything the member nations wish. It
has also shown that its members can find far too many excuses for
doing nothing.
To correct, relieve, or merely to lessen the obstacles that prevent the
realization of world peace, several features of the charter should be
considered:
COMPOSITION OF SECURITY COUNCIL

First, there is the question of the Big Five. When Secretary Stettinius submitted the charter to the United States Senate for ratification, he argued:
I submit that these five nations, possessing most of the world's power to break
or preserve peace, must agree and act together if peace is to be maintained * * * what the Charter does is to place special and binding obligations
upon the great nations to use, in unity together for peace, not separately for war.

Perhaps it is too much to hope that the Big Five can or will ever
agree again, but the Big Five idea itself has changed in the past 10
years. The world is no longer conscious of five big powers: events
now revolve around the Big Two, Russia and the United States.
The United Kingdom and France trail in prestige and power as the
third and fourth members, and their influence is still powerful: but
No. 5 of the Big Five is not the minute island, Formosa (13,S07 square
miles in area, roughly the size of the States of Vermont and Connectic'ut). Certainly that fifth seat should be removed from the circle
of the Big Five, or itshould be occupied by one whose size and strength
could be more nearly equal that of tihe other four.
It would be my suggestion and it may sound very radical at this
point that either the Big Five be renamned the Big Four or that Nationalist China or the island of Formosa be removed from the Council
of the Big Five and be replaced by India.
Asia, the largest of the continents in size and population, should be
represented in the deliberations of t he Security Council and it cannot
be done so effectively by tei island of Formosa.
TRUSTEESHIP FOR FORMOSA

As to what I would do with Formosa, I would make it a trusteeship,
and as for what I would do with the People's Republic of China if they
ever satisfy conditions that the United Nations think are adequate
they would be admitted too to membership.
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We cannot deal with the problems of the world with so nany of
them outside the United Nations, and that brings me to the veto on
admission.
It seems very inconsistent with the primary aim that more than 20
nations have applied for membership and been denied. They stand
on the outside looking in. Such a condit ion makes yet another division
among the many others that keel) the nations of the world divided and
yet the world issues remain whether those nations are inside or out.
It seems it would be much easier to solve the problems when all the

nations meet at the same table.
RUSSIA

IN

TlE U.

N.

Then consi dering the matter of Russia itself, as to whether or not to
invite it out or make things confzeiiial for the Russians, a,,ain there
would be no use in saying "Kick the Russians out," or "LocT the door
on the Red Chinese and then get down to the things of securing the
blessh'ins of liberty to ourselves and our allies."
The Russians and all their little Red brothers are all our problems,
the same as famine, hunger, prejudice, distrust, fear, and all the others,
they are world problems.
They can best be solved when everybody belongs.
INTERNATIONAL

LAW

I think the greatest weakness within the United Nations Charter is
that of an indefinite reference to international law. The General Assenblv has done very little to codify or develop international law. If
we had some such covenant, binding the nations more deliberately, it
would be unnecessary to run away to Manila, Geneva, or some other
place for conferences outside the machinery set up within the U. N.
Charter.
It is possible for a conflicting ideology to live together and the
success of the whole U. N. structure can be guaranteed only when all
the people and all their leaders really expect it to succeed.
Thank you.
Senator HOLLAND. Thank you very much. Senator Sparkman, do
you have any questions?
THE VI'T) POWER

I notice your advocacy of the abolition of the
veto so far as admission of new members is concerned.
Do you advocate changing the veto power with reference to any
other matters?
Miss Lorr. I would, but I would not remove the power completely.
Senator SPARKMAN.

Senator SPARKMAN. No?

Miss IArr. You see it is just like having a gun that is loaded, you
might need it.
Senator SPARKMAN. Are you familiar with the terms of the Vandenberg resolution?
Miss Lorr. I don't believe so.
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Senator SPARKMAN. The Senate passed that resolution practically
unanimously. I think the vote was 64 to 4. I don't remember the
exact wording, but my recollection is that it called for the abolition
of the veto except insofar as any nation might be called upon to use
its own armed forces. Isn't that substantially correct?
Dr. Wmcox. It dealt with the abolition of the veto in two areaswith respect to membership and with respect to peaceful settlement

of disputes.
Senator SPARKMAN. It would be removed as to those two areas.
Dr. WILCOX. Yes.

Senator SPARKMAN. Do you think you are in accord with that
resolution?
Miss Lorr. Yes, indeed.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you.

Senator HOLLAND. Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of Miss Lott follows:)
STATEMENT OF Miss ELIZABETH LOTT, DOUGLAs, GA.

Seven weeks after the Charter of the United Nations was signed at San Francisco, the city of Hiroshima was destroyed by an atomic bomb. And the atomic
age became a reality. Yet, the charter which was dedicated to the preservation
of peace was drafted by men who did not know of the existence of the bomb. In
this sense, the charter was a preatomic charter, obsolete before it really came into
force. If the delegates at San Francisco had known that the mysterious and
immeasurable power of the atom would be available as a means of mass destruction, the provisions of the charter, dealing with disarmament and the regulation
of armaments, would doubtless have been far more emphatic and realistic. To
correct this omission should certainly be considered by the review conference
of 1955.
Now, 10 years after its ratification, we can assess the value of the charter in
the light of a new set of circumstances, a different international climate, and
perhaps a universal feeling that whatever can be done, must be done. In order
to make the review and possible revision constructive toward pr'motin.- world
peace, we are challenged again to produce the new ideas needed to meet the everchanging conditions.
It should be fairly obvious that this task has no use for hand wringers.
shoulder shruggers, and monkey-wrench throwers. It calls for those who are
willing to offer something more worthy of a patriot and a statesman than the
statement: "Let's get the United Nations out of the United States, and the United
States out of the United Nations." Political leadership that timidly goes backward will never cope with scientific knowledge which moves ever forward. When
there is only one way out of a difficulty, that way has to be possible.
This is probably an oversimplification of the United Nations, but its chief faults
seem to lie in its delay and inertia. Its great need is that of action. The United
Nations has shown by its actions that it can stretch its charter to do anything the
member nations wish. It has also shown that its members can find far too many
excuses for doing nothing.
To correct, relieve, or merely to lessen the obstacles that prevent the realization of world peace, several features of the charter should be considered:
First, there is the question of the Big Five. When Secretary Stettinius submitted the charter to the United States Senate for ratification, he argued: "I
submit that these five nations, possessing most of the world's power to break or
preserve peace, must agree and act together if peace Is to be maintained * * *
what the charter does is to place special and binding obligations upon the great
nations to use--in unity together for peace, not separately for war." Perhaps it
is too much to hope that the Big Five can or will ever agree again, but the Big
Five idea itself has changed in the past 10 years. The world is no longer conscious
of five big powers: events now revolve around the Big Two, Russia and the United
States. The ITnited Kingdom and France trail In prestige and power as the third
and fourth members, and their influence is still powerful: but No. 5 of the Big
Five Is now the minute island, Formosa (13,907 square miles in area, roughly
the size of the States of Vermont and Connecticut). Certainly that fifth seat
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should be removed from the circle of the Big Five, or it should be occupied by one
whose size and strength could more nearly equal that of the other four.
Besides, conditions which existed in 1945 are no longer present. The strong
wartime unity of the United Kingdom, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
and the United States prompted them to jointly advocate proposals which placed
primary authority in the Security Council and stipulated that the great powers
permanently represented on that council must be In agreement. Now we see
the inadequacy of an organization whose effective functioning depends upon
cooperation with a nation which is dominated by an international party seeking
world domination.
There are shoulder shruggers among us whose solution to the Russian problem and their celebrated use of the veto power would be: "Russian abuse of the
veto has paralyzed the U. N. Let's kick the Russians out, bolt the door against
the Red Chinese, and get down to the serious business of securing the blessings
of liberty to ourselves and our real friends and allies." But whether we choose
to call ourselves realists, or idealists, the Russians and all of their little Red
brothers are our problem. They are one of the world's problems, just as disease,
land erosion, famine, hunger, illiteracy, prejudice, distrust, and fear are our
problems-they cannot be erased by simply ignoring them. So long as the Soviet
Union remains in the United Nations, there is always an opportunity to talk-and
some (lay to negotiate. The issues exist, whether the Soviet Union is inside or
out. Meanwhile, the policies of both East and West can run the same gantlet
of world opinion.
Concerning the Chinese problem, I submit that in the review conference
appropriate action should be taken to remove Nationalist China from the ranks
of the Big Five and that India be assigned that place as one of the Big Five.
Asia, being the largest of the continents, should be recognized and should share
in the major decisions of the Security Council. If such an agreement cannot be
reached, then the fifth chair should be removed, and the Big Five should be the
Big Four. As for the "Two Chinas," my solution would be to make a trusteeship
of Formosa and give the Peoples' Republic of China U. N. membership through
the regular channels of admission, if and when the U. N. should decide that the
Chinese Peoples' Republic meets the charter requirements for membership.
Second, the charter should be revised to overcome the veto block on membership. It is inconsistent with the primary aim of the U. N.. to promote world
peace and understanding, that more than 20 nations have applied for membership
and are still on the outside, looking in. Such a condition makes yet another
division among the many others which keep the nations of the world divided.
The world's issues remain whether nations are inside the U. N. or out. They
will be easier to solve when all nations meet at the same table.
Third, the U. N. should be ready for military action--so that its very readiness
might be a deterrent. It should work out a plan for military forces on calleither the article 43 plan for agreements through the Security Council's Military
Staff Committee or the Acheson plan alternative through the Assembly's Collective Measures Committee. It should start with whatever forces it can get, at
least it should make a start-to demonstrate readiness to go further.
Fourth. the U. N. Charter has a basic weakness in its indefinite reference to
international law. The charter requires the General Assembly to promote "the
progressive development of international law and its codification." Ilowever,
it has thus far made but little progress in this respect.
The late Senator Taft voiced this weakness of the U. N. Charter when he said,
"The fundamental difficulty is that it is not based primarily on an underlying
law and an administration of justice under that law. I believe that in the long
run the only way to establish peace is to write a law, agreed to by each of the
nations, to govern the relations of such nations with each other and to obtain
the covenant of all such nations that they will abide by that law and by
decisions made thereunder."
If we had such a covenant among the members of the U. N., it would be unnecessary for them to seek other channels for settling their disputes; It would
be unnecessary to journey to Geneva, Manila, or some other place for settlement
outside the U. N. channels. Such action has tended to make the U. N. lose
prestige. It should be remedied. We are constantly weakening the U. N. by
permitting and supporting such conferences.
This world law would, in essence, underlie a limited world government, limited
to the objective of peace. Each nation would In fact surrender one and only one
of Its national rights-the right to make war. We may possibly consider
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such a proposal as too visionary, too difficult. We have an alternative-we can
do nothing, we can permit the Russians and their statellites to play the game
with their own rules until they get the kind of world federation they would like,
a federation dominated by their own philosophy of government.
Or we can

.
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waste the precious little time left to us until some incident sets off the atomic
and hydrogen warfare that can mean total destruction and elimination of
mankind.
No one can guarantee that even a world order based on world law can corie in
time to stop war, but now is the logical and psychological time to promote it and
to support it. There is a hope for the '. N. even amid apparently irreconcilable
ideologies. For centuries Moslems fought Christians in what each side deemed
holy wars, and Catholics and Protestants murdered each other in unforgiving
frenzies. Yet today, religious tolerance has found Moslems and Catholics and
Protestants-and Hindus, Jews, Buddhists, and atheists-working side by side
in the United Nations.
The success of the whole United Nations structure will be guaranteed only
when the people andi their leaders really expect it to succeed.

Dean NARMORE. "Mrs. Chapman. from Atlanta?
Senator HOLLAND. You may proceed.
;

STATEMENT OF MRS. MAY F. DUFFEY-CHAPMAN,

I

Mi's. CHAPMAN. I am Mr.. May Frank Duffey Chapman, 78 Lindbergh I)rive NE., Atlanta. Ga.
I am a 'War Mother. a grandmother. an American nationalist and if
the United States Constitution is guilty of being an isolationist, then
I am
guiltyfor
too.the IT. N.
I work
0.. and saw what happened in 1945 in
San
Francisco. In dealing with any revision of the U. N. Charter we
patriotic Americans are aware of such startling things as these.
First. quoting from the publicity of this meeting:

ATLANTA, GA.

These hearings represent the first attempt by the Foreign Relations Cormmittee to take a major foreign policy question directly to the people for dis-

cliission.

I

We (1o thank you gentlemen for helping u. get the opportunity to
tell you what we grandmothers think.
Second. in the (reation of the United Nations the catuies of war
were not even (lisclussed.
Third. Federal civil defense is u.-urping the duties of our State
militia, local police, and of our troops abroad, thereby gradually
throwing the unitedd States Republic uider U. N. control wi'ithout any
consenting vote of the American people.
Here is document No. 12S that proves that.
Fourth. the United Nation- ha' not prevented any war at any time
at any place on earth.
At the salie time. the United Nations ()ls Anerican soldier al)road
of all Con.stitutional protection by their own American Government.
Fifth, the ITnited States Senat'e ratified the 1'. N. Charter making
unwilling world citizens out of Americans without even getting the
consenting vote of the American people.
Sixth. Americans from coast to coast are fighting the World Federalists and the Atlantic Union Committee as conspiracies against the
American Republic.
Seventh. the tax-free United Nations Foundation favors America's
enemies, at home and abroad, while Americans pay the bills.
Zeus is the only god welcome in the U. N. since our God seems
to have no place in the United Nations.
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Do we have any place? I would like to hear from the State of
Georgia, who has passed a law against the United Nations. and I hope
there is some representative here that can give you the legal side of
that thing from our State.
So I say get the United N nations out of the United States. raise Old
Glory to the top of the mast, and God bless us all.
Senator HOLLAND. Thank you very much.
(The document is as follows:)
PROPOSED) AMENDMENTS

To U. N.

CHARTER,

JULY 1q55

(By Mrs. J. A. Rogers, Tucson, Ariz.)
Slightly less than 10 years ago a meeting was held in San Francisco with
the avowed purpose of bringing the nations of the world together, that they
might better understand each other and their common problems: that through
such close association and mutual understanding, disturbing problems might
be solved, living standards, raised, war abolished and peace established throughout the universe.
The time for such action seemed propitious. Thousands of men of one generation, who had worn the uniform of two world wars, were still livingliving with ineradicable memories of what they had been, had seen and had done.
Other thousands had been left in shallow graves, in crowded trenches and even
under the sea. And still other thousands were then, as they are. even now, the
In-ibetweens-not going the whole way, nor coming the whole way back-the
inmates of hospitals the world over. All these and the families they represent,
were lifted out of the (lay by day minutiae of ordinary life, and our hearts and
minds and hopes were turned to the promise of a new (lay.
However, in our buoyant expectations, we took much for granted. We did
not make ourselves familiar with the personnel of the convention: with their
ideal, and a,;pirations-or lack of them: nor with the actual content of the
Neither did we follow up the work of the
doctiment they formulated there.
familiar with the contents of the
ourselves
convention. We have not made
U. N. Charter. We have simply straggled along with the crowd, without realizing the import of the journey. No doubt there were many of the same type
following the Cross up the slopes of Calvary.
We have so long enjoyed our freedom, our prosperity, our human liberties
under the doctrine set forth in our Declaration of Independence, and our National Constitution. that we have become too complacent-even blini to the
threat of our national destruction. And I mean ju,;t that. Our national life will
be utterly destr,,yed if these proposed amendments to the 1'. N. Charter become
effective. Already a part of our national liberty has been lost. This was done
when the Senate of the I'nited States ratified as a treaty, the document called
"The Charter of the ITN Organization." Late Senator Pat Mcarran. of Nevada.
stated publicly that his vote to ratify the 'N Charter wis somietling that he
would regret to his dying (lay. And why? Because a treaty, once ratified by our
Senate, becomes the supreme law of the land.
But regret is not enough. We must be alert to danger, and psitively active
in fighting it. One of the chief dangers threatening our national life, and all the
freedoms and liberties embodied in it, is the carefully laid plan to revise and
amend the TIN Charter. This, by a provision of the charter itself, is to be (lone
this coming summer-less than half a year away-while, I am sure. millions
of our citizens know nothing about it.
The facts presented here are taken from the report of the Second London
Parliamentary Conference on World G(wernment. Please let me repeat: This
Is a report of a ( nference ,;tudying world government. This plan is to be considered next summer in connection with the revision of the UN Charter.
The first recommendation concerns membership; and I quote, "Membership
In ITN should be open to all nations of the World, and all must be urged to join.
Once membership has been accepted, continued membership must be compulsory.
There must be no right of secession." Of course we know who would be the
first to be found on the doorstep; Red China! And we know why withdrawal
is to be forbidden: and why membership Is to be urged: the One-Worlders, once
they get the reins of government in their own hands, mean to keep them there.
No diversity of thought or action to be tolerated. The freedoms guaranteed us
in our Bill of Rights would be lost forever.
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Quick on the heels of the compulsory membership amendment the plan provides
for "complete, simultaneous, universal and enforceable disarmament." This is
to be carried out by UN police with atomic-weapon-production prohibited. The
UN Police would owe exclusive allegiance to UN. The UN Police should be
strategically placed. No member nation could refuse the presence of UN Police
within its borders; neither could it request a certain type of police on its soil,that is, police of its own nationality, or language group. Result: We "free"
Americans would find ourselves policed by Red Chinese, Russians, or other (,communist soldiers--right here on what we now call the free soil of the United
States of America. Think that over, while some of our national leaders talk of
strengthening the UN.
The next phase of the plan has to do with the Court of International Justice.
It would give this court jurisdiction over all disputes between member nations,
especially disputes involving the UN police.

It would also have cmizplete juris-

diction over any matter concerning the interpretation( of UN Charter, including
the validity of laws passed by the World Legislature. Right here is where the
Constitution of United States of America would be dumped into the International
garbage truck.
A World Legislature would be established, having unlimited power of debate;
power to enact legislation for the whole world, of course; power to elect ind
dismiss members of the executive council; and power to raise revenue for UN
purposes, with the recommendation that taxation be levied in accordance with
the member nation's ability to pay. (That last phrase is right out of Communist
tip-top philosophy.) Remember the days. way back, when every child in school
ambled around the school-yard with a blob of hard candy on the end of a small
stick, the whole thing called an "all-day sucker?" Well, under this provision
for taxation, that will be US-U.S-U.S.A. Further, with regard to world
legislature, it shall have two chambers with the members of the upper being
appointed, one by each nation, instead of being elected. The reasm given is
"that this would tend to secure the representation of some valuable men and
women who might not le willing to submit themselves to popular elections."
Now, this is clever, even slick. A wobbly left-wing administration could appoint
to the legislature of the world, such characters as the Alger IIis-es', Judith
Coplons', Harry Dexter Whites', etc., etc.. ad nauseam. The plan further provides that "the lower chamber should consist of representatives of the member
nations in proportion to population." United States of America has about 160
millions; U. S. S. R., alone, without her satellites, about 207 millioiis : India,
about 360 millions; and Red China more than 500 niillions. The figures give us
a most enlightening picture of ourselves as to the matter of voting: One peanut
in a bag of Idaho potatoes. Couple this with the plan for paying the bills, outlined above, and you get the knockout blow. And, this allocation of power-andpayment is not accidental, by any means. A spokesman for the Lmdon Conference is quoted as saying: "We have got to show that such a federation would not
necessarily be dominated by the United States of America."
In return for all this we are to have conferred upon us something called "world
citizenship." The plan says, "Every person in the world should be a citizen of
UN, and the charter and UN laws should bind each individual." This provision
is designed to insure that international law can be enforced by the UN against
individuals who would otherwise be sheltered by National allegiance. Just how
blind and stupid can we he? We know, or should know that our sons while performing military duty in foreign lands, no longer carry with them the protection
of our Constitution. On the contrary, they are subject to the laws of any foreign
country in which they are forced to do military duty, no matter how unjust, cruel
1)r inhuman such laws may be. In all common sense I ask you, are we going to
accept further degradation by submitting to this world citizenship bondage?
Now to the executive Department: The legislature would have power to elect
and dismiss the executive council, or individual members thereof. Members of
this council would be subject to the legislature, though having no power to dis'olve it, and no power of veto. Yet they are subject to dismissal l)y the lezislatilre. Note closely in this connection, that the lower house of the legislature
is elected on the basis of population. There you have it. The heavily populated
countries of the world would control the legislature: the legislature holds the
purse strings, and controls the executive department. And, where does that leave
the United States? Think it over: then over again.
You have been given a brief outline of what is called Blueprint for national
'ulcide. Now, briefly, are mentioned some of the major results which have already
fallen to our lot, as a result of our having ratified the UN Charter as a treaty.

A
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One, Americans have been drafted without the constitutionally required consent
of the Congress to fight in foreign wars, under UN command and under UN
flag. Two, American forces engaged in combat have been prevented from achieving victory on the battlefields, by order of the UN Command. Three, the United
States under the direction of UN, has suffered its first military defeat. Four,
Korean battle casualties, as reported by the United States Department of I)efense,
July 1953, are: Iead, over 25,000; wounded, more than 100,000: and missing,
near 10,000. Five, Establishment of UN headquarters on American soil provides
a base for foreign espionage agents, who may operate freely, and with immunity
from our domestic laws. Six, American taxpayers through the years, 1946 to
1954, inclusive, have been assessed a total of more than $124 million for UN operating costs. In addition to this, it is reported that the various agencies and
bureaus of UN have such diversified ways of getting and spending, that it would
take the best accohunting office in the country months to find out what is really
going on. At any rate, we know that as one of more than 60 nations, we are
paying well over one-third of UN's operating costs.
What is the matter with us, anyway? Are we a conglomeration of sleep walkers? Arguments to the contrary, notwithstanding, we have nothing on the credit
side. There isn't a single thing being done by the much advertised agencies, any
or all of them, from UNESCO on down, that couldn't be better done by our own
governmental agencies, international trade, educational institution., religious
organizations, and travel bureaus.
On a recent radio program discussing the questions of administering foreign
aid, the question was asked: which-the United States or UN--could better
administer such aid. The reply was that, due to the differences between the
nations themselves, between them and ourselves, in respect to their economic
status, their standards of living, their levels of education, their national traditions and cultures, their religions and their aspirations In general-the United
States cmld do the better job. This statement was made by a strong adherent
of UN policy. Haven't we already proved what we can do? Whenever and
wherever disaster strikes, whether it be fire, flood or fever, the United States is
right on the job. Without the spur of disaster, we are still on the job with
grants-in-aid; Marshall plan: loans on terms of the borrower; with trained
technicians in all fields of industry: and with teachers, missionaries, doctors and
nurses.
And within
last times,
four decades
we have
great willingness
to
fight in foreign
wars,the
three
to be exact;
thenshown
rehabilitate
the ravished
combatants, both friend and foe. It's about time to consider both sides of the
street.
Let us wake up to what is about to happen to us; and see that it does not
happen. Communists have a slogan: "Workers of the World, Unite: you have
nothing to lose but your chains." Let's have one of our own-something like
this: "Americans, Unite, lest you lose your God-given liberty, for nothing in
return but world-dominated slavery."
Now, what about religion In the UN? At present, no expression of religious
belief, such as we had here today, at the opening of this meeting with prayer.
is permitted at UN. lest we, Christian people offend non-Christians.

However.

The plan provides that "Religious expression shall be exercised only as provided
by law." Compare that with the first article of our Bill of Rights. I hold in
my hand a picture of the statue of the Greek God, Zeus. The inscription beneath it is most interesting. I quote: "The first thing noted upon entering the
general assembly building (at UN) is the Image of the Greek god Zeus. The most
profligate of all ancient mythological creations. This is the only religious symbol
found at UN headquarters." As any high school student who has had a broad
course in literature knows, Zeus, Jove or Jupiter, as he is variously called, wasis-the epitome of all the sordid characteristics of man or devil-his influence
all the more devastating because of the extensive power ascribed to him-the
most powerful, the revered, the most feared and possibly the most hated of all
mythical figures. One is impelled to ask: Can it be design, or mere accident that
placed this figure above all that might have been placed in the entrance of the
hall that is supposed to be the symbol of the highest aspirations of all the nations
of the world? Your guess is as good as mine.
Normal man has a tender love for his own family, that cannot be extended to
his community, no matter how benevolent he may be. This, truly is devotion.
He also has a distinct feeling of attachment to, and obligations toward, his own
country above that which he feels toward other countries, singly or collectively.
This, truly is patriotism. Our flag Is our symbol of this devotion to our families
and our homes, and of our patriotism to our nation. Let us keep it at the top.
of the mast.
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Senator Hom,,IND. Call the next witness, please.

Dean NARMORE. Mr. Charles E. Tweedle.
STATEMENT OF CHARLES E. TWEEDLE, DRY BRANCH, GA., REPRESENTING UNITED WORLD FEDERALISTS OF GEORGIA
Senator HOLLAND. Senator Sparkman, will you please take over the
committee ?
Senator SPARKM.AN. Be seated, Mr. Tweedle, and )roceed in your
own way, sir. We are glad to have you with us.
Mr. TWEEDLE. Thaik yu very" much. My n:inle is Clharles E.
Tweedle. I ani works manager. (eorgia Kaolin ('o., and chairman.
United World Federalists of (Georgia.
I am here as a representative of the (Georgia branch of the U7nited
World Federalists which is a nonpartisan, nonprofit membership
organization for the support and strengthening of the United Nations
and for such amendments of its charter as will enable it to achieve
universal disarmament enforced under adequate safeguards, thus preventing aggression and making possible a world at peace under law.
Some 8 years ago when I first became interested in the ,po-sibility
cf the United Nations becoming a kind of organization which could
by proper, though limited authority, guarantee a lasting peace and a
world free from the brutal horrors and wastes of war. I had little hope
that this idea could be anything more than a bare possibility during
my lifetime.
To realize now, that in such a short time, what seemed only an idea
to me 8 years ago has become important enough in the minds of Aniericans to afford me the privilege of addressing my thinking to high
members of our Government, seems very much like a dream or a wish
come true.
To be able to speak here to men especially charged with the res ponsibility for probing the thinking of people in this country everywn iere
so that they, in the discharge of their responsibilities, may reflect what
we, the people of this country: want done about the opportunity for a
nite1 Nations (Charter review conference, is an outstanding example
of democracy
at work.
On October
247 1954,
700 or more people of Macon, Ga.,
gathered
together to honor the United Nations on its birthday.
INTEREST OF "GRASSROOTS1"

IN

U. N.

The subcommittee should need no stronger evidence to convince it of
the considerable and vital interest the "grassroots"" people have in the
united Nations and their hopes for it.
U.

N.

RESPONSIBILITIES

Most of us are willing to admit of the good work accomplished by
the Tnited Nations from its inception, but we are also aware that in
soime ways the United Nations has not been able to fulfill all of the
responsibilities we imagined it could adequately discharge.
These disappointments, however, have not led us to despair but
rather to hope this agent of the peoples of the world for peace, a peace
which it has not brought about, can be molded into a world unity of
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nations and given the additional strength and tools to implement that
strength to permit a full and mature growth which then can eliminate
war from this world and guarantee for us a lasting peace.
The sordid prophecies facing us today in our newspapers, glaring
at us from our television screens and screaming at us from our radios,
that within 8 or 9 weeks the Far East will be plunged into an atomic
war, did not face the founders of the United Nations 10 years ago as
they formulated their compromise charter at San Francisco.
ENFORCEABLE

DISARMAMENT

Had there been this kind of urgency, there seems little doubt that
the charter would at that time have had written into it the proposition
of universal enforceable disarmament under law and individual responsibility and punishment in world courts for any man who made
or attempted to again makA war.
REVIEW CONFERENCE FAVORED

In its examination of grassroots opinion, the committee is, of course,
asking whether or not I favor a charter review conference and then,
if I do, what sort of new charter for the United Nations do I want?
From what I've said above, it is evident that I do favor a charter
review conference even though there is no assurance that a better charter will result.
Last fall, Secretary Dulles announced that the United States would
favor holding such a conference. Certainly this should be the atttitude
of our great country. In making that statement, I am sure Secretary
Dulles could guess no better than I that a more suitable charter could
be developed as a result of a review conference, but regardless of the
chances of success or failure, the challenge should be met and every
effort made to place in debate the questions concerning how to give the
United Nations the limited power it needs to prevent war.
INADEQUACIES OF PRESENT CHARTER

What is wrong with the present charter?
1. It fails to provide for a system of world law limited strictly to
matters of arms, aggression and the common security.
2. The paralyzing veto in the Security Council makes it impotent
in security matters.
3. It has no way or power to circumvent the veto to set up a United
Nations police force.
In August 1953, Secretary Dulles pointed out that the charter "reflects serious inadequacies" and one of these was the dependence placed
upon men rather than upon law.
The late Senator Taft pointed out an important weakness in the
U. N. when he underscoredthat one of its fundamental difficulties was
the fact that it was not based on law and an administration of justice
under that law.
The system of universal enforceable disarmament envisaged by President Eisenhower in his speech of April 16, 1953, cannot be brought
about in the face of the weaknesses in the present U. N. Charter. Furtlier, without such a system of disarmament, it is impossible, as the
President pointed out, to obtain a stable peace.
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Since men and nations must strive to solve the riddle of how to prevent war, they have had to work on unceasingly without a United
Nations that could do it for them, and in their efforts to chart a course
of security have had to turn to tired, weak, outmoded diplomacy.
One does not need to be a student of history to realize that diplomacy
down through the ages has failed to prevent war. What is needed is
a bright and new prospect founded on the principle of law now accepted by all of us at every level except at world level.
WORLD LAW

To me then, this becomes the first and most important required
change in the United Nations Charter-specifically, the need for world
law, strictly limited to matters of common security, and applicable
to each of us as individuals.
UNIVERSAL

ENFORCEABLE DISARMAMENT

We can have little hope for world peace without a system of uni-

versal enforceable disarmament. We also realize that no such sys4em
can be devised and activated with the United Nations Charter now in

existence . We feel strongly that at the charter review conference our
(overnneint should take the primary responsibility for proposing
ways and means to bring about universal disarmament and to make

it w-orkable and foolproof.
The achievement of disariiinleilt is not only nece.-sary to a lasting
world peace but it is our only means to bring about a reduction in the
tremendous cost, to our (overninent and other governments throughout the world necessitated by the headlong arms race now required to

give us the small measure of security we feel through our potential to
make war if necessary.

It is a staggering thlouglht to realize that the co-t of past and future
w4ars now ci4wtitut-, over s, percentt of omr national budget.
U'.N. POLICE FORCE

Like any system of law which must be enforced to be effective, any
laws pertaining to security at, world level would have to be guaranteed

through a United Nations police force.
There is now no way under the present V. N. Charter to develop
s-uch an international police force, and certainly the time has now
come when we all should strive to see whether or not it can be brought
about.
A revision of the 1. N. C carter is required to develop this possibilitv fully, and we hope our governmentt can bring this question into
debate and aid in adjusting the charter to permit the establishment of

United Nations forces.
1'.

N. MEMBERSHIP SIOUID BE c('MP'LsORY

Just as Atlanta is a political part of Georgia and Georgia a distinct
part of the United States of America with no privilege of withdrawal,
so should membership in the United Nations be compulsory once a
42435-55-pt. 8-3
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nation has been admitted to membership. Only in this way can nations accept their full responsibility, one toward another.
INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE

Just as the international rules of tile road are recognized illnmar-

time courts throughout the world as the basis of settlement for legal
disputes involving the action of ships, so should there be a broader
under-tandillg in ouir otlerfields wNhicli would permit the International Court of .Jiistiee to be given a m Ichbroader responsibility in
those displte-, between nat iow , whi.h clin he decided on a legal b sis.
The U nited Nations Charter ,ho)uldhbe amended to give the International Court, the kind of atuthority it needs to be effe(tive, in the field
of worlt security.
In conclusion. Mr. Chairman. I would .-tate again that, a< a member
of the United World 1Federalist, andllchairman for this organization
for tme State (of Georgia, our groti) of some 250 members does favor a
charter review conference with emphasis placed on such amendnielits to the United Nation-, Charter a4 will en:mble it to achieve urnversal disarmament enforcement under adlequate s:tfeguards.
As an American, an indiNvidual ('ll.rage(l ini normal b1usinep4s affairs,
ai a veteran of lWorld War 1 andi )resently an active member of the
United States Naval Reserve and as a father, I earnestly sul)scribe to
the principles I have covered in my testimony. There is an urgency
about this thing which demands that you and I do something about

it-now.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you, Mr. Tweedle.
Senator SMIT.
Mr. Tweedie, I have a question.

Senator SPARKMAN. Senator Smith.
RELATIONSHIP OF SUGGESTED AMI,:NDMEN'i'S TO UNITED STATES
CONSTITUTION

Senator SMriH. This simple question is: Would not the ideas that
your organization is advocating call for very far-reaching amendments to the Constitutionl to tl lI T nite(d States, and if they would, do

you think the American people are ready to approve these changes
at the present time?
Mr. TW-EEDLE. First of all, Senator Smith, I do not think that the
idea is to call for any far-reaching changes in the Constitution of the
United States. That. is not the idea. We are talking about qolelv law
at, world level and solely of matters of disarmament and security,
nothing that has to do with our private laws or law at the local level,
Federal. State, or local levels.
Does that answer your question, sir?
Senator SMiTH. Well, it gives me your answer. I don't agree with
it. I don't think we can make such far-reaching changes without
touching the Constitution of the United States. We have had very
long debate on it.
Mr. TWEEDLE. I don't know that. I don't know much about the lawSenator SmiTH. That is all.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Tweedle.

Our next witness, please.
Dean NARMAOLI.
Mrs. Ransom Burts of Atlanta.
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Thank you, Mrs. Burts, we are

STATEMENT OF MRS. L. RANSOM BURTS, ATLANTA, GA.
Mrs. BuRTS. Mr. Chairman, inembers of the subcommittee, and

gentlemen,
I am Mrs.
Burts of Atlanta, Ga.
I am a member
of Ransom
the Daughters
of the American Revolution and
various other patriotic organizations, but I speak on behalf of myself
as a Georgian deeply interested in the affairs of ny State and country.
When the United Nations organization wa, formed, its primary
purpose was understood to be the discussion of international relations
and world problems by representatives of member nations.
Do(MESTIC kFFAIIs (1-" NATI('NS

The objective of seeking to improve world conditions around the
council table has now become an octopus reaching into all phases of
the domestic affairs of all nations.
If continued membership in the United Nations is to be the role of
the United States the sovereignty of this Nation must be protected.
The chance of suc es for the organization depends upon that.

We

are now the strongest nation in the world; encroachment upon our
governmental system would lessen our prestige-make us followers
instead of leaders.
The United States Constitution, article VI, section 2, states in part:

* * * and all treaties made, or which shall be made, under the authority of

the United States, shall be the supreme law of the land
TREATY LAW

The United Nations Charter was ratified by the Senate of the United
States in 1945 as a treaty, and therefore has become the supreme law
of this land.
There must be an amendment to the Constitution of the United
States to prevent a recurrence of this. The passage of the Bricker
amendment to safeguard us against treaty law is imperative.
WORLD GOVERNMENT

"Any attempt at world government would be disastrous. The many
different standards of law, justice, and other interest in the various
nations would bring about frictions and irritations between peoples
and nations. War would be the result, not peace.
If we are to remain a member of the United Nations organization
the revised charter should keep our Constitution and Bill of Rights
inviolate and should hold no thought of world government.
BRICKER AME'ND311MAN T AN D ROLE OF SENATE IN TRE.ATY Pll O'1'SS

Senator HOLLAND (presiding). Mrs. Burts, in connection with the
Bricker amendment, and I nutglit say I a in sure thvt1is what Mrs.
Chapman was referring to, which has just been passed and recomMended by the legislative body here in (Teorgia, I think it is imperative
that it be passed at this time.
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There are a great many of us in the Senate who see great validity in
that amendment as it applies to executive agreements but who are in('lined to think that the requirement of a two-thirds Senate vote in connection with the ratification of treaties is a greater safeguard than the
mere requirement of a majority vote in both Houses to support domestic legislation which may flow out of a treaty.
Therefore, we are inclined to limit the application of any amendment which we would support entirely to its effect on executive agreements.
What comments do you have to make on that?
M rs. B ITT'S. I think in speaking of voting, a two-thirds majority is
required. Am I not correct in meaning that it is two-thirds of those
present and voting?
Senator IIOI.LAXD. You are. It is also correct to say that the Senate
now requires that there be a quorum call, an opportunity for all to be
heard, and a recorded vote, which means that the protection of the twothirds vote is a real protection. I an one of those who feels that
that is a greater prote('tioll than simply to require passage by a
majority of those present.
For two-thirds of the Senate to be on record on a treaty, I think
gives much greater protection than is the case with the original provision of the Bricker amendment, technically in view of the rules of the
important
Senate, providing as they do, for rather extensive debate on
questions.
Senator Sparkman, do you have a question?
Senator SPARKMAN. No, I have no further questions.

a
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I certainly

endorse the comments that you made.
Senator S.ITi. I share the views just expressed by the chairman.

-S(

I would like to ask the witness if she has in mind specific instances
where she believes the IT. N. has invaded domestic jurisdiction.

t

Mrs. BURTS. Well, I think it has invaded the domestic condition in

t:

all countries.
I want to-may I read-I don't know whether my time is up but can
I read from the extension of remarks of Hon. John W. Bricker from
the Congressional Record, Friday, August 6, 1954?
Senator HOLLAND. You may if it is brief. If it is not, you may put
it in the record. We are going to read the record.
lrs. BumTS. You are (oing to read the record. I read yours. I was
just going into the ratification of the NATO status of forces agreement about our boys and I imagine some ladies will certainly touch on
that about their protection, and briefly to say how you people and all
governmental employees are protected by the Constitution of our
United States and by our flag that flies over you everywhere you goyet the men who fight for this country are denied the immunity.f
I will just cut it out and give it to you.
Senator IIoLLAND. We would be very happy to have it.
M%1rs. BIURTS. Thank you.
Dean N.%RMORE. Mrs. Niels Jacobson from Atlanta.
STATEMENT OF MRS. NIELS JACOBSON, ATLANTA, GA., REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN
I am Mrs. Niels Jacobson and president of the Atlanta section of the National Council of Jewish Women. We have a
Mrs.

JACOBSON.
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local membership of 900 and the national organization is composed of
about 250 sections, with a total of 100,000 inembers.
SUPPORT OF NATIONAL COUNCIl, OF JEWISH WOMEN FOR U. N.

Since the beginning of the Ujnited Nations, we have liad a national
resolution supporting it, which reads as follows:
The National Council of Jewish Women believes:
That the success of the United Nations in maintaining international peace
and collective security and promoting the solution of economic, social, arid humanitarian problems of all peoples, depends on the extent to which the member

states use its facilities and carry out its recommendations even when these transcend the special interests of the member nations: and
That the United States must accept its position of leadership to help develop
economic and social stability and political democracy throughout the world: it

therefore
Resolves:

1. To urge the United States to continue to participate fully in the activities and
agencies of the United Nations; to support, strengthen, and implement their decisions; and whenever possible, to channel Its foreign policy through the United
Nations.

We are an accredited nongovernmelntal organization, with an observer at the United Nations. Here in Atlanta we were one of the
organizations forming the United Nations Council which has been
functioning as a study and discussion group for 5 years.
We have a committee within our own organization which studies and
informs our members about important issues facing us and continually
reemphasizes our support of the United Nations and its specialized
agencies.
The National Council of Jewish Women believes in progress through
social legislation and we reach down to the local level and up to the
national, and now that the entire world is, in effect, one, we believe
that our study, knowledge, and interest should encompass international affairs.
As part of the Jewish group with a long history of striving for
morality and justice and a profound respect for the orderly processes
of law at every level of life, we are in wholehearted accord with the
purposes and objectives of the United Nations-the establishment
of peace and the development of hunman welfare.
We believe that this latest and most important effort to resolve
international disputes in an orderly, lawful way cannot fail.
We cannot afford failure with the hydrogen age already here.
CHARTER REVIEW

We do not take a position on charter revision at, this time, since we
feel that the United Nations (an best. be strengtthened now throiu0h its
inore extensive use and the cooperation and support of the great
powers.

however, should a review conference be decided upon, we urge then
an analysis of thei)reselit cllarter of tile I'nited Nations be made to
demonstrate t~l:it its flexibility makes it, adaptable to ,lianrinr needs
and circumstances and that tle cause of world peace niay be better
se',ved without invoking tie formal inldlnlent lroe'('s.
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We also feel very strongly that our own country in its position of
world leadership can play a strategic role in strengthening the United
Nations through increased use of its facilities and by more fully
channeling our foreign policy through it.
We are grateful to you for this opportunity to state publicly our
S port and faith in the United Nations.
Senator HOLLAND. Senator Sparkman.
Senator SPA RKMI AN. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.

Senator IOLLAND. Is this, in brief, your position: That while you
do not object to a revision conference, you feel that the United Nations
can best be strengthened and made more useful by greater participation?
Mrs. J,\co soN. Exactly.
Senator HOLLAND. By more frequent use, and by not being bypassed,

rather than by looking to any revision conference at this time?
Mrs. JACOBSON. That is our position.
Senator HOLLAND. Thank you very much.
REGIONAL

PACTS

May I ask in that connection whether you
intend by that a criticism of the regional pacts that we have entered
into such as NATO, the Southeast Asian Treaty Organization, the
Organization of American States, and so forth?
Mrs. J.AcoRsoN. I am not implying a criticism, it is simply that the
United States as such could have shown, mostly a position of leadership, a stronger position of leadership, and as I am speaking not personally, Senator Sparkman, I cannot go further. I am speaking as a
representative of a large organization.
Senator SPARKMAN. Of course, in each of those regional pacts we
have from the very first included a provision that it was within the
framework of the United Nations.
A great many people have, at different times, criticized our use of
regional pacts but I did not understand that you were necessarily
doing that. In other words, you are arguing that we can show more
vigorous leadership than we have yet and thereby make the U. N.
stronger by using the IT. N. more?
Mrs. JACOBSON. That is right.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you.
Senator HOLLAND. Thank you very much. I am advised that in a
few minutes the public-address system will be operating more efficiently so that everybody can better be heard.
We will just stand in recess for a couple of minutes.
(Short recess.)
The next witness please.
Dean NARMORE. Wr. Robert Brisbane, associate professor of political
science of Morehouse College here in Atlanta.
Senator

SPARKMAN.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT H. BRISBANE, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
POLITICAL SCIENCE, MOREHOUSE COLLEGE, ATLANTA, GA.
Mir. BRISBANE-.
ESTATE

The opinions I express are essentially my own.
ENT OF EX-,SECRETARY OF STATE MAILS1.1\LL

On May 5, 1948, Secretary of State George C. Marshall spoke before the Foreign Affairs committee e of the United States House of
ReI)resentatives on the subject of a revised United Nations Charter.
Following is part of his discussion:
The problems today presented to those who desire peace are not questions of
structure. Nor are they problems solvable merely by new forms of organization.
They require performance of obligations already undertaken, fidelity to pledges
already given. It is not changes in the form of international intercourse which
we now require.
It is to changes of substance that we must look for improvement in the world
situation. When the substance of the world situation improves the United
Nations will be able to function with full effectiveness.
DETERIORATION OF PROSPECTS FOR WORLD PEACE

While I have no desire to take issue with General Marshall's point
of view, I think the observation should be made that the United Nations was founded not merely to await and to exploit improvements
in the world peace prospects. The United Nations has the solemn
obligation to search for and to devise means for bringing these prospects about. But under any circumstance it must be obvious that the
prospects or possibilities for world peace have deteriorated substantially since 1948.
Furthermore, this deterioration is presently being accelerated by
the feverish development of thermonuclear weapons on the one hand
and by the formation of regional military organization on the other.
If we are to arrest our present progress toward destruction we must
leave no avenue unexplored or no means unexamined. Not the least
of the possibilities in this connection is a revision and strengthening
of the Charter of the United Nations.
The major disappointment with the United Nations is its obvious
inability to secure and maintain peace. It is this failure on the part
of the United Nations which has led to rise of numerous world government movements.
rEAKN7-SSES OF U. N.

The fault lies not in the aspirations as stated in the charter but
rather in the structure which limits the United Nations to a forum for
international debate and propaganda and which makes true collective
action against war and aggression impossible without the unanimity
of its permanent members.
Because of the inherent weakness of the Security Council and the
incapacity of the General Assembly, the ITnited Nations in all major
threats to peace has had to depend upon the initiative of single meml)er nations or that of regional military organizations.
This has meant, and will continue to mean if no changes are made
in the charter, that the U7nited Nations will be forced into conflicts
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which, if it were stronger, it might have prevented as well as to accept
peace settlements which it has no major hand in shaping.
Moreover, the United Nations as presently constituted lacks any
comi)etent agency, inspection staff or police force to enforce decisions
even when agreement has been secured.

Also to be noted are (1) the inelfectiveness of the International
Court of Justice in many legal and political disputes, and (2) the
inability of the United Nations to secure from administering nations
information relative to the political advancement of non-self-governing territories mder their jurisdiction.
31EMBERSIIIP

Summary of proposed changes:
1. Article 2 of the United Nations Charter under the title, "Purposes and Principles," should be revised to provide for compulsory
universal membership of all nations. While a nation might be suspended for charter violations none may withdraw or be expelled. It
is not otherwise possible to establish a world organization strong
enough to guarantee peace.
In any organized community, town, province. state, or nation every
individual subject to its jurisdiction is at birth or upon entry into
such community automatically bound by its laws. If war is to be prevented in our time all countries and all individuals must at all times
be bound by world law against the use of violence between nations.
2. Revision of provisions of articles 3-6 so that membership in the
United Nations will be determined and controlled solely by the
General Assembly and with all functions of the Security Council in
this matter to be eliminated.
A RECONSTITUTED GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND SECURITY COUNCIL

3. A reconstitution of the General Assembly upon the basis of proportional representation with every nation having at least one representative and no nation with more than thirty. The number of representatives to the General Assembly should not exceed 400. Apportionment of representatives to be made on the bases of decennial world
censuses.
4. Articles 10-17 should be revised to enable the General Assemblv
to enact legislation binding upon all member nations and their people
within the limited field of war prevention, to (leal directly with
threats to peace: to elect, direct, and control the members and policies
of all United Nations organizations and to discuss any and all matters
within the scope of tlhe charter. Ultimate responsibility for the maintenance of peace should be transferred to time General Assembly and
all provi'-ions in those articles which subordinate the General Assem-

bly to the Security Council should also be eliminated.
5. Provision for voting in the General Assemly under article 1
should be revised so that each representative would have one vote and
would vote ns an individual.
6. Articles 2.3-27 relating to composition, functions, powers, and
votinor of the Security Coincil should be revised so that this organ
woild( become an agent, of the General Akssembly ratlier than a senior

indlepenlent body.
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The new Security Council should consist of approximately 1., members (representatives) chosen by and responsible to the General Assembly. Decisions of this body would be made by a vote of two-thirds
of its members so that the I)resent veto would be abolished. Each of
tie 6 largest nations woui(l have 1 representative in the (1 omcil.
Te new Security Council would become the executive arm of the
General Assembly. As such it would be charged with the duty of insuring compliance with the charter and the laws enacted thereunder.
All specific powers now held by the Security Council under chapters
VI-VIII of the charter should be transferred to the General Assembly.
The General Assembly would be expected to delegate to the Security
Council those powers wh0iich woul more effect i%'elyand efficiently be
exercised by a smaller body. All conditions concerning the delegation
of powers would be determined by the General Assembly.
U.

N.

MILITARY

FORCES

7. Article 47 should be amended to 1)rovide for the organization and
maintenance of effective military forces under the sole jurisdiction of
the United Nations. This force would nominally come under the command of the Military Staff ('ommittee. However, thepresentlMilitary
Staff Committee is ineffective and should be revamped.
A new Military Staff Committee should include no national of the
six member nations. In addition to advising and assisting the General Assembly and Security Council the committee would be responsible for the organization, discipline, training, equipment, and disposition of the United Nations military contingents.
NON-SELF-G(VERNING

TERRITORIES

8. Article 73 of chapter VI would be revised to require member
nations who administer non-self-governing territories to submit to
the Secretarv-(eneral information relating to political conditions in
the territories. This is not now required. In view of the present
importance of political questions and the definite commitments on the
part of member nations to assist and encourage the development of
their charges, this information should readily be available to the
United Nations.
INTERNATIONAL

COURT OF JUSTICE

9. The present Statute of the International Court of Justice should
be revised along the following lines:
1. The General Assembly alone should be vested with the power
to select judges of the Court.
2. When the General Assembly so directs, the jurisdiction of
the Court will be extended to legal disputes arising between or
among member nations.
3. The Court should have the power to review and decide disputes relating to the interpretation and application of the charter
and the constitutional interpretation or application of laws enacted
thereunder.
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4. The establishment of inferior tribunals for the trial of individual offenders against the charter of laws of the United Nations.
5. The International Court and its subordinate tribunals should
enforce a criminal code against individuals specifically recognizing the Nuremberg rule that an official order or directive is not
sufficient defense for violating the code.

Senator

HOLLAND.

Dr. Brisbane, I think this is a fine statement.

Would you mind summarizing your proposals? I see you have quite
a good many of them.
Dr. BRISBANE. I think I can summarize them.
Senator HOLLAND. Is there any particular one that differs from suggestions that have been made heretofore which you would like to
discuss?
Dr. BRISBANE. Well, I think, Senator, there are one or two changes
that I feel very strongly about.
UNIVERSAL

MEMBERSIIIP

The first of these is that I think the United Nations ought to include
all nations in the world. I feel very strongly on that. I think if you
are going to have an effective peace organization you have got to bring
all nations under your jurisdiction the same as all citizens are born
under somebody's jurisdiction.
I think that membership should be extended to all nations and I also
think that the membership in the United Nations ought to be determined and controlled by the General Assembly rather than by thethink all functions of the Security Council in this matter ought to be
eliminated and I think this matter should be turned over to the General
Assembly.

Senator

HOLLAND.

You mean in the matter of admission of new

members?
Dr. BRISBANE. That is right.

Senator

HOLLANsD.

Then you feel that is a question where the proper

jurisdiction should lie in the General Assembly?

Dr.

BRISBANE.

That is correct.

Senator HOLLAND. That would, of course, require a very sweeping
amendment.

Dr. BRISBANE. It would.
Senator HOLLAND. But you favor that amendment?
Dr. BRISBANE. I do.
Senator HOLLAND. Proceed.
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITY FOR MAINTAINING PEACE SHOULD REST WITH
GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Dr.

BRISB.,NE.

The other thing which I think-and I think if we did

this we would be recognizing a state of affairs, and that is that the
major responsibility for maintaining peace and so forth should be given
to the General Assembly.
That has seemed to happen since the '"uniting for peace" resolutions
in 1950 anyway and I think the intention of the world is centering
more and more on the General Assembly rather than the Security
Council.
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Senator HOLLAND. The change that was suggested by Secretary
Acheson and that was adopted at the time you mention, was a change
in the direction you now suggest, was it not?
Dr. BRISBANE. Yes; except I go further.
Senator HOLLAND. You favor going further in that direction?
Dr. BRISBANE. I do; yes, sir.
Senator HOLLAND. Senator Sparkman.
POLICE FORCE
Senator SPARKMAN.

I note your reference to a police force also.

I

sponsored in the Senate. and was joined ini this y a large number
of Senators, a resolution to l)rovide a police force. Later, in fact
in that same General Assembly in 1950, to which I was a delegate, the
U. N. did adopt a modified military force program.
I gather from your statement that you think that is not sufficient,
and that the police force as provided in the original charter would be
preferable?
Dr. BRISBANE. As provided in the original charter, that is right.
Senator SPARKMAN. I agree with you. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HOLLAND. Dr. Brisbane, I hope you will let me make one
further suggestion.
Dr. BRISBANE. That is right.

Senator HOLLAND. Of course I realize you speak not for the college
but for yourself. However, I think the record should indicate the size
of your student body and its faculty.
Dr. BRISBANE. Well, it is a college for the education of men right

here in Atlanta. We have a student body of about 600, six or seven
hundred, a faculty of about 50 people. Benjamin E. Mays is president.
Senator SPARKMAN. Is it a senior college, with courses leading to a
bachelor's degree?

Dr. BRISBANE. Yes. In fact it is part of the system, Atlanta University system, which includes about four schools.
REGIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

Senator SMITH. I would like to ask you from your statement if you
disapprove of the regional military pacts we have been obliged to

make because of the limitations of the charter.
Dr. BRISBANE. Well, it is provided for in the charter but I disagree

with the regional military thing.
I think in the organizing of regional military organizations we tend
to do the thing for which the IJnited Nations was set up to prevent
We divide ourselves into local military alliances and so forth.
I think under some circumstances that NATO and SEATO could
be useful but I hate to see that type of thing, I don't think the U. N.
Senator S.rrrH. Take the Rio Conference and the OAS which were
directed toward making the Monroe Doctrine idea multilateral instead
of unilateral. WVasn't it a big advance to get the Rio pact, with the
Americas united for the protection of this hemisphere?
Dr. BRISIANE. Yes: I think that there are somiie. Of course now
when you speak of regional military organizations, you have got to
keep in mind the Russians have that, too.
I think the Cominform might be called a regional thing.
Senator SMrrH. I see the dangers in that. But from an overall pic
tire it has seemed to me we have had to no-e into these regional
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arrangements because a worldwide one would not expect to get the
same results immediately.
Dr. BRISBANE. I would hope to keep these things until we could get
revision of the charter. As it is now I think we are doing as best we
can.
Senator S.MITH. I think you have made a very fine statement and I
appreciate your observation.
Senator SPARKMAN. I call to your attention the fact that if and
when the United Nations is able to step in and take over, these pacts
will no longer be needed.
Senator HOLLAND. Thank you very much. The next witness, please.
Dean NARMORE. Mrs. Margaret F. Lewis, of Atlanta.
Senator HOLLAND. Mrs. Lewis, you may proceed.
STATEMENT OF MRS. MARGARET F. LEWIS, ATLANTA, GA.
Mrs.

LEWIS.

I am Mrs. Margaret F. Lewis.

I am president of the

Atlanta Women's Chamber of Commerce, but I speak only for myself
on this. Thank you, gentlemen, for this opportunity to express my
views on the United Nations.
While I am not qualified to make specific recommendations as to
possible changes in the charter, I desire to endorse United Nations
as the instrument through which to achieve its avowed objectives.
NEED FOR UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN PEOPLES OF ALL NATIONS

As the widowed mother of two sons, I am keenly aware of the neces.5ity for a more emphatic understanding between the peoples of all
nations of the world if they are to know peace within their lifetime.
I believe United Nations offers the best possible framework for
bringing a better life to all peoples of the world, and urge that greater
use be made of its provisions.
Senator HOLLAND. Thank you very much.

Senator Sparkman?

Senator SPARKMAN. I have no questions.

Senator SMrrIH. I have no questions, thank you.

Dean

NARMORE.

Mr. Hugh Grant, of Augusta, Ga.

STATEMENT OF HUGH G. GRANT, AUGUSTA, GA.
Mr. GRANT. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my
name is Hugh G. Grant. I am a native of Alabama, and now a resident of Augusta, Ga. It is a great pleasure to speak to Senator Sparkman since I have known him personally for 30 years.
For purposes of identification, I served in the Division of Western
European Affairs in the State Department and also as United States
Minister to Albania and United States Minister to Thailand prior
to World War II.

It was my privilege or at least I had the opportunity to witness
the San Francisco Conference for the organization of the United
Nations in 1949.
I had the opportunity there to hold conversations with a number of
the delegates from foreign nations including Jan Masaryk, the
Foreign Minister and the head of the delegation of Czechoslovakia.
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He impressed me as being a very forthright man and in my conversation with him he made this significant statement:
He said, "Mr. Grant, regardless of the establishment of any United
Nations or similar international organization in my judgment", said
Masaryk, "there will be no world peace unl(,zs the big powers agree to
cooperate and work together," and Masaryk iamed the United States,
Russia, Great Britain, Clina, and FranIce.
Now I think we Americans, ladies and gentlemnen and members of
the committee, must today face realities in the United Nations from
the standpoint of our very passionate desire to iiiaintain world pea,2o
and to do our part toward that program, but at the >ame time to preserve American sovereignty, and our w-ay of life.
We were the real sponsors of the United Natlio-. It w%-as our baby,
and we are still baby sitting after 10 years. and I am not at all cei'taill
but that we ni:my belbaby -Ittill r foir s-,onitc inc to come. I think the
United Nations as a collective. a eticy to secure peace i already or
appears already to be a dead duck. So what are we goilng to d1o.

Well, liere are nV suggestions for revision of the United Natiolis
Charter and I am heartily in favor of a (.n idertble nil er of revisions.
U. N. A CONTRACT AMONG .,WVEREIGN

N\TIoNS,

NOT WORLD INSTITUTIONN

No. 1. Any provision in the United Nations Charter whlich directly
or indirectly provides or iml)lie> that the United Nations Organization is or should become a world or siipergovernmuent l~iould be definitely eliminated.
I am against the Atlantic Union, I am against the World Federalists.

The United Nations Charter is a contract among sovereign nations,
constitution.
a treaty and not a world
2. The charter should be revised to provide exact and l)l'ecise language in regard to the authority and power exercised by the United
Nations and its several agencies, with a view to eliminating resort to
the subtle process of ch artery interpret at ion.
RIGHT OF WITHDRLWAL

for the right of a member
3. The charter should provide specifically
Nations.
United
the
nation to withdraw from
If American sovereignty is going to be jeopardized, I favor inmmediate withdrawal on tei part of the United States.
OTHER SUGGESTED CHANGES

4. The preservation of peace among the nations of the world should
be definitely established in the charter as the primary purpose of the
United Naiions, but any and all provisions in time carter designed
to provide for the use of military force toward this e(l by tlme United
under
for ini-tin'ce, in article,- 42 to 47, in'uhi 'e.
Nations, as st itillatld
chapter VII, should be eliminated.
At the samne tihe. ,rticle 41, under chapter VII, conpri-ing measres not involving the u',e of arnIed forces, ,,ould be strengthened
with a view to l)ringi., bout unanimity of action on the ptar1t of nmmattters a.s the interruption of economic relations.
ber nations in sqli
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5. Retention of the veto power in the Security Council of the United
Nations should be continued in the charter in explicit terms.
6. The charter should provide for the establishment by and in the
Security Council of a stanltinlr comuiision with authority to study
knd nialie recommendations to the Security Council on the subject of
adequate control of armanients, withl special emphasis upon the manufacture and use of atomic energy.
I had one other point I would like very much to make, and that is
I think it should he stated explicitly in the United Nations Charter
that the charter, that the, Tnited Nations, is establisled for world
peace, and that any reform movements throughout the world, gentleutNISCO, such as the Genocide Convention, should be
men, such
eliminated.
The united Nations should not be in my judgment a world reform
organization.
Thank you very much.
Senator IIomANoD. Thank you, Mr. Grant.
Senator Sparkman.
RIGT OF

VTIhI)RAWA

I was interested
in your statement that the charter ought to provide specifically that
a nation had the right to withdraw.
You don't doubt that any nation now does have that right, do you?
You just think it should be stated definitely ?
Mr. GRANT. I understand it is not stated definitely, Senator, and
therefore I think there should be a definite understanding in the
charter that we can get, o t any time we want to get out without
havinir to slhoot our way out.
Senator SPARKMAN.'Of course we thought we could do that, under
the Constitution of the United States, but, we found out we could not,
didn't we'?
So you would like to provide specifically for withdrawal from
the UN.?
Mr. GRANT. That is right.
Senator IOLLAND. Senator Smith ?
Mfr. Grant. Do you think if
question,
onechild
Just the
SMITHT.
might grow up?
enough
baby~it log
weSenator
Mr. GRANT. Senator, in all frankness, I am rather dubious, I am
rather (lubious. But I favor this- meeting for revision of the Charter.
alona the lines I have indicated and let us see what may come out of it.
Let me emphasize again, with the full retention of American sovereignty, and therefore, I heartily favor the resolution introduced in
the Senate bv Senator .ohn W. Bricker, of Ohio.
Senator HoLLAND. Thank you.
(Mr. Grant's prepared statement is as follows:)
Senator SPARKMAN. I will ask just one question.

STATEMENT OF HUGrH G. GRANT

Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee, my name is Hugh G. Grant.
I am a native of Alabama, and now a resident of Augusta, Ga. Prior to our
formal entrance into World War 1I, in December 1941, I served as a political
officer in the Division of Western European Affairs, Department of State, and as
United States Minister to Albania and subsequently as United States Minister
to Thailand. I am now retired from Federal service and engaged in some lee-
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turing and radio commentary. I am here as an American citizenn deeply concerned over the problem of maintaining world peace and at the same time preserving the complete sovereignty of my own country.
The thing that Impressed me most In my official and unofficial contacts In the
countries of Europe while serving as a diplomatic officer, 193,-39, was the very
friendly feeling exhibited everywhere toward the United States. And it is noteworthy that at this time, although we had brought victory for the Allies in
World War I, we were not members of the Leagpe of Nations at Geneva. We
were not giving away billions of dollars to foreign nations. We were not trying
to buy friendship abroad. We had no United StatesInformation services in foreign capitals. We had no radio programs beamed behind iron curtain,, arid no
balloon barrages dropping leaflets explaining our American Ideals and our way
of life. Furthermore, we had no military alliances in Europe or elsewhere and
we were not boastiln of world leadership. We were not engaged in trying to
persuade the nations of the world to adopt our American system of democracy
and we were not attempting to create a Utopian world for the whole of mankind.
In short, we were respected and liked because we stood for high princlples of
national integrity and we had no political axes to grind in othercountries. This
was in the area before the outbreak of World War 1I. Believe me, those were
glorious days, the like of which, I fear, we shall never see again.
Even before we formally entered World War II after Pearl Harbor there was
preliminary planning in our State IDepartment for a general international organization designed to replace the defiurct League of Nations when the Allies
should achieve victory over the Axis Powers. The planning was carried on in
great secrecy in the State I)epartrnent under the immediate directioii of Mr. Ieo
Pasvolsky who was born in Russia, an economist and special assistant to Secretary of State ordealll lull, and subsequently to Secirtary Stettinius.
The blueprinting for the proposed international organization was accelerated
in the I)unibarton Oaks Conferenee In the summer of 144, following the Moscow
declaration of the Big Four Foreign Ministers in October 1943. It was at this
Conference that the principle of the dominatinZ role of the Big Powers in the
future international organization was established through the agency of the
Security Council with its veto provision.
The Dumbarton Oaks proposals were Implemented in February 1945 at the
famous, or perhaps I should say, infamous Yalta Coxnference where Russian
Dictator Joseph Stalin outwitted and outmaneuvered Franklin RoE ,sev lt and
Winston Churchill. Although the complete story of what happened at Yalta has
never been told. enough is known of the proceedings to indicate that in the trading with the Russians seeds were planted for gome future hot wars. including
the Korean fiasco of 1950-53, and the so-called e(old war. which has kopt the
people of the whole worhl in a state of anxiety and tension almost from the very
hour of the Allied military victory in 1945 right down to the present moment of
the explosive situation in the Straits of Formosa.
Out of the crosscurrents of big power ambitions and secret jockeying for International positions came the San Francisco Conference in April 1945. while the
war was still on. The timing of the Conference was probably unfortunate ' inoe
it should not have been so directly linked with the war.
I haid the privilege of observing the San Francisco Conference in action, having
interviews with several heads of foreign delegations, including Jan Ma-aryk.
l',,re'in Miniter and head of the ('zechoslovak delegation.
laaryk t,,ld me
frankly that he saw no hope of world peace through a United Nation, organization unless the major powers, the United States. Russia, Great Britain. France.
and China, would agree to cooperate with each other.
The Inited Statves Government wa.s the principal sponsor for the United
Nations. It was our baby and after nearly 10 years we are -till babysitting.
Will the United Nations live or die? As an agency to keep the peace it appears t,,
he already a dead (hick.
The American people should face the realities o(f the United Nations. organization in the light of our earnest desire for a peaceful world and our willing-ness
to help establish and maintain it. without sacrificing our own national welfare.
This is the crux of the issue confronting us.
Ilere are my thoughts and suggestions on the subject of the United Nations
Charter:
1. Any provision in the United Nations Charter which directly or indirectly
provides or implies that the United Nations organization is or should become a
world ,,:. upergovernnent should be definitely eliminated. The United Nations
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Charter is a contract among sovereign nations, a treaty and not a world constitution.
2. The charter should be revised to provide exact and precise language in
regard to the authority and power exercised by the United Nations and its
several agencies with a view to eliminating resort to the subtle process of charter

interpretation.
3. The charter should provide specifically for the right of a member nation to
withdraw from the United Nations.
4. The preservation of peace among the nations of the world should be
definitely established in the charter as the primary purpose of the United Nations,
but any and all provisions in the charter designed to provide for the use of
military force toward this end by the United Nations, a,4 stipulated for instance,
in articles 42 to 47 inclusive, under chapter VII, should be eliminated. At the
same time, article 41. under chapter VII, comprising measures not involving the
use of armed fortes, should be strengthened with a view to bringing about
unanimity of action on the part of member nations in such matters as the interruption of economic relations. A case in point is the Korean war, in the
course of which certain member nations gave material aid to the aggressor
through
trade inofstrategic
'). Retention
tile veto materials.
power
in the Security Council of the United Nations

should be continued in the charter in explicit terms.
6. The charter should provide for the establishment by and in the Security
Council of a standing commission with authority to study and make recommen(lations to the Security Council on the subject of adequate control of armaments,
with special emphasis upon the manufacture an(l use of atomic energy.
7. The charter should be revised to strengthen the General Assembly as an
open world forum for the molding of public opinion, especially in matters involving disputes or controversies among the nations. The Assembly should have
no legislative or taxing authority.
8. Since the, Irimary purpose 'f the United Nations should be the preservation
of world pence, Chapter IX, International Economic and Social Cooperation, and
Chapter X, the Economic and SE('hial Council, should be carefully revised to eliminate from the chart(r aiiy provisions,designed to promote social, economic and
so-called human rights programs, such as ITNESCO, and the Genocide Convention, under the supervision of the United Nations. Particular reference is made
to articles 55 and 5; under chapter IX and article 68 under chapter X. I am of
the opinion that sup)erimposed programs, such as some of those being carried on
now by the United Nations in the economic and social fields. will result in more
harm than good, especially since experience shows that such programs result
eventually in outside control and interference with the rights and freedom of individuals, at the same time tending toward pauperization of the recipients of
such aid.
In conclusion, I agree with Senator John AN. Bricker that:
"1. No treaty or other International agreement in conflict with the United
States Constitution shall be of any force or effect ; and
"2. N,) treaty or other international agreement shall become effective as internal law in the United States except by valid legislation duly enacted by theelected representative,,' of the American people."
I therefore favor early adoption of the joint resolution, introduced in the Sen
ate by Senator Bricker on January 6, 1955.

Dean N.AW

I

,IOE. '.Mrs. Jeannette Purcell, represpenting the West End

Business and Professional Women's(hlCl)of Atianita.
Senator HOLLAND. Senator Smitl, will 'ou take over, please?
Senator S.%MT'r (presiding). You may go ahead, Mrs. Purcell.
STATEMENT OF MRS. JEANNETTE PURCELL, WEST END BUSINESS
AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S CLUB OF ATLANTA, GA.
,ii\[. PUr('EL. I a1 rel)re eating the West End Business and Professionial Womien's ('hb of Atlainta, which is composed of 75 members
:in
we have a State membership in the Businiess and Professional
Women's Club of Georgia of 170 members and in the national organi-

zation 1701000.
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I would like to say that we believe the charter is basically good.
We appreciate its success and being cognizant of its failures we are
in favor of a review of the charter if the majority of the general assembly feels the same way.
MEMBERS IP

Personally, in speaking for myself only since I am not empowered to

make these statements for the clib itself, I would like to see the Charter
of the United Nations amended to specify that in all cases separate consideration be given each country applying for membership in the U. N.
This would eliinate draft resolutions which miight attempt to admit more than one country on a single resolution without careful consideration of the merits of each application.
I practical, I should like to see a time limit placed for the consideration of these applications so that their acceptance or rejection would
be promptly determined.
I do wish, however, to make this clear that I feel in the past this has
been done because much action which has been taken, if grole ilito Itfficiently, does explain that it does not attempt to override the Constitution of our country.
FNA N ('IN(;

I furthermore feel that an annual report of the fiiancial affair. of
the U. N. should l)e inade easily available to the public.
It,
seems sometimes if you want to get a report from the U. N. miiles-s
a newsp-aper wants to carry newspaper topics of headline importa ce
a person has difficulty in getting information.
CIIARTER

REVIEW

CONFERENCE

Senator Sri'i. Do I understand that. you favor the United States
voting in favor of a charter review conference ?
Mrs. PURCELL. I certainly do.
Senator SMITH. Thank you.

Senator Sparkman?
Senator SPARKMAN. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SMITH. Thank you. Next witness.
Dean NARMORE. Dr. Florence J. Sherriff, Macon, Ga., representing

the American Association of University 1Women.
STATEMENT OF DR. FLORENCE 3. SHERRIFF, REPRESENTING THE
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN, MACON, GA.
Dr. SHERRIFF. Senator Smith and the Senate Committee on Foreign
Relitions, I am Dr. Florence Janson Sherriff, Wesleyan College professor of history and government and former pro'e5so1r of hiistory and
government of St. John's University, Shanghai, China.
CILARTER

REVIEW

CONFERENCE

As president of the American Association of University Women of
Macon, Ga., I represent an organization in lacon of i;8 members.

Our orafniz,(tion:is a national organization
.

4 2 4 35-55-pt.

8-4

ei(l(Wr,,es tli

United
"
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States participation in the United Nations and is in favor of the
revision conference.
.Asa student, as a long student, of government and international
organization and as a teacher of the same, I have been very much interested in international organizations since I first attended the League
of Nations sessions in Geneva in 1923 and have often attended sessions
both at Geneva and in New York at the I'. N. since that time.
I feel that by a study of the government t of the United States that
government is an evolutionary matter and that any written constitution is not perfect, being human and therefore as government applies
•
itself it will adapt itself to practical situations.
We have already seen that with the United Nations in the fact that
since we have failed to supply a military organization to control peace,
we have taken the practical step and established NATO, SEATO, and
the Rio Conference.
As has already been stated at some time we may unite with the whole
world in some form of military government.
I am speaking at this time for myself, as a teacher and a student of
international organizations and international law.
I have chosen two specific matters that might be taken up for revision
at the conference on revision, although there are many others that I
myself mentioned.
VETO POWER

AND

MEMBERSHIP

It is not very ('lear in the charter of the United Nations as to whether
the veto power extends to the nomination of new states for admission
to the United Nations in the Security Council.
The International Court of Justice has handed down an advisory
opinion that the veto does not apply but the states have hesitated to
take any action against the opposition of U. S. S. R.
In the convention for revision of United Nations Charter in 1956-57,
the matter should be taken up and made clear. I think it could be
without affecting the total veto power, because as has been stated by
the Court, it does not apply to the admission of new states, and therefore, I think it could he revised.
QUE$STION

OF 1'. N.AMiMBRSHIP

WHERE CHANGE IN A GOVERNMENT BY

REV( )1,1 TION

Another matter which is ignored by the charter is that of the recognition of member states in which there has been a change of government
by revolution, as in the case of Communist China, provision should be
made in the charter for such recognition. I am bold enough to proJ)ose something of the following, although I do not expect that it would

e perhaps of very much importance. I propose that membership
should be suspended of a member state where revolution has taken
place, and that the revolutionary government should be taken up for
consideration by the Security Council and voted on upon two-thirds of
the states in the Assembly very much in the way that a new state is
now admitted.
REPRFSENTATIVE- l4Wl1l

The other matters which might be taken up, I know there is a great
deal of discussion of giving larger states more representative power.
Now the smaller states have found the U. N. a place where they can
have their rights. I don't think they would be willing to give up that
right but based upon the experience of the United States perhaps the

.
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time might come when we might have two parts to the Assembly, the
upper house for the smaller states and the lower one based upon representation.
I thank you.
Senator HOLLAND. Senator Smith?
Senator SMITH. I just wanted to say that I am particularly glad to
have an expression from the faculty of the oldest women's college in
the United States and we are glad you could come.
Dr. SHERRiFF. Thank you.
Dean NARMORE. Mrs. Florence Dean Post, of Newnan, Ga.
STATEMENT OF MRS. FLORENCE DEAN POST, NEWNAN, GA.
Mrs. POST. Mr. Chairman, honorable gentlemen of the committee.
and visitors, I am Florence Dean Post of the town of Newnan, Ga., wife
of a doctor, vice president of the Minute Women of thle U. S. A., and
a member of the Daughters of the American Revolution.
I am a Christian, I speak as an individual, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today in discussing the revision of the
United Nations Charter.
MORAL LAW

U

Many changes are necessary, I will mention only a few. The United
Nations
Charter has
no moral
It says
to reaffirm faith in
thle
fundamental
h tinia
rights. background.
ks establislie,
bv wloin .
And it says, "To promote justice and international law."
As determined by whom?
Alger Hiss, Molotov, and Harry Dexter White. These were the
architects of the charter.
Our laws are based on Christian principles, but
nations are unfamiliar with our standards. Therefore, then, it ismany
iiecessarv to include
in a revised charter the moral law as laid (;od to Mhses,.so that all
people will understand what we mean by right and justice.
Otherwise the United States should never be a party to the organization. The United Nations Charter was ratified as a treaty. according
to recent interpretation of our Constitution, that means that it becomes
the supreme law of the land. Therefore, unless we rescind this entire
situation, it is necessary that the revised charter )e not ratified as a
treaty or given any authority where it may determine domestic law of
member states.
CHAPTER VII OF CHARTER SHOULD PE OMITTflED

It is claimed the United Nations is an instrument for peace, and
you will find "by means of peace or by peaceful means" reiterated
through the charter.

But when you come to chapter 7, the entire chapter is given over
to takin% up arms and using force. This chapter should be omitted
because Dy an agreement of the Big Five all military affairs, and
atomic energy, disarmament, and so forth, are under the authority of

a Russian. This has been the case for 10 years, and as Trygvie'Lie
says these things have a way of perpetuating themselves.
Gentlemen, do you want your sons and your grandsons to be forced
to fight under foreign officers, and always under the authority of a
RussianI
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OF VETO

Take the veto: This niust be retained at all means. It is our only
protection.
Many people wish to withdraw from the United Nations and set up
a federated state of free nations but how do we know when a free
nation will become a dictatorship?
Retain the veto no matter whiat group of nations is formed.
OTHER SUGGESTIONS

Special agencies should be considered. I will mention a few. First
we have the World Court a, l)lanned under the revised charter consisting of 15 embers, no 2 of whoin may be from the same country.
That neans only one member of Anmerica would be on that court.
But their decisions will be finial and irrevocable for all of us.
At last, I will consider the greatest (lailger is establishment of a
world government under this United Nations where we would lose
our ownV! soveVeigznty and our St ars and Stripes would be pulled down.
If vou (o not want to lose America forever, you will use the power
that is in your lands, s() that we may continue to enjoy free enterprise

and be able to worship God.
I thank you and miay God bless you in your efforts.
WORLDWIDE ORG A NIZATI('N

Seniator SMIH. I gather from vour statement that you don't believe

in any formn of organizing the nat ions of the world to preserve the
cause of peace.
Mrs. POST. Oh, yes, getting together as a talk and use peaceful means.

Senator S.MITI. You are against the League of Nations and everything of that sort?
Mrs. POST. I am against going in and forming an organization with
military force where the majority of the nations do not understand
our ideas of right and principles of wrong.
Senator S.trrn. If each nation, of course, took the position they
only were right and they would not agree with anybody else, then
we would not agree with them.
Mrs. POST. Ours is based on Christian principles. They take our
ideas as weaknesses because they think we are generous.
Senator SMIrT.

I don't want to pursue this, but you do not seem

to think there is any basis for us to meet with our Buddhist friends,
for example?
Mrs. PO)ST. Not if there is an army. I don't think our troops should
be sent all over the world without the protection of the flag.
Senator S~rI.H. You are aware historically that for manyyears we
have tried to find some way by which we could bring about formulas
for trying to prevent war?
Mrs. POST. We have not prevented war.

Senator SMi-TH. Yot dont exclude that effort in trying to reach a
formula ?
Mrs. POST. It ha, not succeeded in preventing war.
Senator SMITTI. LWe have been studying for years. as President
Ei-enhower said recently. trying to find a cure for cancer. The fact
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that we have not cured it does not mean we are not going on researching in that field. I think the same analogy a pliehere where we are
talking about trying to prevent war through mutual cooperation.
m
Mrs. POST. We can try, but 10 years is a long time and a good Iany
American boys have been killed.
PARTI'ICIPANTS IN CIIAITER NEGOTIATION 5

Senator SMITH. Well, of coursee , we are very aware of that.

I was

bothered by your suggestion that the charter might have been prepared by Alger Hiss. I would like to read the nanes of a few l)eople
who participated in setting up the charter. Senator Walter Geo(rge
of Georgia was one of the leading men in this. Former Secretary of
State Cordell Hill, formerly of "ennessee was one. TornConnally
of Texas, Arthur Vandenberg of Michigan, John Foster Diulles of
New York and now Secretary of State, Harold Stassen, former governor and now head of the Foreign Operations Administration. ('ongressman Eaton of my State of New .Jersey, an(1 Contressman Bloom
of New York, were anong some of the architects of the charter and
89 Senators voted for it and they were not Alger Hisses, I can assure
you of that.
Mrs. POST. I did not mean to imply any of our Senators were but
Alger Hiss and Molotov and Iarry l)exter White were known to have
been the men who wrote the draft of the thing. Now these other
men, these Senators said they vote for it without sttdying it.
Some of them accepted the opinion that this was for peace, consequently they supported it wholeheartedly. We all did. Everybody
was for it.

We wanted peacee at any cost practically excel)t losing our

sovereignty and our country.
But these gentlemen who vote( for it only accel)ted a man who
they had confidence in, but it was proved otherwise.

Senator SrT1. I am not holding any brief for Mr. Hiss. We
appreciate your sincerity. Senator Sparkman?
Senator PAIIKM.N. I would like to follow that up just a little bit
to say that even after this publicity about Alger Hiss and all of the
thought that has been given to the part he may have played in it,
undoubtedly he did play s part, but undoubtedly the part he played
has been greatly exaggerated. But aside from 'all of that, after all
that publicity has been given, such people as Senator Walter George
of Georgia, President Eisenhower, John Foster Dulles, Harold Stassen, and others almost universally still endorse the charter of the
United Nations, and still work for its improvement and its betterment. I think that is something for us to keep in mind.
The last vote had in the Senate pertaining to the charter was
virtually unanimous.
Mrs. P)OST. We must agree that some men are so good they cannot
believe the fantastic plans that might happen.
Senator SPARKMAN. Let me tell you, of course, you disarm uis by
telling us we are good.
Mrs. POST. We think you are.

Senator

SPARKMAN.

)3ut most of the people who have the respon-

sibility of Government in both Houses of Congress are pretty practicalminde( people, and I think they go into these things rather thoroughly.
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and I have never known a more practical-minded, thorough man than
Senator George of Georgia.
Mrs. POST. I agree with you.
KOREAN

Mrs. PosT. He is wonderful.

WAR

But at the sa-me time lots of tiling,

have happened that frighten us, what about the Korean war? What
about President Truman taking us into that under the charter, that
is where lie got his authority. He did not ask the Congress, he took
us there and what about tryingto seize the steel mills?
Senator SPARKMAN. Of course you know what General MacArthur
said about the Korean war?
Mrs. POST. I know a lot of things he said about it.
Senator SPARKMAN. He said it lighted a great flame of hope that
was about to go out for all the Asiatic nations and the peoples of the
Far East and I want to say to you that regardless of all the propaganda that has been spread throughout this country regarding the
Korean war, history will record it as one of the great milestones that
helped to defend the free world.
Mrs. POST. It may have been what General MacArthur said and if
he had been permitted to have finished it and taken victory we would
have been victorious and it would have helped establish
Senator SPARKmAN. We could engage in a long controversy on that
subject.
Mrs. POST. We could be here all day. Thank you, gentlemen, and
may God bless you.
OUR BELIE

IN CHRISTIAN PRINCIPLES

Senator HOLLAND. I would like to make several comments. First,
it is a very pleasant innovation to three Members in the Senate to have
someone coniplinienting us on our goodness, for not all of our contacts

lead to that sort of experience.
Second, I especially commend that part of your statement in which
you affirm so fully the necessity of making our conduct in the United
Nations square with our belie !in Christian principles and I want to
remind you that even in our Christian experience in a very important
group of 12 there was a Judas, and we don't forego our hopes of the
Christian Church simply because there was an Alger Hiss even in those
days and times.
Mrs. POST. That is right, Senator, and Senator Holland I worked
for you too many years in Florida not to appreciate your stand on
that matter. Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Mrs. Post follows:)
STATEMENT BY FLORENCE DEAN POST, NATIONAL VICE CHAIRMAN, MINUTE WOMEN
OF THE U. S. A., INc., MEMFi, DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION b
COLONIA, DAMES OF THE 17TH (ENTT'RY.
I)AMF.S OF TIE COITRT OF HONOR,
WOMEN'S (',LUB OF Sr. PETEIItSRG, FLA., 'ST. PKErER'S EPISCOPAl. CHURCH

I speak as an individual.

The revised charter of the United Nations should

be considered by Congress when the American Bar Association has thoroughly
examined it according to our Constitution. Then, only after It has been well publicized throughout America.
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As other nations are governed under multiple and various ideas of law, it
would be impossible to expect complete cool)eration with our interpretation of
all phases of government, but it is vital that citizens of the United States should
not lose their individual freedoms gained through long years with strong honorable leadership under our Constitution by being tied and controlled under
archaic and barbaric laws. Therefore it is necessary to simplify and abbreviate
the.United Nations Charter into a framework within which all nations can meet
and plan without trying to subjugate one nation to the will of others.
Today I wish to discuss a few important weaknesses that must be rectified.
I.

LACK OF MORAL

BACKGROUND

You will find in the present charter: (a) "* * * to reaffirm faith in fundaAs established by whom? (b) " * * justice
mental human rights * *
and international law * * *" As determined by whom? Alger Hiss?
Our laws are based on Christian principles but many nations are unfamiliar
with these moral standards, therefore it is necessary to explain these principles
by including the Ten Commandments, in the revised charter, or the United States
should never be a party to the United Nations.
M. TREATY LAW

The United Nations Charter was ratified as a treaty, and in the preamble we
find " * * obligations arising from treaties *
" But other countries do
not put treaties above their internal law as has recently been (mis)interpreted
in our Constitution. Therefore the United Nations should never be ratified as
a treaty or by any executive agreement giving it supreme authority. Furthermore no treaties or covenant passed in the U. N. should have any effect on the
domestic law of member nations. This should be strongly emphasized. It was
under this treaty idea that President Truman usurped power committing us to
war in Korea without any authority from Congress.
M.

PEACE

The United Nations has been supported largely by pretending to be an instrument for peace. Many times the statement "by peaceful means" is reiterated
but practically all of chapter VII (from arts. 42-51) gives complete and detailed
authority to take armed measures against any nation deemed an aggressor. Is
the aggressor, to be named by another aggressor? If the act of aggression is
committed by a powerful member, against whom most countries would be afraid
to take action, It leaves America alone to defend the aggressee. Therefore no
such commitment should be included in the charter. In fact all of chapter VII
should be omitted.
IV.

RUSSIAN

CONTROL

According to Secretary General Trygve Lie on pages 44-51 In the Cause of
Peace we find these statements:
"The Department of Security Council Affairs, to serve also the General Assembly in all political questions and the Atomic Energy, the Disarmament, and other
commissions. * * *
'The choice of the Assistant Secretaries General, who would constitute my
'cabinet,' was, of course, my first concern. It soon appeared that it was equally
the concern of some of the great, and a number of lesser, powers.
"Mr. Vyshinsky did not delay his approach. He was the first to inform me
of an understanding which the Big Five had reached in London on the appointment of a Soviet national as Assistant Secretary General for Political and Security Council Affairs.
Mr. Vyshinsky simply spoke of an 'agreement,' he said
nothing of Its binding quality, of the right of the Big Five to arrive at it,or of
the length of time it was meant to apply. * * *
"This is not to say, however, that it would have been politic of me to resist the
great power accord. Moreover, I welcomed the understanding as a sign of good
will and confidence between East an( West. That the Soxiet 1Union wanted one
Of its nationals to fulfill the premier As',istant Sevretdryshil) culd be taken as
another indication of serious Soviet interest in the United Nations, and that the
United States was willing to agree to accord this key Ixst to a national of the
U. S. S. R. was evidence of an American desire to enouraze this interest for the
saike of world peace.
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"Mr. Stettinius confirmed to rue that he had agreed with the Soviet delegation
.
In this matter. *
"As became my custom in connection with filling of the highest posts in the
Secretariat, I felt it was both necessary and desirable to secure nominations from
the governments, in particular for positions of the rank of Assistant Secretary
General. The decisions were always mine, but I had to try to get the best talent,
0 * * I therefore conferred with Mr. Vyshinsky on whom to appoint to the post
given to the Russians. * * * lIe proposed Arkady Sobolev, a prominent official
of the Soviet Foreign Ministry. Sobolev had been a delegate to the Dumbarton
Oaks meetings at which the Big Four made the preliminary draft of the
United Nations Charter and had later been political adviser to Marshal Georgi K.
Zhukov in Berlin. * * * I appointed him. * *
"When Mr. Soholev resigned in the late summer of 1949, 1 replaced him with
another Soviet national, Constantin E. Zinchenko. taking care to limit his conI viewed the London understandtract to the period which I still had to serve.
ing as applying only to my term, but these precedents have a way of perpetuating
themselves. * * *
Zinchenko has been succeeded by Ilya C. (hernyshev.
Let ine add a statement from Frances B. Lucas, executive secretary, National
Defense Committee, National Society Daughters of the American Revolution.
"The above statements of the former Secretary-(General of the United Nations
prove that the premier Assistant Secretary of Security Council Affairs was and
has been since the inception of the United Nations a delegate from the Soviet
Union. Perhaps, since the rules for this Assistant Secretaryship and authority
include political questions, atomic energy, (lisarnment an( the military affairs,
this is an explanation for the apprehensions of American generals who fought in
Korea. * * *
"One general In particular said that a mysterious 'they' seemed to be guiding
and supervising the Korean-United Nations police action. Many adamantly testified that if the order had not come from the United Nations that the Yalu bridges
coulh not he bombed the American forces would have been victorious in this battle. * * * Remember, the plan is now imminent, under article 109 of the United
Nations Charter, to amend this documentt into a world-governing constitution. * * *
On August 4, 1954, United States Ambassador James J. Wadsworth presented
to the United Nations Collective Measures Committee a United States working
paper containing six principles (lesigned to raise a United Nations International
Army with forces from all member states to take collective security measures
whenever and wherever the U. N. deems such action necessary. Gentlemen of the
committee, do you wish your sons to be put in a position where they would be
forced to assist the Soviet-bloc prepare themselves for deterring or suppressing.
aggression against their own tyranny? If you read this plan in detail you will
see that not only will our Armed Forces be under alien forces but will be compelled to supply additional forces where some member states are incapable (or
perhaps unwilling) to furnish their share. Now under what officers would they
serve? As you heard above the Secretary in charge of Security Council Affairs
has always been a Russian. Don't you agree with me the United Nations Charter
should be revised to eliminate chapter VII, or any means of controlling armed
forces.
V. VETO POWER

There is much discussion concerning the veto power of the five permanent menihers. Certainly if America is united with Soviet-bloc countries we could not give
up the veto. It is our only protection. Some have suggested withdrawing from
the United Nations and forming a new federation of free nations. This would
be a wise solution, but we still need the veto, for how do we know when a free
nation would become a dictatorship?
VL. SOVEREIGN

EQUALITY

You will find In article 2 " * * * the Organization Is based on the principle of
the sovereign equality of all its members." Then why was Russia given 3 votes
to our 1?
If it is necessary for us to give up any sovereignty we had better withdraw from
the United Nations at once. If we delay until the revision proposed by the world
government advocates takes place, we may never be permitted to secede-unless
we shoot our way out.
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VII. SPI.CJAL AGENCIES

inallilmlatedl ilner the cover of
So many plans for our destruction are hei
ed is now plained under the
oiiitt
been
has
What
.
the United Nations charterr
revised and strengthened United Nations Clarter.
(a) The World ('ourt. D1)yo4u realize this Court will dleterintour doniestic
%,ov.
law. Something i must be done about thlis
(b) The International Labor()rganization. This organization wishes to guarantee full employment to all member states. I)o you realize (ioly those countries
having slave labor can report full employment. Is that what you would have for
America?
(c) UNESCO. This agency, an organization in itself, set up throui.li our State
Department where )ean Acheson mIade 90 percent of the appointments, is undermining American character and initiative by proj)agan(la. These people seem Ito
promote their socialistic ideas through every me(liu r()f (cmunni'icati,(i. Thrf ugh
churches, civic organizations, the press but mostly through schools. I wish you
would read the atheistic, and collectivists theories expressed in Aiierican ,,choolbooks from this organization through the help of the National Education Association.
VORLD GOVERNMI-KNT

VIII.

Of course, the one supreme danger is the establishment of a World G(o(-rnmnert.
A world Socialist dictatorshil). This will be accomplished by revising the United
Nations Charter where America will lose her sovereignty. If you (1 not wish to
lose America forever you will use the power in your hands to save our beloved
country where we may continue to enjoy free enterprise and worship God.

U. S. AND U. N.
(By Florence Dean Post, national v-ice chairman, The Minute Women of the
U. S.A. Inc.)
THE CONSTITUTION

OF THE UNITED

STATES OF AMERICA, AND THE CHARTER OF THE

UNITED

NATIONS

In the past few years we have been forced to change our opinions radically.
We looked to the United Nations as an assurance of peace in a troubled world.
But we have had no peace, and on more careful investigation we find there are
many reasons.
According to George Sokolsky, war is not a political issue, not an economic
problem, but a moral one. inferenceses will not bring peace until the will for
peace is in the hearts of the people. And I tell you the only way that desire will
grow in the hearts of all the people is through Christianity.
Is the United Nations an instrument of Christianity? The United Nations
Charter was written by three enemies of America; Alger Hiss. Molotov and
Weiss (alias Harry Dexter White). Do you think they were planning for the
best interests of America or for Russia?
Russia with her satellite nations represents more than 800 million people
while we alone have over 160 million people and the undefined nations more
often vote with Russia than with America. This has already been proved. This
is on the basis of population. Now consider the number o)f nations: wNe are far
out voted, 1 to 60.
Many of the United States representatives in the United Nations are not representing us but are working with our enemies. Even persons released from our
Government for security reasons and known treachery ftre now employed by the
United Nations, with complete immunity from our lavs. \\'hen our Senate investigatiruz committee endeavored to determine the un-American activities of a number of these United Nations employees the results were incredible: Of 3:1 persons
called, 26 invoked their constitutional privilege against self-incrimination when
asked about membiership in the Communis,,t Party. (Pp. 3 and 4, S. Rept. No.
26991, Jan. 2, 1953; also p. 435, pt. 2, Rept. No. 25-103, Activities of United States
Citizens Employed by the U. N.)
Virtually all of these witnesses had long Commnunist interests and long records
of employment with the I'nited States Government agencies, and UNRI..
(See
above Senate reports and Interl(m,.king Subversion in (Government Departments,
No. 36548.)
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Where the Secretary General Trygve Lie dismissed some questional employees
they now plan reinstatement with indemnities to be paid. This is under the'A
authority of the Administrative Tribunal of the United Nations of which the
United States of America is not a current member and from whose authority no
legal recourse is permitted.
Let us look at the charter. Remember when our United States adopted the
U. N. Charter it was a treaty and that charter became the supreme United States
law (art. VI, of our Constitution--"and all treaties made, or which shall be nmdi,
under the authority of the United States, shall be the supreme law of the land").
Under this a 28-year-old State law was nullified (California's alien land law, p. 5,
Wilders). This was possible under articles 55 and 56 of the U. N. Charter.
The charter is very contradictory:
In article I-to brinz about by peaceful means and in conformity with principles of justice (p. 3) and international law, adjustments of settlement of international disputes or situations which might lead to breach of the peace.
In article 2, No. 3-settle their international disputes by peaceful means, but
?
we find in article 42 (p. 22), the Security Council may take such action by air,
sea, or land forces as may be necessary to maintain or restore international peace
and security. It was under this authority President Truman took America to
war in Korea without the consent of our Congress.
In article 43-all members make available to the Security Council, armed
forces, assistance and facilities, also we find in article 45--members shall hold
immediately available national air force contingents for combined international
action as determined by the Security Council and Military Staff Committee
(Military Staff, p. 24, arts. 46,47).
It is frightening to note that the chief called the Minister of War has been a
citizen of Russia. The first Minister of War for the United Nations was Arkady
Soboleff (Sobolev). He was succeeded by Constantine Zinchenko.1 His title is
Minister of War, Communications, and information of the U. N. (Economic
ACouncil letter 299).
During the Korean war all decisions passed over this desk before being issued
to our commanders in the field. How much earlier do you think they reached the
Red commanders? It was one of the secret agreements at Yalta-just recently
coming to light that the chief of the war desk will always be a Russian.
Under the U. N. Charter we find provision for a Court of Justice. In article 3
Ip. 57) of the Statute we find the "Court shall consist of 15 members, no 2 of
whom may be nationals of the same state." In this case only one American may
sit on the International Court at any one time. And under article 4 we find these
are voted on by the members of the General Assembly and by the Security Council
from groups nominated by the national groups. Therefore the International
Court might have no American on the bench but this Court would decide our
punishment.
As it is possible for the Security Council of the U. N. to establish boards and
agencies for all sorts of purposes we find under chapter IX and chapter X there are
conventions, covenants, agencies, seminars and commissions that influence or control many of our institutions and even our individual lives. But these agencies
and commissions work quietly behind the scenes, and we are unaware of their
activities until some far-reaching scheme has been established.
We have so much radio, newspapers and television publicity regarding the U. N.
Security Council and General Assembly, but the works of these behind-scenes
agencies are a total blackout. Even the regular I. N. releases seldom mention
their activities. Many of their schemes are covered by such phrases as human
rights, equal rights, self-determination of peoples, higher standards of living,
full employment, economic and social progress. and fundamental freedoms for all
(p. 29, charter). All fine-sounding phrases that appeal to our American sense of
Justice and fair play, but we have had almost 200 years of freedom, won by long
years of struggle and in our efforts to promote benefits to other nations let us
not permit this heritage to be destroyed.
Three of the most dangerous of these T. N. schemes are the Genocide Convention; the Declaration of Human Rights from which the Covenant of Human Rights
was developed; and the U. N. Educational. Scientific and Cultural Organization
known as UNESCO. Each one of these deserve a full program and I will touch
very lightly upon them. But did you know there are 282 plans now brewing to
be promoted through the U. N.? Many of them touching your life personally. If
I Zlnchenko was succeeded by Ilya C. Tchernyshev.
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you will read your own Constitution and compare our Bill of Rights with the
IT.N. Charter. with Russia's ('onstitution and the TJ. N. Covenant of lunian
Rights you will find Russia's Constitution and the U. N. Covenant endows us with
rights and in return for these rights we have duties. But under our Constitution
we already inherently hold these rights and our Government is supposed to protect them. In return for this protection we have responsibilities. A duty is an
assigned service imposed by law. Responsibilities imply accountability and capability. Responsibility denotes a free moral agent capable of judging his actions,
not blind obedience and submission. Rights in the Russian Constitution and in
the Covenant (U. N.) are given, therefore can be taken away (art. IX and
X our Constitution, p. 225).
Felix Morley has an article called Treaty Law and the Constitution published
by American Enterprise Association of N. Y. C. In this he shows in detail how
the Russian theory of government coincides with the U. N. theory. Both the
opposite to our Constitution. A review of this article in the (7hicago Tribune of
July 16, 1953, page 10, part 1, F., by Walter Trohan states: "the American theory
is that men are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights" Morley
said. He also said under the American theory men are protected by law against
governmental encroachment of these natural rights.
The Soviet theory is that all rights belong to the civil government and may be
canceled to suit the convenience and necessity of the governors . Morley said. He
labeled Soviet Russia as a clear political dictatorship since the Russian Constitution declared that "decisions and orders of the Council of Ministers of the
U. S. S. It. are binding throughout the U. S. S. R."
The United Nations theory, Morley holds, is that rights are not natural and inalienable, but are provisionally created by the government itself. Human rights
are regarded as nonexistent until they are spelled out by _overnmental agencies
in this theory, Morley said: "It follows from this assumption that rights depend
upon and are developed by the constant expansion of governmental power. That
theory runs directly counter to the American belief that governmental controls
tend to limit and encroach upon, rather than to expand and guarantee, individual
freedom."
Morley cites draft treaties of the U. N. Commission on Human Rights to show
danger to American institutions. In the draft covenant on civil and political
rights, article 16, holds "the right to hold opinions and the right to freedom of
expression are subject to certain restrictions-for the protection of national security and public order."
Morley also cites article 12 of the draft which says that "ail persons shall be
equal before the courts or tribunals": then it adds: "The press and public may be
excluded from all or part of a trial for reasons of inoral,, public order or national
security in a democratic society."
These limitations show the Soviet theory in operation in '. N. Morley cites
the draft covenant on economic, social and cultural rights as having parallels
with the Russian Constitution too pronounced to be accidental.
Morley quotes some of the parallels:
Article 118, U. S. S. R.-"Citizens of the U. S. S. R. have the right to work,
that is the right to guaranteed employment"-article 6, U. N.-"The states parties
to the covenant recognize the right to work, that Is to say, the fundamental right
of everyone to the opportunity, if he so desires, to gain his living by work which
he freely accepts."
Article 119, U. S. S. R.-"Citizens of the U. S. S. R. have the right to rest and
leisure." Article 7, U. N.-"The states parties to the covenant recognize the
right of every one to rest, leisure and reasonable limitation of working hours
and periodic holidays with pay."
Article 120, U. S. S. R.-"Citizens of the U. S. S. R. have the right to maintenance in old age and also in case of sickness or disability. This right is insured
by the extensive development of social insurance-at state expense.
Article 8, U. N.-"The states parties to the covenant recognize the rights of
everyone to social security."
Article 121, U. S. S. R.-"Citizens of the U. S. S. R. have a right to education."
Article 14, U. N.-"The parties to the covenant recognize the right of everyone to
education."
Article 126, U. S. S. R.-"Citlzens of the U. S. S. R. are guaranteed the right
to unite in cultural, technical, and scientific societies."
Article 16, U. N.-"The states parties to the covenant recognize the right of
everyone (a) to take part in cultural life, (b) to enjoy the benefits of scientific
progress and applications."
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Actually, Morley said, "A large part of the Soviet ('onstitution was almost textually embodied in these U. N. covenants, which, if put through, could have become the supreme law of the United States. The revelations of Communist
infiltration among American members of the U. N. Secretariat may be given some
thought in this connection. From the viewpoint of the Kremlin it is certainly
easier to have the Communists indirectly write our laws than to achieve the
same objective by military approach. Morley concludes that the Bricker amendment is designed to maintain the American political theory, and to discourage the
spread of the Russian theory and to make exercise of untrammeled sovereignty
by the Executive more difficult.
Just a short mention of ITNESCO.
Under Public Law 56-5 79th Congress (11. J. Res. 305) we find it resolved
that the President is authorized to accept membership for the United States in
tlo UNESCO Organization (hereafter known as the "Organization"). The constitution of which was approved in Lon(lon on November 16, 1945, by the U. N.
Conference for the Establishment of an Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization, and deposited in the Archives of the Government of the United
Kingdom (Lyn'i. pp. 6 and 7).
Section 3 publicc Law 565). In fulfillment of article VII of the constitution of
the Organization, the Secretary of State shall cause to be organized a National
Commission-not to exceed 100 members. Such Commission shall be appointed
by the Secretary of State and shall consist of (a) not more than 60 representatives of--organizations interested In educational, scientific and cultural matters
and (b) not more than 40 outstanding persons selected by the Secretary of
State, including not more than 10 persons holding office under the Government
of the Tnited States, not more than 15-of State and local governments and not
more than 15 persons chosen at large. The Secretary of State is authorized to
name In the first instance 50 of the organizations each of which shall designate
one representative (Public Law 565). The Department of State is authorized
to provide the necessary secretariat for the Commission.
Section 6. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated annually to the Department of State, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated
such sums as may be necessary for the payment by the United States of its share
as apportioned by the General Conference of the Organization. Here are some
of the people appointed to establish the Organization.
Milton Fisenhower, Archibald MacLeish, Anna Rosenberg, Eric Johnston, Paul
H. Hoffman, James B. Conant, Margaret Chase Smith, Chester Bowles and Alex
J. Stoddard (of the 100, 21 members had known records of Communist front
affiliations, p. 8, Lyons).
Just now the United States National Commision for UNESCO has two major
goals. 1, forcing treaty adoption of the Declaration of Human Rights and 2,
the revision an(l rewriting of every American textbook now in use. If unchallenged, within 5 years no school system however much it opposes UNESCO will
be able t) buy a textbook in any subject which hasn't been loaded and slanted by
UNESCO. Do you know the present committee to rewrite all history books is
headed by 4 leading atheists. Julian Huxley, A. L. Kroeber, Bertrand Russell and
chairman Ralph Turner. Its costs, $600,000. Do you know one of the largest
groups (outside of the Communist Party) that Is supporting and promoting
UNESCO is our National Educational Association (p. 9. Lyons, also bottom p. 12,
Lyons).
(Regarding Ralph Turner read: God and Man at Yale, by Win. Buckley.)
Now I come to our trying hour. In chapter 18, of the U. N. Charter, article
109 we find a general conference of the niiembers of the 1U. N. for the purpose
of reviewing the present charter -if such a conference has not been held before
the 10th annual se,,ion of the General .qeihlv following the coming into
force of the present charter, the proposal to call such a conference shall be
put on the agenda of that session-that will be 1955.
Tliq is the plan to e4ahlish a world lictatorship through the 'nited Nations
LONONN

(O\F' ERENCE OF P \RIT.IMENTARY

('ONFERENCi.: ON W ORID GOVERN MFNT

The second London Parliamentary Conference m Vorld
,Overnment, having (,oTI idered two reports submitted by he Commi,:lion appointe(d by the Conferen.e to
nziler. under the chairmanship of the Right Honorable Clement
D-aviv,. two schemes foir the revision of the United Nations Charter, adopted
both reports and approved pl.n A and pl:in B for the amendment of the charter
when this omnes up for discis,.ion at the 10th annual ses.lon of the General
.s.,nilnly, (Ile to Ie held In 19.55. The two plans are as follows:
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PLAN A

Introduction
1. The recommendations involve substantial amendment of the U. N. ('barter
designed to produce a genuine, and, we believe, workable schenie of v,,rl(i government to replace the present International anarchy. We do not claim to have
produced a perfect scheme. We have had regard to present international stresses,
s.,uspicions and prejudices.
WVe have sought to avoid stch llr((Isal,,l as. wOuld
be likely to prev(Mat the adherence of any nation, even though they night be
inherently desirable in the ideal world.
-

tetbcrship
Recommendation: Membership should be open to all states of the world, and
all must be urged to join. Once nienibership has been accepted, continued luembership must be compulsory. There insist be no right of secession.
NOTE.-We have rejected the idea of compulsory initial adherence, since this
might well involve war. On the other hand, to) allow a right of se.ession would
be to permlit states to be judges in their own disputes. Voluntary universality
of membership would resolve the present disputtes and vetoes otn entry.
Disarmancnt
3. Recommendation: The charter should provide for cl'iplete..siiultaume,,o,
universal and enforceable disarmiament, carried out by rapid stage.
It s.huld be
subject to inspection, supervsion and enforced ent by the U. N. Police.,D
)etails
of4 the disarina went plan should be set oJut in an annex t(o th e charter.
NOTE.-The disarmament niust be complete in its application to all national
arms and earned forces, except the strictly and lightly armed forcesnIeedIed
f,,r
the maintenance of internal security within state..
4. Recommendation: Production of atomic wealmns should
ei
t,prohibited.
Atomic energy should otherwise remain under the .ontro, (if the individ
iatl
nations, subject to strict U. N. supervision.
05. Recomnniendation" The charter should provide for a I. N. l',lice to enforce
the provisions of the charter and tihe (eisin, 41f the Interna ti,,nal
(',,irt-..
D)etails of its comlmsititn, organization and ci'mtrol shuhild lie ,.t ,,Ut ili an
annex to the charter.
No .- A-n important function of ti l'. N. Police would be to) act as in.iec't,()rate
to insure that the disariaint
l)rovisions were not being vilated. The I'..
Police should be strategically placed, i. (,.,it vuld not !,e,,11vin t, a state N.
to
refuse the presence ()f members oif the 1'. N. lboi.e on it,.,.,l. It, Iim-eiiiers

should owe exclusive allegiance to the 1'. N.

Judiciary
6. Recommendation- The International Court (ifJuistice ,110111 ( l e given
jurisdiction to decide disputes which are capable (if decisitin by red',lizel lirildes.
provided that they are(a) disputes between two or riore state: (b) disputes betwe(.en a sta
and citizens of another state: (C) disputes involving invnmbers ,)f the I'. N.
0.,
and in particular, its police; (d) ay
matter con'ernig tile interlpretati,,n
of the I . N. Charter, including the validity of laws lase! liv the w(
rl1i
legislature.
The jIri,4(liction under (a). (b). (.0 shoul be an original and(
.exlu-4ie
juri.liction ; that under (d) an appelate jurisdiction.
7. Refominiendation- A World Arlitral 'Tribunal hul
be ere:atd! with
(i('tion to hear and report )n all disputess which are incapable o)f (.isi jitris,n luy
recognized legal principles, and therefore not subject to) tie j1iri.oi(cti,
,,f
ih ile
International ('ourt, but without jurisli(.tion( except v tie (li~qiutnt.." pIrior
"'Us(,Itt) to give enforceable ji(igments. Thletails
of the (,r~iZiiztion all
Powers of the World Arbitral Tribunal should bIe set out in an annex
to the
charter.
NOTE.-We have been concerned to insure that a scheme of world govern'lent
does not merely freeze the status quo ante paceni, irresIective of natural
just ic'e and Irresl)ective of future international development. The letter
of the
law does not in all cases suffice. Nor is it sufficient to remove war as a
means
of settling International disputes without providing some alternative
mean .
And it is disagreeable to contemplate a state refusing with impunity
to accept
the recomniendati(,n of the World Arbitral Tribunal. On the other hand
to establish a tribunal administering a system of equity or natural justice, and
to ixiake
its jurisdiction compulsory and its decisions enforceable, would be subjecting
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the states to a derogation from their sovereignty to which it would be impossible
to set any limit or envisage any bound. We are convinced that to attempt to
do so would preclude the adherence of many important states. We have therefore reluctantly recommended that although the jurisdiction of the World Arbitral Tribunal should be compulsive, its decisions should be advisory only and
not enforceable. (It is lossilde that enforceability might come later, with amendment.)
(If the decisions of the Tribunal were made enforceable, we would
recommend that they should be subject to appeal, possibly to the U. N. Legislature
or a committee thereit.) We would further point out that the fact that the judgments of the W\oild Arbitral Tribunal were not enforceable by the U. N. Police
would not mean that they were wholly without effect. Public opinion has its
force, and alternative remedies in the way of boycott or economic sanction might
be available by diplomatic agreement.
The world legislature
8. Recommendation. A world legislature should be constituted with the following powers:
((I T'ilimited power of debate on all matters in which any organ of world
government. whether volunt:iry or constituted by the charter, is concerned.
(b) Power to raise revenue for U. N. purposes.
(c) Power to enact legislation strictly confined to matters directly concerned
with and necessary for the preservation of peace.
(d) Power to) elect and dismiss the executive council or individual members
thereof.
Noi
\.-We attach particular importance to the right to debate in view of our
recommendation that the judgments of the World Arbitrail Tribunal should he
advisory only; it is a method of bringing to bear the pressure of public opinion.
The power to raise revenue is discussed in the ensuing paragraph. So far as
legislation is concerned there are strong considerations in favor of giving legislative lpo\ver to deal with the development of under-developed areas. But we have
been impressed by the argument that to give initially wider powers than are
c ncerned with and are ,trictly necessary for the preservation of peace is to
invite the refusal to participate of many important countries. We have envisaged
that the voluntary inter-governmental organizations connected with the U. N.
will continue on a voluntary bask; but if our proposals for disarmament were
adopted larve funds would he released which might be made available. Tile
relations between the legislature and the executive are dealt with in paragraph
14.
9. Recommendation: The maximum proportions of national revenue which
can be raised for 17. N. purposes must be defined in the charter. It should be
levied proportionately to national income in a manner to be determined by each
state for itself.
NOTr.-W'e have been strongly attracted by a suggestion that taxation should
be levied by the IT.N. on individual citizens. We have rejected it only because
the incidence and methods of taxation are peculiarly a domestic matter.
10. Recommendation : The legislature should consist of two chambers.
Nor.-There are strong arguments In favor of a single chamber. We are,
however, on balance in favor of a bicameral system.
First. because it gives additional constitutional weight to the individual states.
and thus makes entry Into the federation more attractive: and
Secondly, because subsequent amendment may give greater legislature power.
11. Recommendation: The upper chamber should consist of one representative
of each nation state appointed in a manner to be determined by that state.
NoT.-This provides continuity with the present General Assembly. It would
also tend to secure the representation of some valuable men and women who
were not willing to) submit themselves to popular suffrages.
12. Recorimmendlation: The lower eharnher should c.nzit of repre.entitivt,. of
the member states in numbers proportionate to population. The method of
ele,tion should be determined by the individual states.
NoTF,.- t must be frankly faced that the recomrmendation as phrased gives
enornouws voting power to certain countries with large population.
It might
well be necessary to put an upper limit on the number of representatives from
any onee country. We have reluctantly come to the conclusion that a IT. N.
electoral law would be impracticable, not only because the national conditions
and traditions vary so widely, but also because politically it would invite rejection. In some countries universal suffrage might be thought desirable; In
other., election by the national legislature acting as an electoral college.
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13. Recommendation: All legislation must be passed by both houses. The
carter should lay down provisions for resolving disagreement between them.
The ccecutivc
14. Recommendat ion: The legislative chambers sitting together or the lower
chamber sitting alone should appoint an executive council, who would be re,ponsible for carrying out the directives of the legislature. They should be
elected for a fixed term, but dismissible by the legislature.
Nori..-It is open t, discussionn whether the executive counil should be chosen
from uiemibers of the legislature, whether the citizens of certain nations should
alwayss be represented, and whether they should be
he col.,t i 'ly responsible.
They would ie subject to the legislature, having nf power to dissolve it and no
li.wer of veto.
W'orl( (itizcnship

15. Recommendation: Every ler in in the w, lrl(l sl ,,ild! ie a citizen of the
1niled Nations as well a,
hf
his o\\,n (.imitry, and the charter and the laws
enacted should bind
.ach
imdividual.
Noii:.-This prov.,ii i is d ,igned to (:islire
that international law can be
etiforced by the (or--iris4
of the 'litd
Nti 11,.
:tii.,t iid ihuils who w uld lie
precluded from sh(,lterii~g behind national aIlcgiance.
1( r.ximal and political rights
16. leconmen(lation: A Bill of Rights must safeguard all persons against
violation of certain basic liberties by tie I'hi ted Nations. No attempt should
be made to safeguard individuals against action by the respective nations.
'1114, Bill of Rights sli ild be set out in an an ex in the charter.
Nm -.- '1'here is necessarily a danger f abuse of power by members of organs
of the 1 nited Nations, paritiularly te Wi'irld police. If individual rights were
enshrined in a Bill if lights they would be enfo rced by the W\'(,rl courtt . We
have recommended against any attempt to safeguard individual rights against
action by national governments. To attempt to do otherwise would merely in\ Ite rejection on the ground of potential interference with the domestic affairs of
the nation.

17. Recommendation: Minority groups should have a right of petition to the

W rld Arbitral Trilunal and the \\orl(d legislature for redress of grievane.,.
NOTE.-It will be recollected that the Arbitral Tribunal would be empowered
to give advisory judgments only ; and that the world legislature would have the
rirlit of debate only on such an issue. Even In this limited form we make our
reco)mmendation with some diffidence lest it might deter certain countries from
J1,ining the federation.
.Amendment
18. Recommendation: The procedure for amending the revised charter should
Iw made sufficiently difficult to insure that future amendments will not be imposed on nonassenting nations unless they embody the views of a substantial
majority of the nations and people of the world.

No-i:.--Nations are unlikely to adhere to the world federation unless they can
N, assured that the rights which they wish to reserve are embodied in the
co,nstitution, and not likely to be swept away by bare majorities.
U. N. CHARTER AMENDMENT

PLAN IR

It was the object of this plan to make proposal, which would remove the more

eauident imperfections of thec charter as it has been fmzato\\ork out in practice, and tp introduce into the unitedd Nati)n, Organization elements which
'1111id be developed I
practice and by lr(gressive aniendnieiit,, into a world
federation of states subject to universal
I la\,
At the sitme time tile Z(lime

wis restricted ,;) a, to include only those elements which were Judged to be
Pllitic .ily acceptable to the government,( of tho,,-e ,stat(,s represented by memhir, of their national legislature at the ('onference, in the hope that some or
]l of these governments iniuh1it make a joint proposal at the 10th session of the
general l Assembly along the lin,,e slZgcsteld.
The members of this subcomllissio)n stress that tie adoption of su.h a proposal, though falling far short of
" :ilt is nee(led to establishIanid maintain iawv anl order in the world,
is yet a
Jl'hitically possible step in that direction, and could, and probably would, lead
h,, the eventual acceptance )f a world constitution which is the subject dealt with
I the report on plan A.
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No redrafting of the charter has been attempted. The proposals merely state
five principles designed to extend the operations of the United Nations so that it
may evolve into a universal organization representative of all peoples and possessing certain lawmaking powers which must ultimately be precisely defined
and which may be increased from time to time. We recommend the maintenance
of the existing conciliatory and administrative machinery of the United Nations
which should be improved and clarified along the lines indicated.
Plan B therefore is that the government of member states of the United Nations take action as follows:
A. To amend article 4 of the charter, with the necessary consequential amendments as follows:
1. Membership in the United Nations is open to all states which accept the
obligations contained in the charter. Having become a member no state may
secede.
2. A slate shall then be defined in a second clause. Interpretation of this
clause shall be the function of the International Court of Justice.
B. To improve the representative character of the Assembly, by, for example,
introducing the principle of weighted voting possibly by establishing a bicameral
Assembly and relating representation in one of the chambers to economic and/or
population factors.
C. To extend the activities of the United Nations, e. g.:
1. Power shall be given by the charter to the Assembly to legislate in order
that states shall be governed by international law more nearly as individual.
are governed by the law of their states.
a) The Assembly shall appoint 31 persons as a lawmaking body to be known
as the Codifying Council who shall be charged with the duty of preparing and
initiating a code of international law in a series of statutes and amending the
same from time to time.
ib) The individual members of the Codifying Council shall not be answerable
to their own states. They shall prepare statutes in the interests of fairness as
between states and mankind as a whole.
(r) Statutes prepared by the Codifying councill shall not become operative
until approved by not less than three-quarters of the representatives present and
voting at a meeting of the Assembly called for the purpose of approving eac.h
statute.
(d) When operative a statute shall be binding on all members of the United
Nations.
i c) In the event of dispute as to the meaning )fany statute, or as to whether
the same has been observed and complied with such dispute shall be referred to
the International Court for decision.
2. To tighten up the obligation of member states to report periodically on action taken by them to carry out the resolution of the General Assembly.
3. To strengthen the Economic and Social Council by increasing its responsibility for the work of the specialized agencies and by giving it wider powers and
ampler means for the development of backward areas.
4. To improve the present unsatisfactory provisions regarding non-self-goveining and trust territories contained in chapters XI. XII and XIII of the ('harter;
e. g., by empowering the U'nited Nations, to examine and determine the fitness or
claim of a non-self-governing territory to independent status at its own requ4,;t,
by clarifying.
1). 1. To entrust the interpretation of the charter to the International Court
of Justice and to provide that any member of the United Nations may refer for the
decision of the Court any provisions which may be considered by that member
to be disputed or doubtful.
2. To) amend the statute of the International Court of Justice so as to (,IIIpower it to exercise criminal Jurisdiction over any individuals accused of off senses
against international law.
E. Nothing contained in the charter shall authorize the United Nations to intervene in matters, which in accordance with a decision of the Internationjui
Court of Justice are solely within the domestic jurisdiction of any state, or sh11ll
require the members to submit such matters to settlement under the charter.
This document was received from the Parliamentary Group for World Government, House of Commons, London, SW. 1, January 28, 1953. I quote from the
letter which accompanied the material and signed by Patrick Armstrong, clerk
to the group.
"The British Parliamentary Group is intending to merge its plans on U. N.
Charter revision with the United World Federalists. These two organization,",
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work very closely together and at the recent Second Parliamentary Conference
on World Government, several leading members of UWF were present, Including
Mr. Harry Hollins, Dean Paul Shipman Andrews, and the Rev. Donald Harrington. Other American representation included Mr. Perkins Bass, Mr. Dudley Orr,
and Mr. Robert Reno, who were acting on behalf of Mr. Grenville Clark.
"I have pleasure in enclosing copies of the resolutions adopted at the conference. If you would like any further information I would suggest that you get
in touch with UWF's executive director, Miss Helen Shuford, at 125 Broad Street,
New York 4. She has only this week returned from a visit to England and would
be glad to give you the latest information concerning our activities."
Julian Snow, M. P., a member of the committee of the Parliamentary Group
for World Government, published the following article in the European and
Atlantic Digest:
"Nothing less than world government will make the abolition of war possible.
In the more developed parts of the world, war is loathed and feared as the major
evil of the century and anything that will make it impossible should, therefore,
gain support. Until war, or the prelaration for and threat of war on the scale
we have at present is abolished, there can be small ground for believing that
famine and disease, which are the major evils in the less developed parts of the
world, will be substantially alleviated.
"I mention these first principles, within which I think few would di-agree,
because they show that world government supporters are interested in remedies
and not palliatives. And, let us not make a mistake about it, the remedy is world
government.
"It would appear that there are already some people in the world who are
thinking in global terms. (':n it be that we in the West are being rather provincial? This brings me to the final question: What about Russia? MarxistLeninist doctrine holds that the movement for the abolition or weakening of
rationnil sovereignty is a device to aid kineri4aU economic expansion. Nothing
is likely to alter that theory until there is a concrete fact to disprove it. If
Russia will not come into a world federation-and there is no reason to believe
that it will at the present time-then we in the rest of the world have got to federate and show that democracy means what it says. We have got to show that
such a federation would not necessarily be dominated by the United States of
America, that standards of living in the underdeveloped areas would, indeed, rise.
In short, that the nucleus world federation is a bona fide proposition and one
which the Kremlin would find it difficult to convince its subject peoples that they
would do well to keep out of. Nothing less than this will enable us to win the
cold war."
As we become cognizant of the pitfalls to our sovereignty in the United Nations, let us be ever aware of nny similar scheme for world domination such as
Atlantic Union, Union Now, or any plan of the internationalists that means putting the irrevocable authority to control the world in the hands of a few. Then
we will have total and permanent peace and slavery in place of our freedom under
(;od.
Please read:
The U. N. Covenant of Human Rights and the United States Constitution, by
Paul Wilder, Tampa Tribune.
The Menace in UNESCO, by Florence Fo)wler Lyons, C. 1. Frank Brezina, Post
5431, Veterans of Foreign Wars, Encinitas, Calif.
The Sell-out In Korea, by Frank Kirkpatrick, Milwaukee 15, Wis.
You? In a Foreign Prison?, by Bryson Reinhardt. Understandable Books,
4145 Arcade Building, Seattle, Wash.
Shall the United Nations Make Our Laws?, by Senator John W. Bricker. The
American Mercury, October 1953.
Is War Inevitable?, by Walter M. Haushalter. LL. D., rector, Church of St.
Luke and the Epiphany (Episcopal), Philadelphia. The American Mercury,
October 1953.
Charter of the United Nations.
The Constitution of the United States.
The Turning of the Tides, by Paul W. Shafer and John Howland Snow. Post
Office Box 4192, St. Petersburg, Fla.
Human Events, 1835 K Street, NW., Washington, D. C.
Counterattack, 55 West 42(d Street, New York 36. N. Y.
Listen to: Paul Harvey, 1 p. m., ABC; John Flynn, America's Future, Inc.;
Three Star Extra, 6: 45 p. m., NBC; Fulton Lewis, Jr., 7 p. m., MBS.
42435-55-pt. 8-o
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ExcERawrs FROM IN THE CAUSE OF PEACE, BY TRYGVE LxE, Si2ETAcRY GENERAL OF
THE UNITED

NATIONS,

PAGES 44-51

"The Preparatory Commission and the Assembly had agreed that the Secretariat should be organized in eight departments, each under an Assistant Secretary
General. Four of the departments corresponded to the main fields of activity
of the United Nations. * * *
"The Department of Security Council Affairs, to serve also the General Assembly in all political questions and the Atomic Energy, the Disarmament, and
other commissions. * * *
"The choice of the Assistant Secretaries General, who would constitute my
"cabinet," was, of course, my first concern. It soon appeared that it was equally
the concern of some of the great, and a number of lesser, powers.
"Mr. Vyshinsky did not delay his approach. He was the first to inform me of
an understanding which the Big Five had reached in London on the appointment
of a Soviet national as Assistant Secretary General for Political and Security
Council Affairs. Mr. Vyshinsky simply spoke of an 'agreement'-he said nothing
of its binding quality, of the right of the Big Five to arrive at it, or of the length
of time it wvas meant to apply. Now, by the terms of the Charter, the Secretary
General has full authority in the disposition of the Assistant Secretary Generalships, with respect both to their nationality and to their personality. The
authority, in fact, was the point of a hard-won decision at San Francisco which
rejected an attempt to prescribe that there should be four Deputy Secretaries
General, appointed by the General Assembly upon the recommendation of the
Security Council in the same manner as the Secretary General. Strictly speaking, therefore, the Big Five had no right to arrive at any understanding regarding the distribution of the offices of Assistant Secretary General which was
binding upon the Secretary General.
"This is not to say, however, that it would have been politic of me to resist
the great-power accord. Moreover, I welcomed the understanding as a sign of
good will and confidence between East and West. That the Soviet Union wanted
one of its nationals to fulfill the premier Assistant Secretaryship could be taken
as another indication of serious Soviet interest in the U7nited Nations, and that
the UTnited States was willing to agree to accord this key post to a national of the
U. S. S. R. was evidence of an American desire to encourage this interest for the
sake of world peace.
"Mr. Stettinius confirmed to me that lie had agreed with the Soviet Delegation
in the matter. In fact, the Big Five had agreed among themselves to ask me to
appoint a national of each of them as an Assistant Secretary General. But both
Mr. Stettinius and the French stressed that their agreement to the Soviet post
was a limited one, designed to get the Secretariat off to a good start. It was not
understood that a permanent lien on the office of Assistant Secretary General
for Security Council Affairs was granted to the Soviet Union. My understanding
of the arrangement, accordingly, was that it was meant to apply for the five
years which I should serve as Secretary General (: years was the term of office
which the General Assembly had prescribed). It would not necessarily apply
after that.
"As became my custom in connection with filling of the highest posts in the
Secretariat, I felt it was both necessary and desirable to secure nominations from
the governments, in particular for positions of the rank of Assistant Secretary
General. The decisions were always mine, but I had to try to get the best talent.
and that sometimes took persuasion, as good people can seldom be spared. I
therefore conferred with Mr. Vyshinsky on whom to appoint to the post given
to the Russians. Being favorably impressed by Alexis A. Roschin, whom I had
come to know in London as an able and popular member of the temporary
Secretariat, concerned with the Secretariat's services to the Security Council,
I asked for him. Vyshinsky's reaction was that Rosehin had not had enough
experience for the job, but he promised to suggest another man who qualified.
A few days later, he proposed Arkady Sobolev, a prominent official of the Soviet
Forei-n Ministry. Sobolev had been a delegate to the Dumbarton Oaks meetings
at which the Big Four made the preliminary draft of the United Nations Charter
and had later been political adviser to Marshal Georgi K. Zhukov in Berlin. I
checked with various sources, and was assured that Sobolev was a man of high
ability. I appointed him, and was to find that the recommendation was amply
Justified.
"The preservation of international pence and security was the Organization's
highest responsibility, and it was to entrusting the direction of the Secretariat

I
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department most concerned with this to a Soviet national that the Americans
had agreed. What did the Americans want for themselves? To my surprise,
they did not ask for a department concerned with comparable substantive affairs,
like the economic or the social. Rather, Mr. Stettinius proposed that an American
citizen be appointed Assistant Secretary General for Administrative and Financial Services. This post would be concerned with the internal administration
of the Secretariat rather than its external projection. It has been suggested
that the Americans were influenced by the strong role played by the Bureau of
the Budget in the Roosevelt administration and that they thought the administrative tail would wag the dog. However, another and higher motive may have had
a bearing on the American choice. With the influence of the United States in
the Organization bound to be so great in any event, with headquarters to be
established in the United States, Mr. Stettinius sought to reassure the other
delegates against the impression that the United Nations would be "an American
show."

* *

"When Mr. Sobolev resigned in the late summer of 1949, I replaced him with
another Soviet filational, Constantin E. Zinchenko, taking care to limit his contract to the period which I still had to serve. I viewed the London understanding
as applying only to my term, but these precedents have a way of perpetuating
themselves * * *."
The above statements of the former Secretary General of the United Nations
prove that the premier Assistant Secretary of Security Council Affairs was and
has been since the inception of the United Nations a delegate from the Soviet
Union. Perhaps, since the rules for this Assistant Secretaryship and authority
include political questions, atomic energy, disarmament, and the military affairs,
this is an explanation for the apprehensions of American generals who fought
in Korea. Their testimony is available from this office without charge. Also
one-page reviews may be obtained for 1 cent each.
One general in particular said that a mysterious "they" seemed to be guiding
and supervising the Korean-United Nations police action. Many adamantly
testified that if the order h:id not ,ome from the United Nations that the Yalu
bridges could not be bombed the American forces would have been victorious
in this battle.
Draw your own conclusions from the above information and notify your
Senators and Congressmen of your opinion. Remember, the plan is now imminent, under article 109 of the United Nations Charter, to amend this document
into a world-governing constitution. The Soviet delegate repeatedly charges the
United States of America as having been the "aggressor" in Korea and betraying
their so-called armistice. The Red Chinese are doubling their airfields in North
Korea and refuse to return the members of our Armed Forces who were captured
and, under the Geneva Convention, considered "prisoners of war." One general
estimated that there are 834 members of the American Armed Forces still being
held by the Red Chinese.
FRANCES B. LuCAS,
-E-ecutive Secretary, NationaT Defense Committee, N. S. D. A. R.

Dean NARMORE. Mrs. Elizabeth Hard, Atlanta, Ga.

STATEMENT OF MRS. ELIZABETH D. HARD, ATLANTA, GA.
Mrs. HARD. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
Elizabeth Dunson Hard; a Christian mother of two children and two
grandchildren; a full-blooded American patriot; citizen; voter and
taxpayer.
We are grateful to you for coming to hear our convictions in the
deep South, where the people believe in God and the American way
of life.
My background is many generations of Americans, active member
of the Baptist Church, former regent of the Atlanta chapter, Daughters of the American Revolution, Daughters of the Colonies, Daughters of 1812, and Atlanta Junior League, a charitable organization.
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CiIARTER REVISION AND WORLD GOVERNMENT

I am deeply concerned about the revision of the U. N. Charter. This
is the most important issue before the people of America today. The
U. N. was originally designed to be an association of sovereign nations
working together for peace; but has mushroomed in to a cloud of treaties which, if ratified, would take us into a compulsory organization-

a world government.
Article 4, section 4, of the United States Constitutionshall guarantee to every State in this Union a republican form of government,
and shall protect each of them against invasion.

Are not Government officials elected or appointed, who advocate world
government, in subversion of the Constitution ?
Article 3, section 3, declared in part:
Treason against the United States shall consist in levying war against them
or adhering to their enemies, giving aid and comfort.

Is not a citizen who works to supersede the Constitution by world government giving aid and comfort to our enemies.?
We, the people, see our rights being jeopardized by those who would
take us, a free people under God, into a Tower of Babel, of men rather
than laws. We who would keel) our country free from entangling alli-

ances, are subjected to bowbeating from those who are saturated with
internationalism.
Our sovereign freedom is our children's birthright and is not ours
to give away. This priceless gift of individual freedom is a heritage
from our forefathers, which we hold in trust.

We believe the astounding developments and progress of America
arose out of the freedom to work, when and where we choose, and keep
our profits. Therefore, we do not intend to have them taken away
through the agencies of T. N.
However, treaties, covenants, and schemes are deliberately worded
to strengthen U. N. into a world government.
The sovereign States in United States have voted in no uncertain
terms against world government, the State of Georgia being the first
to recind such a resolution, passed hurriedly when few werelistening.
Through the lesser organs, such as Genocide, Human Rights,
UNESCO, the agents resort, not to law, but to private body of their
own invention and render judicial decrees, which are binding on the
United States, and which she must honor, despite the fact that we
have not as yet surrendered our sovereignty.
* As Thomas Jefferson so wisely wrote:
If the treaty power Is unlimited, then we have no Constitution.

Through UNESCO, plans are being made to rewrite all textbooks
and train teachers to make world citizens instead of American citizens, of our children.
What is a world citizen, I am going to ask you? The word comes
from city-an inhabitant of a city.
Is this world citizen a man without a country? This strange teaching is being instigated through UNESCO, paid for by our taxes.
Do you wish this for your children? My answer is definitely
"No."
As a taxpayer, I wish to register my protest to the fat salaries paid
U. N. employees over the world. Traveling expenses-so the record
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shows-is $25 per day; the Director getting $20,000 and expenses

&rector of UNESCO has said that "the security drive by the

United States against Communists was threatening to destroy
UNESCO." For the welfare of the American people I pray that
this may be done.
In "Keynote for UNESCO council," page 22, the United States
Commissioner said:
One can understand only if one views it in its historical context. It reveals
itself as one more step in our halting, painful, but very real progress toward a
genuine world government.

One of the darkest hours of the U-nited States will be when we surrender our sovereign rights. The question is, Shall the United States
abolish the Constitution and merely become one member of a world
government?
It is my considered judgment that we must safeguard the welfare of
our people by the Bricker amendment, so that treaties will not supersede the Constitution of these United States.
Gentlemen, I must say this to you for all the world to hear-that
plans of mere men will never work. The IT. N. does not invoke God's
divine guidance without which nothing is possible.
Whosoever shall deny Me before men, him will I also deny before my Father,
which is in Heaven.

Senator
statement.

HOLLAND.

I have no comment, but we appreciate the

Senator S.IriiTH. 'No comments.

Senator SPARKMAN. No comments. Thank you very much.
Dean NANInRE. Mrs. Myrtle Pope, Brookhaven, Ga.
STATEMENT OF MRS. MYRTLE POPE, BROOKHAVEN, GA.

Mrs.

I am Myrtle Pihlman Pope, of Brookhaven, Ga., I
teach English at the Atlanta division of the Atlanta University of
Georgia, but today I am speaking only for myself.
POPE.

GENOCIDE CONVENTION

However I feel that a great many people feel as I do that the genocide pact sponsored by the United Nations should never be ratified
in its present form.

When I say "we" hereafter I am referring only to such hypothetical
people, not to any organization of which I am a part.
I realize that in the past the Senate has been consistently opposed
to the pact. But because a great many pressure organizations are
urging its ratification, I would like to make this statement.

The 17itited Nations is still our best hope for peace, but some problems belong properly to the Nation. Just as some problems are properly the con(cern of the home, rather than of the city, so some are the
concern of the state, rather than of the Nation or of the United
Nations.
We should not lose sight of the fact that problems are best settled
in their own proper spheres. It would be a mistake to place our domnestic affairs under the jurisdiction of the United Nations.
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But that is exactly what the genocide pact would-do. Before changing the established laws and customs of our people, we should be sure
that the new conditions will produce greater happiness, not less, than
we already have.
What conditions would follow the ratification of the genocide pact
is uncertain. The language of the pact is a vivid example of semantic
trickery. The title itself is misleading. "Genocide," properly, means
"race killing." As such, all law-abiding people everywhere would want
it outlawed. But in the pact, the word "genocide" is given private
meanings that not even a philologist would ordinarily connect with the
word.
Article II defines genocide as, among other definitions, "the act of
causing
serious inflicting
bodily oron mental
harm to members of the group;
of
deliberately
the group
conditions of life calculated to
bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part; and of forcibly
transferring children of the group to another group."
Under this ambiguous law, it would be difficult to determine whether
the South is guilty of genocide in maintaining laws requiring segregation of the races, or whether the Supreme Court is guilty for forcibly
transferring schoolchildren to another racial group.
Under the pact. we would have no recourse to our own courts in
this matter. An international tribunal would decide what constitutes

mental harm, and it would require a network of spies for the United
Nations to determine who is committing genocide against whom.
Article VI may be interpreted as more eyewash. It has been widely
quoted as an assurance that American citizens would not be extradited

to stand charges of genocide before an international tribunal.
But the second part of the sentence vitiates this protectionor by such international tribunal as may have Jurisdiction * * *

When we ratify the pact, do we not immediately come under the jurisdiction of the international tribunal for which the pact provides, because does not our law provide that treaties supersede our Constitution? A past president of the American Bar Association has thought
SO.
Semantic trickery is a secret weapon more to be feared than atomic
bombs. It wins without violence. Lithuania was taken over partly by
trick parliamentary procedure.
A big country is as easy to take over as a little country if people do
not know what they are voting for.
The Senate Foreign Relations Committee should disregard demands
for the ratification of the genocide pact unless they know whether
the advocates have read and approved every word of it. As it now
stands, it should never be ratified.
If it is ratified we will be subject to extradition while the U. S. S. R.
will be immune because they signed the pact with the provision that
they would not be called before the World Court as the accused party.

Thank you.
Senator

SPARKMAN.

Thank you, Mrs. Pope.r

(The remainder of Mrs. Pope's statement is as follows:)

p
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STATEMENT BY MYRTLE PIHLMAN POPE, TEACHER AND LECTURER ON IIDDEN
THE GENOCIDE PACT IN ITS PRESENT
CLAUSES IN THE GENOCIDE PACT: WHY
FORM MUST NEVER BE RATIFIED BY THE UNITED STATES
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE PREVENTION AND PUNISHMENT OF THE
CRIME OF GENOCIDE

(Information taken verbatim from parts of the certified copy of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide adopted
unanimously by the General Assembly of the United Nations in Paris on December 9, 1949, and signed on behalf of the United States on December 11, 1948.)

I. History of the pact
A. November 2, 1946, delegations of Cuba, India, and Panama requested the
Secretary General of the United Nations to place on the agenda of the General
Assembly an additional item: the prevention and punishment of the crime of
genocide. The Assembly referred it to the Legal Committee for study.
B. December 11, 1946, the Assembly adopted, without debate and unanimously,
a draft resolution submitted by its Legal Committee, affirming that genocide is a
crime under international law. It requested the Economic and Social Council of
the United Nations to draw up a draft convention on the crime.
C. In the spring of 1948, under the chairmanship of the United States representative on this Committee, a draft convention was prepared.
D. July and August 1948, the Economic and Social Council again discussed
this draft in Geneva, and then in the Legal Committee of the General Assembly
at its third regular session in Paris. where again the United States delegation
played an important role in the formulation of the draft convention.
E. December 9, 1948, the General Assembly unanimously adopted the convention to outlaw genocide, which was signed by the United States 2 days later.
Acting Secretary of State James E. Webb expressed enthusiastic approval of the
pact as he signed it.
F. June 16, 1949, the convention was read the first time and the injunction of
secrecy was removed therefrom. The convention, the President's message of
transmittal, and the report by the Acting Secretary of State were referred to the
Committee on Foreign Relations and ordered to be printed for the use of the
Senate. (The information for this paper is taken bodily from this certified copy.)
G. The clerk of the Committee on Foreign Relations informed me August 28,
1952, that the Genocide Pact was reported favorably to the full committee by a
subcommittee but that the full committee did not take final action on it. He said
that the pact was still pending.
H. Since this time, the Bricker amendment was proposed to prevent the abuses
Inherent in the Genocide Pact, but because the Bricker amendment contained
clauses to which many people objected, it was defeated.
I. Articles in newspapers and magazines indicate that public sentiment has
been aroused in favor of the ratification of the Genocide Pact. These have been
mainly concerned with the necessity of outlawing genocide in the usual sense of
the word, indicating that the pressure groups supporting the issue have not read
the pact itself, with its special definitions and provisions.
J. Members of the American Bar Association and others have warned of the
dangers Inherent in the pact and have insisted that the treaty be revised before
ratification.
II. The hidden causes of the Genocide Pact
A. Definition of "hidden clauses": The hidden clauses are here so called because they are seldom mentioned in arguments favoring the pact. For some
mysterious reason, the committee who drew up this treaty were sworn to secrecy
during the 3 years when the pact was pending in the United Nations, and today
very few people who support the pact know what it contains. Furthermore, the
language of the pact Is a vivid example of semantic trickery. The word "genocide" is properly defined as "the killing of races." In the pact the word is given
a series of special, private meanings which would never occur to an unsuspecting
public, regardless of the degree of education to which it had attained. According
to the remarks by Acting Secretary of State Webb in the certified copy of the
pact, the feeling of revulsion which swept over the world following the acts of
genocide committed during World War II by Hitler and others manifested itself
in the General Assembly's resolution of December 1946. It is this resolution to
which the Legal Committee gave its full consent.
The subsequent convention
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which was drafted is apparently not a reflection of that resolution, In that it
distorts the intention of the treaty and falls, in fact, to include any condemnation of genocide committed for political reasons, crimes against which the original resolution was probably aimed.
B. Content of the so-called hidden clauses of the Genocide Pact:
1. Article 1I of the 19 articles which constitute the Genocide Convention, or
Pact, defines "genocide" as any of the five following acts, if accompanied by the
intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial, or religious
group:
(a) Killing members of the group;
(b) Causinw serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;
(c) Deliberately inflictinr on the group conditions of life calculated to bring
about Its physical destruction In whole or in part;
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group; and
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.
There is no provision for punishment of intent to destroy a group for political
reasons.
2. Article III of the convention specifies that five acts Involving genocide shall
be punishable:
(a) The crime of genocide itself;
(b) Conspiracy to commit genocide;
(r) Direct and public incitement to coiriniit genocide;
(d) Attempt to commit gnocile : and
(c) Complicity in genocide.
3. Article IN"provides that guilty persons shall be punished regardless of their
status as public or private citizens.
4. Mr. Webb's paraphrase of article V states "The convention (lops not purport
to require any party to enact su,.h legislation otherwise than in accordance with
the country's constitutional provisions." (But ratification of this pact by our
Senate constitutes such constitutional provision.) Unlike most governments, the
United States specifically allows treaties to supersede the Constitution. The act
of ratifying the Genocide Pact is in itself an agreement to the effect that If any
of its provisions conflict with our Constitution, we shall waive our constitutional
rights in favor of the United Nations pact.
5. Article VI may be interpreted as more eyewash. Mr. Webb's paraphrase in
the certified copy states: "Any person charged with the commission of any of the
five genocidal acts * * * shall be tried 1y a court of the state in whose territory
the act was committed, or by such international penal tribunal as may have
accepting such jurisdiction * * * No
states
jurisdiction with respect to those
international tribunal is authorized to try anyone for the crime of genocide.
Should suich a tribunal he established, Senate advice and consent to United States
ratification of any agreement establishing It would be necessary before such an
since it is the purpose
agreement wiild be binding on the United States." (1t
of the Genocide Pact to set up such a tribunal, ratification of the pact would
again constitute our agreement to it.)
6. Article VII provides that parties agree to extradite. in accordance with
their laws and treaties, persons accused of committing genocidal acts. Mr. Webb
points out that "existing United States law provides for extradition only when
there is a treaty tlerefor in force between the ITnited States and the demanding
government." (Ratification of the Genocide Pact would constitute -uch a tre'uty
with all member, of the UTnited Nations.) Individuals in any n:,tiin that haId
ratified the pact could be extraldited by any other member nation on charges of
genocide.
III. Objrrtionx to the ' o-railed hidden eauscs of the G' noridc Pact
A. The use of the word "genocide" to designate the acts listed in the pict is a
semantic trick to lead people to submit their donestie affairs to the iurisdietion
of the United Nations. The word "genocide" should be restricted to actual
killing of races of people en masse, for any cause what ever.
B. If the pact in its present form is ratified. the act of ratifiation will in itself
constitute an agreement to waive our cnmstitutIonal rights wheneverr they confliet with the Genocide Pact as Interpreted by an international trihunil.
C'. The language is ambiguous. WN'e cmld not expect forthright and unanimous
agreement as to what actually constitutes such acts as "causing mental harm"
mhld decide, and no
The international trilmnal
to members of racial group.
recourse to our own courts would be possible.
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D. "Forcibly transferring the children of the group to another group" could
conceivably be Interpreted as either favoring or denouncing segregation laws.
The wording is ambiguous.
E. Editorials, public speeches, jokes, and much of our present literature could
be described as "direct and public incitement to commit genocide," if someone
somewhere were to construe them as "mental harm."
F. The governor of a State or the judge of a trial by jury cmld be considered
guilty of genocide for condemning to death a criminal of another race if the
international tribunal shoul decide that the verdict was an "intent to destroy a
member of a group as such." Our laws would be nullified by the pact.
G. In some instances, people have already been intimidated in acordance
with the pact, as though it were already in effect.
1. In Illinois, a man was fined $200 for asking his neighbors to .jin with him
In insuring their residential pri v:icy. IPresunmaly, lie was incitinig his neighbors
to genocide by "Ielilberately inflicting on 'I groiip conditions of life cal.iclated to
bring about its physical destrii.tion in wiole 4ir in part."
2. In a trial of a nunlbr of vicious criminals, a governor was accused of "seekIng to wipe out a race," because lie w uld not stay their execution.
3. A relative of mine in 'Minnesota was enjoined from refusing to rent a part
of her hone to some tindesiralde tenants on tli
rnd
that she was caulsing. them
mental harm in refusing tlemi a lease.
'1l'lvsv, instances vonil be multipliedimany
times over if the pact were to be ratified.
H. The freedom of the press would at all time have to aive way to the pact.
This was argiled in the Commission on
iT-iiiana liits
and so decided.
I. In order to impleinent the provisions of the pact, the United Nations would
have to provide a network of spies to deterlinie who was eoiinitting ,-geniocide
against whom as defined in this chaotic dlocu'nment.
IV. Dangers that the pact mall still b ratified
A. Although the majority in the Senate appears to be opposel to the pact. the
rules provide that it may be ratified Iy only t)wo-thiirl(is of the 'Memibers present.
What a-suriance is there that it will not be p issed by tle inlnority when the
others are out campaigning- or flshin,.?
B. A,; the Senate is eagnr t) do ithe will off the. h e l', il culd .int.ivaly
be
misled by pressure groups into thinking the people want this treaty ratified.
Several powerfuli groups are sponmring. it at the pi resent tii , and c,ntinually
urging, its passed,: a. you knov.
e'lhtactics of these pressure groups should
always be taken into consideration.
y \in experience has been that the votes
of hirge organizations are frequently Ii, 'd to lromote ieg.islation of %\-hi.hthe
Individual members have never heen told.
1. During the war, the pr,,.sident of the Amierc:in l.'ederation of Wo ,men's Clihmq
appeared before ('on.ress delandin.. certain legislation it the name of 11 million
women. When I protested that the matter had neer comne up in my group. I
was told that it "beehoves von to know what leisl:mtioi i pending'"
And so it
does. I have tried t4 be more astute sinc. then.
2. A professional oranizatiom of which I ani l Iieliher Vo'ted to Ioycott a certain institution until certain activities were tirntiim:tedl. I thi,, case, tle proposal had not appeared on the agenda, the inviting was hold co
'
currently with
other meetings, an1 t, lnienmioti
I Ill'Iade aftel ImIOSt (f the111 ll
i.elr
ha1d ,ne
home. A group of 150 assumed the prerogative of 7.000 people in this instance
of unethical parliamentary proce(lure.
3. In at least one large professional ,rLr,,anizathi.n it is the custom of the Uoverning officials to assume tile "quasi vote." ,I-"ri Tht to make decisionss on policy for
the membership. In this way the o1I'niz.tion can pass important legislation by
the simple expedient of contacting the secretary of the various chapters.
In order to) prevent such illegal tactics, pressure groups and petitioners ,010111d
he required by law to swear that the votes represented are the actual voluntary
decisions of the people represented. Otherwvis, their recommendations should be
Ignored.
V. Even holdd the Genocide Pact he Jhustly ino:tred hy the present Senate. we
have no assurance that it will not eventually pasr. Other nations whose laws do
not provide that a treaty shall supersede their highest laws have nothing to fear.
We are uniquely vulnerable in this respect. The Bricker amendment would have
safegiarded us, hut several clauses in the Bricker amendment were unacceptable,
and the amendment was rejected. We need such a safeguard, and we need it now.
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V. The baai8 of the rejection of the Genocide Pact
A. The United Nations is our only instrument for international peace, and we
have hope of its future; at the present time we are not confident that we cannot
handle our own domestic affairs better than any present international tribunal
could handle them. We have seen the tedious workings of their committees, the
endless bickerings, the long-drawn-out, patient arguments terminating in humiliating failure. We are unwilling at this time to increase their jurisdiction over
matters which we are hopeful of solving to the satisfaction of everyone concerned.
B. Some problems are properly the concern of the family; some, of the community. A community is a good one insofar as the family is able to solve its
own difficulties. In the same way, State and National problems can best be solved
if each is aware of its proper jurisdiction and proper responsibilities. It is the
encroachment of one upon the other that makes for strife. Extended to an international encroachment upon national and even local affairs, as provided in the
Genocide Pact, the problem becomes terrifyingly complex and hopeless of any
solution except complete world totalitarianism, an end which we are not willing
to hasten.
C. The people in this region are traditionally in the habit of -overning their
conduct so far as possible according to the dictates of the Holy Bible. In matters
of conscience, they are sensitive to (God's law, as expressed in the Ten Commandments, which they read themselves, without benefit of interpretation by
sociologists. When any law substitutes for the relationship between man and
God the relationship between man and the temporal ruling body, there is no further use for the conscience. The moral law breaks down.
D. The Genocide Pact is ostensibly written to improve race relations, but racial
antagonisms far worse have been incited by supposedly well-meaning people who
do not understand the problem but are trying to solve it by brute force. How long
would it require the United Nations to solve the difficulty that a hundred years
of patient effort has failed to solve? We believe in equal rights, but we do not
believe that the way to improve freedom for all is to destroy our own. The
Genocide Pact must never be ratified in its present form because it does not seem
to promise a better and happier way of life for anyone. We should like to be
assured that when laws are passed, they will provide a better, not a worse condition.
E. The United Nations, like our Constitution, should have a system of checks
and balances. We respect the United Nations, as we do our executive, our courts,
and our lawmaking bodies; but if, being human, they do wrong, It is not only our
privilege but our duty to correct them. We must not endow either the United
Nations or them with absolute power over our freedom.

Dean NARMORE. Mrs. Durand Miller, of Chipley, representing the

Women's Society of Christian Service of Methodist Church.
STATEMENT OF MRS. DURAND MILLER, REPRESENTING THE
WOMEN'S SOCIETY OF CHRISTIAN SERVICE OF THE METHODIST
CHURCH OF THE NORTH GEORGIA CONFERENCE
My name is Mrs. Durand Miller of Chipley, Ga. I
am from the Women's Society of Christian Service of the Methodist
Church of the North Georgia Conference and I speak as the secretary
of the Christian social relations committee.
Mrs. MILLER.

CHARTER REVISION SUGGESTIONS

Our organization of the Women'sSociety is approximately 33,000.
I have definite convictions coicerning the possible revision of the
Charter of the United Nations:
1. I believe in the work of the Economic and Social Council and
that of its commissions and agencies.
2. Recognition of the great contributions of technical assistance and
trusteeship.
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3. Article 71, which offers opportunities for nongovernmental
agencies to observe the work of the United Nations, to interpret it to
people they represent, and on matters where they have competence,
to bring information to the United Nations.
4. That efforts should be made to remove the veto in matters of a
procedural nature in the Security Council.
5. That universality of membership is consistent with the purposes
of the United Nations and in the best interest of world peace.
As a member of the Women's Society of the Christian Society of the
North Georgia Conference, I believe that the United States should
give continued strong support to the United Nations as a great instrument for world peace.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you very much, Mrs. Miller.

Senator

Holland, do you want to ask any questions?
Senator HOLLAND. I believe not, except to say that it is heartening
to see that the same organization, under U slightly changed name,
which my mother served for many years as representative of the
Florida conference and the same church, is still aggressively functioning in behalf of the good causes in which it believes.
We thank you for your testimony.
PROCEDURAL

QUESTIONS

AND

THE VETO

Senator SMITH. I would like to make one observation.

You say

the effort should be made to remove the veto on matters of a procedural
nature in the Security Council. As a matter of fact, there is no veto
today on procedural questions.
I am always glad to be informed of that.
Senator SPARKMAN.. It goes only to substantive questions.
Mrs.

MILLER.

Mrs. MILLER. Yes.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you very much.
Dean N.R oRE. Mrs. John Thigpen, Atlanta, Ga., representing the

DAR.

STATEMENT OF MRS. JOHN THIGPEN, ATLANTA, GA., REPRESENTING THE DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
Mrs. THIGPEN. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee
and gentlemen, I am Mrs. John F. Thigpen, of Atlanta, vice regent
of the Georgia Society of the National Society, Daughters of the
American Revolution.
As State chairman of the national defense committee. I am grateful
for this opportunity to express to the Foreign Relations subcommittee
the ?pinion of the citizens of Georgia on the important issue of the
possible revision of the United Nations Charter.
AGAINST WORLD GOVERNMENT

The Daughters of the American Revolution want the United States
to continue participation in the United Nations provided the United
Nations is not permitted to assume the role of a world policeman or
a world legislator. We feel that the charter should be amended, but
we are not in favor of expanding the powers of the charter so as to
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ransform the United Nations from an organization of sovereign
states
nto a world government or a partial world government.
U. N.'S PRIMARY FUNCTION

In our opinion, the primary function of the United Nations should
)e to serve as a worldwide diplomatic meeting place or debating forum
for the discussion and amicable settlement of East-West differences
hostile to the maintenance of international peace and security. We
also believe that the United Nations can serve a useful role in pronoting respect for human rights and improving the economic and so-ial status of individuals pro?,ded that it approaches its task through
processes of advice and education rather than relying on the coercive
.ffect of treaties and other international agreements.
INTERNATIONAL AGREEME_.NTS

We are opposed to the theory that international agreements can alter
:r amend the Constitution. We believe that legislation should be
required to make executive agreements effective as domestic law.
AMENDMENT

OF ARTICLE 58-SPECL\LIZED AGENCIES

We favor the amendment of article 58 to limit the power of the

International Labor Organization, and UNESCO, the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.
The ILO is now busily engaged in drafting conventions dealing with
such purely domestic matters as labor-management relations, social
security, medical care, and so forth.
We feel if the ILO should refuse to accept any limitation on its
authority, its connection with the United Nations should be severed.
UNESCO is creating more adverse criticism for the United Natiolns
than any other specialized agency.
In telling people what to think about the United Nations, in their
international cooperation, it has a heavy socialistic nature.
We feel there is no need for any propaganda organ such as UNESCO

since all the necessary information about the United Nations may be
:)btained from the United Nations Department of Public Information
ar from one of the many sales agencies in the United States.
Mr. Benton of Connecticut was quoted as saying about UNESCO:
We are at the beginning of a long process of breaking down the walls of
national sovereignty. In this process UNESCO can be and indeed must be the
Aoneer.

These are a few of our views regarding a possible revision of the
charter.
Time does not permit me to give more of these. We have perfect
confidence in you gentlemen in taking the oath of office as Senators
of the United States when you promised to defend and protp;ct our
Constitution. Thank you for your time and attention.
Senator SPARKMAN.

Senator Holland.

USE OF PROCESSES OF ADVICE AND EDUCATION

Senator HOiLAND. Thank you very much, Mrs. Thigpen. I do not
)elieve I have any comment except that I want to particularly approve
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of one sentence from your prepared statement, which you read and
which I think very finely states a principle that is basic.
The United Nations can also serve a useful role in promoting respect for human
rights and in improving the economic and social status of individuals provided
that it approaches its task through processes of advice and education rather
than relying on the coercive effect of treaties and other international agreements.

I think that to meet the point that was suggested by an earlier witness of the dangers inherent in the Covenant on Human Rights and
the Genocide Convention and other similar stiggestions that have been
made, I find no increasing tendency in the Senate at all to ratify such
approaches.

Instead, I think the tendency there is firnily rooted to proceed along
the line stated in the sentence I have just read with approval from
your statement, namely, that we will hope to rely on processes of
advice and education through these ancillary agelicies rather than
through the coercive effect of treaties and other international agree-

merits.
U. N. CANNOT MAKE TREA.TIES BINDING ON UNITED STATES

Senator S&frrH. I would like to make justone observation.
Apparently a number of the witnesses here seem to think that the
U. N. has treatymaking lowers that will bind the United States.
The U. N. has no treatymaking power whatever: it can only recoinimend. If it recolllmiuemk ;a\n treaty. it lav to coiie back to tlie United
States to be ratified in accotr(ance with our constitutional processes
before it can be made effective. I want to make it clear.
Mrs. THI(;PEN. It, was ratified as a treaty, however, was it not?
Senator SMITH. The U. N. Charter was.
Mrs. THmePEN. The IT. N. Charter was.
Senator SMITH. But the charter does not, give the IT. N. any power

to make treaties binding on the United States. Take the (enocide
Convention, for examl)le. It came as a recommendation by the U. N.

but it has been lying in our committee ever since it was submnitted to

the Senate. and I see no prospect of a treaty of that kind ever being
ratified. If it is, it has to go through the treaty process. It must go
first to the Senate floor, where it has to be approved by two-thirds of
the Senators present.
We are not giving up any treaty powers in any sense of the word by
being a member of the U.N.
mrs. THIOPEN.

Thank you so much.

Senator SP.\ux .. N. Than k you.
(The prel)are(I statement of Mrs. Thigpen follows :)
STATEMENT OF AIRS. JOHN F. TIIGPEN, GEORGIA STATE SocIET'Y, NATIONAL. SOCIETY,
DAUGIITERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION, ATiANTA, GA.
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, on behalf of the Georgia State
Society of the National Society of the Daughters of the American Revolution
representing 5,930 members in the State, I wish to commend the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee for seeking the opinion of the American people on te
important issue of the United Nations C'harter revision.
It is our wish that the United States will continue participation In the United
Nations provided that the United Nations i,; not permitted to assume the role
of a world policeman or a world legislator. If the committee's recommendations
should be to lessen rather than to expand the powers of the United Nations,
it will strengthen the U. N.'s chance for survival in the troubled world. On the
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other hand, if the committee should propose amendments to the charter which
would transform it from an organization of sovereign states into a partial or
full-blown world government, it will encourage those who want to get the United
States out of the U. N. and the U. N. out of the United States.
1. The U. N.'s primary function
The primary function of the United Nations should be to serve as a worldwide
diplomatic meeting place for the discussion and amicable settlement of East-West
differences and other tensions hostile to the maintenance of international peace
and security. The United Nations can also serve a useful role In promoting
respect for human rights and in improving the economic and social status of
individuals, provided that It approaches Its task through processes of advice and
education rather than relying on the coercive effect of treaties and other international agreements.
2. Endowing the U. IV. with power to intervcne in domestic affairs of its members
We do not want the United Nations meddling In our domestic affairs. We
believe that this intervention creates friction and Irritation among nations and
does not promote peace.
3. The U. N. Charterpreamble
We want the third word in the United Nations Charter changed from "peoples"
to "nations." The opening statement in the charter-"We the peoples of the
United Nations"-is dishonest. We are not peoples of the United Nations.
We owe no allegiance to the U. N. No people anywhere voted for delegates to
represent them at the San Francisco Conference. To the best of our knowledge,
no delegate to any U. N. General Assembly or any U. N. Commission has ever
been elected by the vote of the people. An honest statement In the preamble
would be "We the nations of the United Nations."

4. Amendment of the domestic jurisdictionclause--article2, paragraph7
Many Senators have stated that they would not have voted to ratify the U. N.
Charter had it not been for the assurance of the protection contained in article 2,
paragraph 7, which provides in part: "Nothing contained in the present charter
shall authorize the United Nations to intervene In matters which are essentially
within the domestic jurisdiction of any state * *"
However, since then the
theory that "Once a matter has become, In one way or another, the subject of
regulation by the United Nations, be It by resolution of the General Assembly
or by convention between member states at the instance of the U. N., that subject
ceases to be a matter 'essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of the member
states'," (Moses Moskowitz, 35 A. B. A. J. 283-285) that theory has come to
represent the official view of the United Nations. It Is endorsed by those who
oppose the Bricker amendment. We feel that it is imperative that protection
be provided, such as the Bricker amendment, to erect a constitutional and a
congressional fence between the ambitions of the global bureacrats and the
inalienable rights of the American people.
As additional protection, article 2, paragraph 7, should be amended to make
it clear that the United Nations and Its specialized agencies have no authority
to draft international agreements dealing with subjects that are primarily the
concern and responsibility of U. N. member nations and their political
subdivisions.
We believe that articles 55, 56, 58, 62, and 68 should be amended.
5. Amendment of articles 55 and 56
At the time the U. N. Charter was ratified by the Senate, it was generally understood that the human rights provisions of the covenant were merely a statement of high aspiration and purpose. They were not intended to express any
legally enforcible obligation. That assurance was also given to the Senate by administration officials in 1945.
Shortly after the charter was ratified, however, the American Association for
the United Nations and other one-world organizations began to assert that articles 55 and 56 were non-self-executing and had the effect of superseding thousands of Federal and State laws.
It would seem that human rights have ceased to be matters of purely domestic
concern within the meaning of article 2, paragraph 7. We want articles 55 and
56 amended so as to reaffirm the original understanding to the effect that these
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articles represent no binding legal obligation on any member state and that
the fundamental human rights of the citizens of a nation remain matters essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of that nation.
6. Amendment of article 58 to strengthen United Nations control over its
specialized agencies
Article 58 merely provides that the United Nations organization shall make
recommendations for the coordination of the policies and activities of the specialized agencies. This article should be amended so as to give the organization
control over the budget and the program of all the specialized agencies. Two
specialized agencies, UNESCO and the International Labor Organization, are
bringing great discredit to the U. N. itself.
7. Amendment to article 62, paragraph ,, to limit the power of the U. N.
Economic and Social Council to prepare draft conventions
The Economic and Social Council should be prohibited from writing draft conventions that seek to define and control the economic, political, and social relationship between citizens of the same country or between citizens of a country
and their own government.
(a) The Human Rights Commission.-The present administration is to be
commended for announcing that it will not sign the human-rights covenants now
being prepared by the Commission. However. this is a purely temporary policy
and certainly no substitute for the Bricker amendment. The consistent refusal
of the Human Rights Commission to recognize the right to own property as a
basic civil right proves how foolhardy it is to give any serious consideration to a
universal bill of rights.
8. Amendment of article 68 to limit the power of UNESCO and the Intcrnati(mal
Labor Organization
(a) The International Labor Organization.-The ILO was in existence prior
to the formation of the U. N. It has a semi-independent status. Therefore, it
may be difficult for the U. N. to control the work of the ILO but the attempt
should be made by amending article 68. If the ILO -hould refuse to accept any
limitation on its authority, its connection with the U. N. should be severed.
(b) UNESCO.-No specialized agency has created more adverse criticism for
the U. N. than UNESCO. Although UNESCO is attempting to eradicate illiteracy
and to facilitate the international flow of educational and scientific publications,
it has been engaged primarily in propagandizing the United Nations and beating
the drums for an expansion of its power. In addition, it has embarked on such
treacherous projects as writing an official history for the world, revision of textbooks, and, In general, telling people what to think about the United Nations and
international cooperation.
All of UNESCO propaganda has a heavy socialistic flavor. The world is being
taught that world government is the only answer to the problems of war and
peace and that governments were instituted among men. not to secure the blessings of liberty, but to build apartment houses and public-health clinics. No
governmental agency, national or International, should undertake to serve as a
ministry of enlightenment.
It is eminently proper for children in our public
schools to be Informed about the United Nations and its activities. That instruction should be presented in an objective manner. All the necessary information
about the U. N. may be obtained from the U. N.'s Department of Public Information or from one of the many sales agencies in the United States. There is no need
for any propaganda organ such as UNESCO.
To sum up, Mr. Chairman, may I quote the United States delegate who
attended the U. N. conference that worked on the IT. N. draft Convention on
Freedom of Information in a speech reprinted in the Department of State Bulletin of November 17, 1952 (p. 790) :
of* * * it seems to me that the history of the last 5 years dictates Its own conclusions. It has been shown that the writing of treaties on freedom of information is not the way to promote freedom of information, at least at this time. Our
disagreements range over too wide a sphere and they are not growing smaller.
We have crosscurrents of Ideas and tides of opinion which ebb and flow. We
cannot tell where they will take us, except that it appears certain that if we
continue our present course we will skirt perilously close to rocks and shoals
dangerous to liberty."

Dean NARMORE. Mrs. Harry Boyte. Atlanta. Georgia.
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STATEMENT OF MRS. HARRY G. BOYTE, REPRESENTING THE
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF GEORGIA
Mr. BO-I'E. Gentlemen, I represent their League of Women Voters

of Georgia. The League of Women Voters of Georgia would like to
reaffirm its support of the United Nations. Our national prograin
advocates: "United States support of the United Nations and its specialized agencies, including adequate financial contributions, increased
use, and improved procedures." and "1'nited States support of measures designed to keep the peace through the United Nations and
regional defense arrangements."
NEC(I:SITY OF i.

N.

We believe that the United Nations i- a necessity in our modern

world. International law, ultimately, is the only alternative to inter,national anarchy. We believe that, in the event the United Nations
should fail, humanity again would have to recreate some such meeting ground of nations to work out the means of peace among men.
CAREFUL DELI BEIATI O N

PPOA'II

TO

H('A IT'ER REVISION

The league has taken no specific stanl on the question of charter
revision.

tur

members are encouraged to study tlis question alonr

with other aspects of the '. N. We (10 believe that charter revision
should be approached with careful delibeiration so that the only changes
considered would le forward-loolking ones, designed to strengthen
rather than weaken the V. N.
U. N. ('IIAIItrEl

FLEXIBLE

The present U'. N. Charter is proving fairly flexible.

The Uniting

for Peace Resolution demonstirates how the VT. N. can adapt to chang-

ing world conditions within the confines of the present charter.
MORE EFFECTIVE USi: OF U. N.

The league believes the United Nations as presently constituted can
be used more often and more effectively than has been the case.
Obstructionist tactics by the Iron Curtain countries in the U. N. only

serve to highlight their recalcitrance before the entire world.
The league would like to see the U nitedl States turn constantly and
increasingly to the 1'. N. for the settlement of disputes. believing that
herein already lies the means to deal with much of the conflict and
distress in the world.
N'E'I

Although the league is not in a position to make specific recomnen-

dations concerning charter revision, we do believe that there are certain
areas which can be explored with a view to possible improvement of
I-. N. functioning. For instance, a suitable question for consideration
seems to lbe the use of the veto. Our (ioveriiment might well (us
possible elimination of the

'vet() on certain specific questions, such

a

the admission of new members to time IT. N. Time veto stalemate Ii:is

&

I
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kept out many countries, such as Italy, Japan, Eire. Ruimania, and so
forth, which very probably should become members of the 1 1.N.
REPRESENTATION

In the same spirit, it might prove valuable to consider means for
determining what regilile should represent a nation in instances. such
as China, where the government has undIergone radical changes and
rival factions claim the right of representation.
FUIRTIIEIR ('ODIFICA''ION OF INTERNATIONAL LAW

Yet another suitable question for (liscu.sion lllight be the further
codification of international law, alrea(l*" provided for under the
charter, with a view to wider use of the Court of International Justice

in settlement of disputes.
ATI(

ENERGY

It is also well to bear in mind that the U. N. ('harter was (rawn up
before the atomic age. Possildy a carterr review conference should
consider the creation of a special organ of the 1'. N. to deal with atoin(:

energy and its use. both for peaceful and military purposes.
U. N. TE(IINICAL ASSISTANCE

Another innovation since the charter was drawn up in 1945 la i
been
the technical assistance program of the I. N. Some of the greatest
accomplishments of the 1'. N. lie in this all-too-little-pudicized field.

It may be that more efficient means can be evolved for coordinating
the work of the specialized agencies and the 1'. N. it or(ler to avoid
rivalry and to make the best use of limited resources.
We l)elieve that mankind want, the U. N. to .sucee(l. We believe it is

in the interest of the United States to help it succeedI b- making more
effective use of the present organization, and to consider onl" changes
which clearly would strengthen rather tlhan undermine its objectives.
Senator SPA K3i.1A N. Senator I lolland.
Senator H)OLLAND. I think it is a fine statement.
Senator SPARKM.A.N. I surely agree with you.

Senator Smith?
Senator SMITH. I want to join the others in congTatulating Mrs.
Bo te on the statement.

think you have p resented a very fine approach of your organization. I am a great admirer of the League of WVomen Voters in my own
State, and I am glad to coml)liment you on this presentation.
Senator HOLLAND. Before recessing for noon, I want to say something that has surely become evident to everyone of you.
(Discussion off the record.)
Senator HOLLANI). We will recess until 2 clock.
We are on sche(ille and will be able to hear everyone who is on the agenda.
(Whereupon at 12: 20, a recess was taken until 2 p.m. of the same
(lay.)
AI'TERNN SESSIoN

Senator IIOLLAND. At this point in the record there will be inserted

several statements which have been submitted in lieu of personal ap)a ra nces.
12435

55-
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The following-named persons are submitting such statements:
Mr. John W. Lewis, of Macon, Ga., Mr. Thomas Morgan of Atlanta,
Mr. Gus B. Kaufman of Macon, Mrs. Nelda S. Cain of Columbus, and
Mrs. Jessie IV. Jenkins of Columbus, Mrs. Ruth McMillan of AtlantLa,
and Mrs. Mary A. Rambo of Atlanta.
Without objection, those statements will be inserted and become part
of the record.
(The statements are as follows:)
NATIONAL PATRICK HENRY ASSOCIATION, INC.,

Jacksonville, Fla., March 14, 1955.
Dr. PHILIP B. NARMORE,
Executive Dean, Georgia Institute of Technology,

Atlanta, Ga.
DEAR DR. NARMORE: With reference to the forthcoming conference on the
advisability of revising the U. N. Charter, this is to advise you that our entire
membership of thirty-odd-thousand are unalterably opposed to any consideration
of this charter that might prolong the life of an agency that should be allowed
to die, so that its functions might again be assumed by our ambassadors without
foreign pressure.
We sincerely believe that on the basis of evidence in hand, this United Nations
Is a bolshevik invention with sinister motives; that It has already proved its
fraudulent nature in the Korean mass slaughter, and In its inability to secure
the release of hundreds of our sons, now allegedly held in slave labor camps in
violation of the truce terms, or even our 11 fliers, among its other significant
failures.
On the other hand, powerful forces known to have been connected with the
overthrow of the Russian Government, have already wangled through our
subservient Congress a whole nest of treasonable treaties, in violation of our
Constitution and the American way, with every indication of a determination
to submerge our Government into some form of a world dictatorship, which
also proposes that it shall be under a foreign head.
Therefore, we solemnly affirm that it has no place on our good soil, and that
the only question to be resolved is a speedy withdrawal.
We further affirm that the surest road to peace lies in our duty to demand
that Congress publicly label our internal enemies and to take Immediate action
to defend our own shores, leaving it up to others to do likewise, because we
know if we can ever get them out of American pocketbooks they will have no
money to feed communism, or to fight wars.
Respectfully submitted.
Mrs. JESSIE W. JENKINS,
National Secretary-Treasurer.
A. C. SHULEB,

National Ohairman.
COLUMBUS, GA., March 14, 1955.
Dr. PHIL B. NARMORE,

GeorgiaIn8titute of Technology,
Atlanta Ga.
DEAR SIR: Circumstances make it impossible for ime to appear before the
subcommittee of the Foreign Relations Committee meeting in Atlanta March 17.
I am therefore submitting 12 copies of the statement I wish to make, which I am
informed from the paper meets your requirement, and request that it be included
in the record of the proceedings.
Very truly yours,
Mrs. NELDA S. CAIN.
STATEMENT OF MRS. NELDA S. CAIN

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the will to peace and plans to
preserve it have been with us from a very early time-to mention a few-the
Pax Romana-"The Peace of God," the proposals of Gerohus, the great design
of Henry of Navarre, the plan of William Penn, and those of Rousseau, Jeremy
Benthaw, and Imnmanuel Kant. It Is perhaps worthy of note that many of these
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envisioned a League of Nations backed by both military and moral force. Why
did they fail'?
The latest attempt in our time is the Tnited Nations. The statement heard
so many times that the United Nations is the last best hope of mankind would
seem to be exaggerated in the face of its apparent failure. It is not necessarily
true that something is better than nothing. The United Nations was set lip to
keep the peace, this it has not done nor does there seem to be any prospect of
it; otherwise, we would not have had to resort to NATO and SEATO. In a
so-called U. N. "police action," only approximately 16 of the 60 member nations
contributed even as much as a token force although they all demanded the right
to veto military plans and strategy. It was also a matter of common knowledge
that one of the member nations was supplying the enemy. Who will ever forget
Senator Austin's stirring speech with the proof? As a result, we have an uneasy
truce in Korea where we have reliable reports that the enemy is building its
forces in violation of the truce terms. It is because of this failure that we see
the rise in importance of the Economic.and Social ('ouncil so that something
constructive might be salvaged. Its major accomplishments are the covenants-particularly the covenant on human rights that has Ieen well called a blueprint
for socialism. One of our basic rights, the right to own private property, is
a case in point. There is no provision for it in the covenant. Since the basic
Soviet concept is that all human rights come from and are guaranteed by the
state and we believe our rights are inalienable and come from God, it would
appear to be an irreconcilable conflict. In addition, there is the fact that in
the opinion of some of the best legal minds the ratification of this .ovenant
would automatically supercede the Constitution of the 'nited States and what
American would give up the Constitution for these so-called rights'
They
would have everything to lose and nothing to gain. That is why it is necessary
to have the Bricker amendment to place us in the same position as the other
U. N. members in regard to treaties.
To show how hopeless the work of the Social and ,'conomic Council is and
how dangerous to us, I have only to quote its Chairman, Mr. Charles Malik of
Lebanon (p. 12). The revolution referred to was the emphasis changed from
freedom of religion, speech, discrimination, and arbitrary arrest to economic,
social, and cultural rights-materialism. "Three not altogether unrelated causes
have brought about this revolution. First, the increasing impact of Marx and
the amazing ersistence of the Soviet representatives in harping upon their
views. Second, the rise of the economically and socially less developed, where,
the accent is far more on the material and social than on the personal and inner.
And third, the apparent unimaginative helplessness of the western world in the
face of these two impacts."
This does not speak well for those who have represented the western world.
To quote again, "The task is much harder than some people think but salvation
is coining, and when it cones it will not be from the Commission or the U. N.
but from the living institutions of the mind and spirit vigorously reaffirming
their faith In truth, justice, and order." So much for the years of work of the
Commission and who should know better than its Chairman.
Among the supporters of the U. N., ITNESCO is an agency to which they point
with pride. The spread of education through the world is certainly a laudable
aim but some of the things done in its name violate certain basic principles and
beliefs very dear to us. Aside from the fact that they planned to rewrite world
history as they wished without regard for fact, its aim very plainly stated was
to make world citizens. To do this they made a determined effort to) undermine loyalty to this country which they called nationalism and which is abhorrent to them. I defy anyone to read the entire UNESCO series of booklets,
Toward World ITnderstanding, and not be shocked. I believe that they should
be compulsory reading particularly for this committee, although I understand
they are now difficult to obtain because of the unfavorable publicity they have
received. It has been well said "Nationalism. with all its emotions, will continue
as long as man inhabits this earth and will have to be embraced in any plan
to preserve the peace." It might be well to remember the rise of nationalism
and the demand for independence since the charter was adopted.
Now the
charter is up for revision and we hear much about "strengthening the U. N."
If it means giving it more power or turning it into a world government, I am
unalterably opposed to it. There are many reasons, but for me one is sufficient.
I quote from Mr. Herbert Hoover and Mr. Hugh Gibson: "That being a minority
in a supergovernment, the political, economic, and social control of our country
would ultimately pass from our own hands and all the assurances of our funda-
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mental institutions would be lost." From a rather careful study for the past 11
years of the U. N., I believe that to be a true statement of the case.
I have been most interested recently in reading the report of the Subcommittee
of the Judiciary to Investigate the Administration of the Internal Security Act
and Other Internal Security Laws on the Korean War and Related Matters.
This is the testimony of Geii. Mark Clark, Lt. Gen. George E. Stratemeyer, Gen.
James A. Van Fleet, Lt. Gen. Edmond M. Almond, and Adm. Turner Joy. Based
upon official Government reports, particularly the Mc(larran and Jenner committees and this latest report, I would agree with General Clark when he said
fp. 8), "1 believe to permit the Soviet Union to have its large number of spies
and saboteurs over here spawning in our country is wrong, and, I think the thing
ought to be organized as a '.N. against the Soviet Union."
Should Red China be admitted to the '. N. as presently organized I would
associate myself with General Van Fleet when he said (p. 15), "I would advocate
that the United States resign and that the IT. N. be moved out of this country."
His idea that the U. N. meet in Moscow for the next 10 years might be some
indication of Russia*. go)od faith or whether she is only interested in using it as
a sounding board for propaga:ida.
The time has come when for the safety of this country we had better he realistic. The lussian attitude has never changed from the time Lenin said our two
forms of government could not exist in the same world-the new coexistence
propaganda to the contrary. The argument that as long as we can talk we will
not fight is a fallacy. There were high-level conversations going on when Japan
struck Pearl Harbor and it is pretty generally conceded Russia will strike exactly when she thinks she can win. The U. N. is a noble ideal but must be
founded on mutual trust and good faith. That is why there is no hope for
sUccess.

P. B nEND Co..
Macon, Ga., Maryh 14, 1955.

MIr. I'liuIp B. N.RMow,
Excutivc Dean, Georgia Institute of Technology,
Atlanta, Ga.
D&n MB.. NlABMORE: I enclose statement I should like presented to the Senate
committee's hearing on the United Nations Charter revision to be held in Atlanta.
I regret excessively my inability to attend.
My name is Gus B. Kaufman. I am a white male citizen of Bibb County.
I am a huzinessman, being the president of G. Bernd Co., the ollest corporation in Macon, and have interest in several other businesses in the Southeast.
I am a member of the following organizations: NAACP, Kiwanis Club, Temple
Beth Israel, B'nai B'rith.
I am a director of the Bibb County Nursery Schools, Booker T. Washington
Center, Mac,)n Little Theater, member of the executive council of Boy Scouts
of America, State Cochairman of United Jewish Appeal.
While the opinions I give herewith are by not means the opinions of the groups
of which I am a member, I think it Important that you know there are people
in each of the above groups that do share my views.
Yours very truly.
Gus B. KAUFMA..
STATEMENT OF GUS B.

KATTFMAN

Gentlemen, I present herewith my views in relations to the Imminent revision
-f the Inited Nations Charter.
If we are to survive, we cannot have another war.
Attempts at balances of power and armament races have always ended In war.
It would thus seem suicidal to presume that our present armament race can
do otherwise than lead to war.
Only those bodies, states, nations, countries have peace where the governing
body had the concentrations of power greater than the constituent groups. This
seems so obvious as to be elementary.
It thus becomes obvious that we must concentrate enough power strength in
the hands of our world-governing body, the United Nations, so that it can enforce
peace.
Sinve this IA self-evident, it must be done regardless of real or Imagined bwgaboos of sovereignty, representation, or other stumbling blocks.
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Sampling and waiting on world opinion is but sidestepping and avoiding tile
issue and the obvious conclusion. In an issue as moral, as life-bearing as this,
leadership must act, opinion must follow.
Forward-moving events in the world have always been made by the few in
the face of the wrath of the many, this case is no exception. Rather this will
be easier, you will have only to contend with the apathy of the many plus the
wrath of a few. Slothfulness is perhaps a better word than apathy, for like
the sloth, we see the danger over us but blindly do nothing.
It seems to me that this may well be our last chance for action.

STATEMENT

OF THOMAS MORGAN, ATLANIA, GA.., PRISII)ENT,
CORP., ON UNITED NATIONS CIIARIER

Tiiost.\s

MORGAN

For a layman to comment with accurate appraisal is short of l).s-ilde. Ile
must rely oil impressions antl these are Often miistaken, perhaps f ,,,Ihardy.
However, I belie\Ne that the U united Nation, does represent a ii ble ventuireas such it continues to serve as a beacon everywhere toward man's upward aims,
his hopes. In this way it has value of great and permanent fOrce-despite the
fact it too is not perfect.
It is said that dliplomacy is tie first line Of defense. In such a manner, the
ITnited Nations imllies and shoul further c.inform to be the State Department,
the Foreign Office Of mankind and its INx-'
ful grOwth.
The charter should he so maintained to l reserve the 'mn]non tl i lit, the
,common will as represented by tlie najOrity of iiieiibersit iTlieriled 1by the
fear of rebellion of tile few nor forestalled by (ircuinventin thri ugh p)roceol res.
The charter should he sO written to boldly enforce this majority will. It slhmild
serve as the instrunetit Of highest pi- ipga nd:i for all men. Then the recalcitrant
would become the object of the Inited Nations, of mankind's se:irching 5(.,irn.
This. I believe, through defective instruments of tile charter is not largely
true today.
M.\cO'
DR. PHIL

G%
; ..March 11,I .-.

B. NARM ORE,

Executirc Dcan, Gcorgia Intstitute of Tcchm looqy,
.ttlfita, Go.
DEARt DR. NARMORE: I an delighted to learn that the F,,ei t i Itelatiions Subcommittee is meeting in Atlanta' next week fr tle li,'p(1,olf .,lndiir ,lit tie
public mind!on matters (if an internatiirial character. I slia ! le unable to, attend
thie hearing, but I am enclosing a letter too Seuiat,,r ('rwe
which i' no mo,)re than
iny personal evaluation and reaction to the llroblei, tlt
are iiternatinnai in
scope and range. I am asking that you giie the letter to Senator ;,orge fill- his
-consideration.

I want to) thank ym for the time and effort whi .l you are devoting to make
this a successful venture both for the cOminjittee and for )ll-r State and Nation.
Very cordially yours,
JoHN- W. Lwis.
MAo.'. GA., March 11. 195-5.

Senator WALTER F. GEORGE,
United States Scnatc, Wah ington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR GEORGE: I am gratified to learn that the Foreign Relations
Committee under your chairmanship has selected Atlanta, Ga., as one (lf the focal
Points for your inquiry into the public mind as it is working on the matter of
our relations with our neighbors. National sovereignty as we have known it in
the past can no longer be accepted as a vital element in the life of national groups
today. The economic and cultural interdependence which has come about through
the industrialism of the past century and a half tends to minimize national
boundaries and authorities as they were once understood. The most we can hope
for is a limited sovereignty intimately identified with the sovereignty of :ll other
nations. The exchange of goods and services, the interbreeding of cultures made
possible through our transportation and communications systems have virtually
erased all boundaries save those of a political nature. It is precisely at thi point
that our difficulty arises. We continue to insist upon the political Institutions
and boundaries horn of the preindustrial civilization: but If we are to survive,
we must modify our political institutions to meet the conditions Inherent in the
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civilization we now know. In the light of these facts, I hope the committee will
exercise its influence toward the end that the United Nations will be revised in
such a way as to become an international authority in the area of arms production together with the necessary power to enforce its authority. Such a system
is no more than an extension of the Federal system under which we have thrived
since the birth of our Nation 179 years ago. I think I can safely say that we
have an increasing number of well-informed men and women in Macon who
share this point of view and are actively working to give it expression at the
national level. The legal details incident to such a world institution can best be
worked out by the legal minds of the Nation but the philosophical basis for this
point of view need not be confined to so limited a group.
The essential problem of our day is to integrate the individual and the group
in such a manner that each can make its maximum contribution to the other.
Whatever individuality and free enterprise we enjoy must occur within the framework of this balance between personal and social liberties. The framework of
the world organization must be a cooperative enterprise while the activities
inside the framework may be free and competitive so long as they do not disturb
the balance of the framework which is and must be all inclusive.
This statement is probably longer and more elaborate than you care to consider,
but I want to demonstrate that this point of view is no hasty conclusion on my
part. I hope you will find enough popular support of this point of view to present
it as a definite suggestion to the proper authorities.
Very cordially yours,
JOHN W.

LEWIS.

To: Subcommittee, United States Senate.
Subject: The United Nations.
Witness: Ruth McMillan, chairman, Georgia State Public Affairs Committee,
National Federation, Business & Professional Women's Clubs. Also, Identified
with numerous women's groups in Atlanta: currently president, Presidents
Council of Atlanta representing 16 social and civil women's organizations;
active YWCA; civil defense women's executive committee, others.
To work toward international peace and good will, we should continue to support and increase our efforts through the United Nations, as well as through the
United States Government, for the improvement of the standard of living of
people in underdeveloped areas through long-range and expanding programs of
technical cooperation and assistance as well as economic development.
The U. N. recognizes that the banishment of war involves the creation of peace
by Improving social and economic conditions; and the preservation of this peace
through some Instrumentality. The U. N. is an agency not only to suppress war,
but provides ways and means to eliminate causes. It recognizes social and economic problems and has many agencies with great scope dealing with them.
The Economic and Social Council is concerned with the development of economic and social progress, specifically, higher standards of living and full employment: with the solution of International social, economic, health, and related problems; with international cultural and educational cooperation and
with the observance of human rights and freedoms.
The technical assistance program for underdeveloped areas has opportunities
no other agency Is organized to handle. This program permits technical experts
to go to countries that are interested in improving some aspect of their economy.
The program also furnishes fellowships and scholarships to underdeveloped
countries for specialized study at foreign Institutions.
Our fate is bound up with that of these hungry, needy countries. If we want
them to stay non-Communist, If we want them to be Interested in our problems,
we must be Interested in their problems too.
There is more to the U. N. than political activities. The system is heavily
engaged in an attack on the root causes of war: poverty, disease, repression, and
unrest. The ultimate objective is to establish a more secure peace by Improving
standards of life for all.
Agricultural, health, International labor organizations, international civil aviation organization for standardizing safety regulations at International airports,
the U. N. educational scientific and cultural organizations fighting Illiteracy are
some of the productive avenues for worldwide betterment not generally stressed
that are sponsored by the U. N.
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The cost to each United States citizen in 1952 was about 62 cents per capita.
We are all cognizant of the military aspects of the U. N., how wars have been
prevented and/or through it cease-tire commands were issued. The above angles
aro frequently overlooked and the public as a whole is ignorant of the overall
program.
What would we do if we did not have the Nnited Nations? The world is too
small for any nation to live alone.
It is recommended, that we support our Government in fostering the U. N.;
that now is probably not the time to chang-e the charter, but perhapss it can be
strengthened; that the general public be educated more on the accomplishments
of the U. N. in problems of war as well as economic, social, health betterment
program. Perhaps there are phases which should be improved, but time will
make this possible. The U. N. is fundamentally right for a close-knit world. It
is up to each of us to support our Government and through it the 'nited Nations.

STATEMENT OF 11R1S. MARY A. RAMIIO, .%IFM1EMR oi. ('ON(,RESS OF FREEDOM, VIGILANT
WOMEN FOR THE BIRICKER AIM ENIM ENT, A.ERI,(AN REAl. i'RI'ERTY FEIJDRAI ION

I, Mrs. Mary A. Rambo, 1337 Peachtree Street NE., Atlainta, a citizen intensely
interested in the preservation of purest Amiiericaniism, heliev'e that our ('ongress
should rescind and revoke membership of the United ,tates in the U nited Nations
and its specialized agencies. Among the major reasons, I submit:
The un-American principles of the architects of the United Nations ('harter who
worked under the direction of those whose ain ik world domination under cominunism have prevailed throughout the 1(0 years of United Nations existence. The
proposed revised charter as set up by the proponents of the United Nations organization indicates not only continuation of those principles. but a trend toward
world government. Loyal citizens cannot conceive an America under subordination.
This Republic of America is a ('hristian nation, yet in -Il the proceeding-s of
United Nations business the Sovereignty of (1od has never been recognized.
Through the United Nations organization we are losing the sovereign ri,.hts
we have heretofore enjoyed under our Constitution. It has -rown Into a monster
threatening our domestic affairs: it is jeopardizing our system of separation of
('hurch and State; it is demoralizing our schools: it has created racial disturbances: it has influenced our courts: it has impaired our honor and integrity. It
has never truthfully presented its ains and purposes.
The United Nations organization nisrepresents democracyc" the "establishment of human rights" and their plaint of "mian's last best hope of peace" is
entirely wrong. The truth about democracy as conceived by this group is that it
is bedlam, chaos, mob rule: the next step to communism. ltumnii ri~lit, are
ordained by natural law: they existed before we had formal government and are
superior to it. We cannot be granted by decree the rights which are implanted in
the soul of man at birth. The only function of government relative to human
rights is to defned those rights. World peace will not be brought about by any
man-made superstructure. There will be peace on earth in God's own good time.
If participation of the United States in the United Nations organization is to
be continued, retention of our own constitutional rights is the only basis upon
which it should be considered. Only an amended character with that end in view
and the passage of the Bricker-American Bar Association bill to further safeguard our existing Constitution can assure us of that status.

Senator HOLLAND. I wish to apologize on behalf of the subcommittee
for our slight delay, but, the well-known hospitality of Atlanta and
the mayor's luncheon detained us longer than we had expected. All
I can say is it was a lovely party, and I wish you could all have been
there.
The next witness, Dean, please.
Mr. SNODGRASS. Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, Dean Narmore had
a meeting at 2: 30, and I will pinch-hit for him.
Mrs. Elmer Stover was unable to be here this morning, and she is
now here.
Senator HOLLAND. Mrs. Stover, please proceed.
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Mr. SNODG.RASS. The time limit for each of the witnesses is 5 minutes.
There will be a signal given at 4 minutes.

I

STATEMENT OF MRS. ELMER F. STOVER, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CHAIRMAN, ATLANTA DEANERY, NATIONAL COUNCIL
OF CATHOLIC WOMEN
.Mrs. STVR. I had a very

short statement to make.

I am Mirs. Elmer F. Stover, international relations chairman of the
Atlanta Deanery, which is the local chapter of the National Council
of Catholic Women.
The National Council of Catholic Women has always sppil)l)rted tle
work of the United Nations and its special ized agencies.
At the local and State level our work has been to bring accurate
information as to the activities of the United Nations to the nienibership. and study of the charter.
MEM BERSHIP

We feel that one of the difficultiess with the U. X. organization i
that its membership falls far short of including all the free nations of
the world.
We are not, at this time, in a position to make any specific recoinmendations aq to wavs of improving and strengthening the charter,
as we are still at the study stage.
I nin also a member of the League of Women Voters, and the I. N.
Council of Atlanta.
Senator IIO.\.ND. M[rs. Stover, I take it from your statement that
while you have no specific recommendation personally, or on behalf
of your organization, you do favor the extension of the menibers lip
of the UTnited Nationsamong the free nations of the world, whether
that be accomplished by amendment or by different administrative
procedures under the present charter.
Mrs. STOVNFR. Yes: I (10. And I mention that because, so far, from
what I have been able to study. I understand that they have not been
able to find any way to accomplish that under the present charter.
Senator H(oTA.NI). You refer to the veto power with reference to
the admission of a member?
Mrs. STOVER. Yes: and their having had advisory opinions from
the world Court.
Senator
TIOLLAND. Senator Sparkman?
Senator SPARKMAN. No questions.
Senator SMITH. Just one question, Mrs. Stover:
You say the free nat ions of the world. I am interested in your
definition of the free nations. You would seem to imply that the nonfree nations, as the satellites and Russia, you would not admit?
Mrs. STOVER. Well, personally. I have never been able to make up
my mind whether we should accept that package deal. I feel that we
are called upon to be moral herders and that they have disregarded
their treaties, and that was the reason I put the emphasis on the free
nations, who would be admitted, if it had not been for the veto.
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The others have never, as I understand it, received the necessary
votes.
Senator SMIrH. Yes.
Thank you.
Senator H-oamNI. Thank you very much.
There were two other witnes.ses who did not appear in this mIorning's
session when their names were called. Mr. Philip Hammer. Is he

here ?
(No response.)
Senator HOLLAND. And Mrs. (eorge S. Obear, -Jr. Is She here?

(No response.)
Senator HOLLAND. If written statements are furnished by either of
those, they will be included in tle record of the hearings, unless there
is objection.
(The prepared statements of Mrs. Obear and M[r. Iammer follow:)
ATLANTA, GA., March 14, 1955.
SUBCOM MITTEE OF SENATE FOREIGN RELATIONS COMM ITTEE.

DiAxt SIRs: I respectfully submit some suggestions for your investigation of

United Nations Organization.
First. Investigate thoroughly all of the specialized agencies with particular
emphasis on whether or not they lead to world government.
Second. Oppose everything leading to world government and giving up the
sovereignty of the United States or the armed services.
Third. Pass the Bricker amendment so that the 200 or more treaties proposed
by the United Nations and the specialized agencies will not become the supreme
law of the land--our United States of America.
Fourth. Cut drastically appropriations to the United Nations and give nothing
to the dangerous specialized agencies, especially the Covenant of liuman Rights,
the Genocide Convention, and UNESCO.
Fifth. In revising the charter remember that Alger ttiss and his associates
wrote it and in investigations rely on men and women who have no affiliation
with Russia.
As one of our most distinguished Senators is quoted as saying, "The quicker the
United States gets out of the United Nations and gets the United Nations out

of the United States the better chance we have to preserve our country."
Sincerely,
Mrs.
STATEMENT OF PHILIP II.AMMER,

GEORGE S.

OBEAR, Jr.

PRESIDENT, IhAMMI: & CO., INC., ECONOMY IC

CONSULTANTS

At this critical point in world history, it would seem to me that there are
only two practical approaches to revising of the Charter ()f the IUnited Nationseither to keel) the charter intact in order that the United Nation,; will (.continue
its successful operations, or to strengthen the charter so) that the 1'. N. can do
a more effective jotb at its main objective, which is to keep the peace.
It is unthinkable to me that any revision would Ile Inade in the IT. N. Charter
that would weaken the role of the U. N. at this time. The United Nations is
more than merely a world meeting place or a syml)ol, although ea(h ()f these
attributes is tremendously important. It is a vehicle through which Imsitive
steps can be taken, patiently and within the dimensions of time, to develop the
necessary pattern of world law covering the fieldsof ag.,re,,.-i,)n and the use of
armaments for aggressive purposes. If the I. N. were weakened or destroyed,
the prospects for long-run pence would he sharply diminished.
A strong argument can be made simply to hold the line in the U. N. Charterto keel) the charter intact without revision in order to give the free nations
more opportunity to strengthen their ties and to press their fight against Conmunist aggression and dictatorship. In the face of Russia's recalcitrance, this

seems to many people to be about all that can be done. Indeed, it would be
more than merely a holding action because it would maintain the framework
through which the forceful actions of the free nations-programs of economic
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aid, military alliances, information programs and technical assistance--can be
pushed forward. Certainly the maintenance of the present charter and structure of the U. N. is the least that the democratic world must fight for.
In my opinion, however, this is still not enough. The basic aim of the United
Nations as set forth in article I of the charter is to maintain the world's peace
and security, and the crux of the problem of maintaining the peace in the international control of today's destructive weapons of war. The U. N. Charter
revision conference provides an immediate opportunity to push ahead with new
attempts to bring effective control mechanisms Into the structure of the United
Nations.
Many straight-thinking people, of course, oppose any attempt to strengthen
the U. N. in the field of armaments control. Some maintain that a serious effort
to push ahead with a plan such as the Baruch proposal would result in breaking
up the U. N. altogether, as the result of the violent opposition of Russia and its
satellites. Others feel that any effective system of international armaments
control would give the 1'. N. too much power and reduce the sovereignty of the
free nations. These points are well taken but I do not believe that they are
finally persuasive or that they lead toward any constructive solutions in bottling up the war potential. Anything short of effective control of all weapons
against war.
aggression
really
no effective
of Strong
and isfirm
efforts
to give guaranty
the U. N. enough power to control the weapons
of war need not transform the charter revisions conference into a showdown
session which will run the danger of destroying the U. N. Itself. Instead, these
efforts could become -imply one more step in the process of realistic recognition
of the facts of modern warfare. In this process, the great majority of the nations
of the world would commit themselves to the proposition that these facts must
he matched bymechanisms strong enough to be an effective answer. It Is more
than possible that these efforts to put teeth in the T. N. Charter would fail at
the revision conference, and indeed they should fail if pressing them too far
would jeopardize the 17. N. itself. However, the process toward peace would
be continued, and the backbone of the free nations would be stiffened through
com itment to a long-run program that Is both morally and practically defen sible.
The sovereignty issue is extremely important, but not for the reason that
many of the opponents of a stronger U. N. would seem to think. Actually. the
nations of the world today have only limited sovereignty when it comes to deciding whether or not they will be drawn into war. The Japanese did not ask
the permission of the United States before their attack on Pearl Harbor. The
limited amount of sovereignty which the Tnited States would give the TT. N.
under a system of international armaments control would in no sense Jeopardize
the internal sovereignty of our Nation and would be the most effective possible
guaranty of peace over the long run. Certainly no clear-thinking American
would favor transferring even that limited amount of sovereignty to the U. N.,
however, unless and until the TT. N. security system is demonstrably more effective in bottling up the war potential than our present system of defense.
There should he no reduction whatsoever in our own armed strength unless we
can devise an International system that can give us the same security.
I believe that the United States should Lo to the charter revision conference
with sneciflc plnns for strengthening the TIT. N. along the lines of the original
Baruch plan. Through our effortq we might hope that eventually a practical
and effective system of armaments control under enforceable world law might
be realized.

Senator HOLLAND. Mrs. C1prles M. Davis likewise did not appear

whpn her name was called. Ts she here now?
(No response.)
Senator HOLLAND. The same rilling will apply to her.

(The prepared statement of Mrs. Davis is as follows:)
STATEMENT OF MRS. CHARLES

M. DAVIS

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, and gentlemen, I am Mrs. Charles
M. Davis, 174 Peachtree Battle Avenue NW., Atlanta, Ga., speaking as a citizen
deenly interested in the affairs of my State and country.
The Charter of the United Nations comes up automatically for possible revision
in 1955. It is the responsibility of the Congress not to accept any revised charter
that takes away any of our sovereign rights as a Nation.
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Speaking as an individual, it is my belief that the United Nations Charter
should be revised to strip it of all possibility of having legislative powers. Such
powers necessarily intrude upon the constitutional rights of our own citizens as
well as those of every other nation.
Out of the United Nations has sprung many agencies requiring United States
financial support in addition to that given the United Nations organizations.
These agencies are further undermining the foundations of our form of government in their propaganda for one world. This propaganda stifles American
patriotism and teaches lack of respect for the flag of our country.
The United Nations should never be given an international army or police
force. The possession of such vast powers would give unscrupulous men in
all parts of the world the urge to control such an army. The dream of a free
and peaceful world would then be destroyed.
We were told in the beginning that the original purpose of the United Nations
was to preserve peace on earth: that is the basis upon which it was accepted.
It has not kept peace; it has prevented victory. Charter revision should insure
that a clear-cut decision be made in any United Nations action such as Korea.
Our Congress should be aware of the dangers which threaten to destroy our
constitutional Government. Congress should reject any proposals for altering the
United Nations Charter which would restrict or abolish the sovereignty, independence, and security of the United States of America. They should also be
ready to accept the one form of amendment to our Constitution which would
protect us from encroachment of our internal laws by Executive agreements.
This amendment is needed to protect us from the Covenant of Human Rights and
the Genocide Treaty as well as to repeal the infamous Status of Forces Treaty
This is the Bricker amendment.

Senator HOLLAND. Call the next witness. please, sir.
Mr. SNODGRASS. Mr. J. Ben Warren, of Monticello, Ga.

Senator HOLLAND. You may proceed.
STATEMENT OF 1. BEN WARREN, MONTICELLO, GA., MEMBER,
NATIONAL FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMISSION OF THE AMERICAN
LEGION
Mr. WARREN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee.

I

appreciate this opl)ortunity to appear before you. 1 am J. Ben Warren
of Monticello, Ga., an attorney by profession, a member of the Georgia
and American Bar Associations and a past State commander of the
American Legion.
I am also serving my third year as a member of the national foreign
relations commission of the American Leviomi. I have been asked to
present to you the views of the.American Legion which in the United
States represents almost 3 million veterans of World Wars I and II,
and the Korean war.
LEGION OPPOSES WORLD GOVERNMENT

You have it in the record, and there has been during the past 10
years since the inception of the U. N. very little change in the views
of the position which the American Legion has had toward the U. N.
We supported it, Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen, at its inception, as
you know, in 1945, and have supported it continuously since then, although we have at times been critical of it. We have been critical of it
in certain weaknesses which we believe can be corrected by a revision in
this charter, but before going into making the specific'recommendations which the American Legion feels should be made, I would like
to make it clearly, certainly, that we still take the same position of
opposition to any form of world government or world federation which
the American Legion has always taken, and we do not think that our
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position, as the largest veterans organization, to world government and
world federation, is inconsistent with our support of the.United Nations because we feel that certainly the United Nations is and offers
the best hope for working out some formula of international cooperation to bring about world peace in international relationships.
REGIONAL PACTS

At every convention for 10 years we have supported, as I say, the
U. N., and we have certainly on more than one occassion advocated
and recommended to Congress full use of article 51 in the U. N.
Charter, which provides, and actually encourages, the organizational
of regional pacts,. of mutual self-defense pacts. We made the recommendation in Philadelphia at, our national convention a year before
that NA\TO was adopted. as the Senator will recall, and we also heartily favor other pacts of similar nature.
We have that of course with our South American and Latin American neighbors. and we have it in the Pacific.
SECURITY COUNCIL-REORGANIZATION

The proposed three major revisions which the American Legion has
recommended from time to time and last year at your subcommittee
hearings. and I will restate it briefly here for the record, first, is a
reorganization by a revision of the U. N. Charter of your Security
Council as it is now constituted and composed, so as to give a larger
representation to what the speaker who preceded ne referred to, Senator Smith, as free nations.
What we mean. what the Legion conceives as a free nation, is a nation that is certainly under no compulsion either from one side or the
other, to make a fre. voluntary choice.
SY1
(RITY

COUNCIL-LIMITATION OF VETO

On matters of aggreo.ion or preparation for aggression, the Security
Council should have the power to make a decision by simple majority.
Therefore, we mean by that that we feel. and it was certainly demonstrated conclusively, that a limitation of the veto in the Security Council is in order.
CHARTER SHOULD DEFINE AGGRESSION

The United Nation,; Charter schedules, we feel, should define aggression and preparation for aggression. Aggression or an aggressive war
shall include an attack with weapons of violence by a government or a
sovereign state or by its citizens witl its acquiescence against the territorv or citizens of another foreign sovereign state.
Preparations for aggression should include production of weapons
beyond previously agreed quotas, or refusal to submit to authorized
inspection, or the mas-ing of excessive bodies of troops at another
nation's border.
The second major field in which the American Legion has and does
now recommend a revision in the 17. N. Charter-

Senator HOLLAND. 'Would you like the rest of your statement

included in the record?
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Mr. WARREN. Yes.
Senator HOLLAND.

Thank you very much.
Are there any questions. Senator Sparkman ?
Senator SPARKMAN. I shiall not ask any questions, but I have glanced
on ahead, and I want to commend you ior your statement. I think it
is a very fine presentation.
Mr. WARREN. Thank yoti. Senator.
Senator HOLLAND. Senator Simith?
Senator S.MITH. No questions.
Senator th)LLAND. We appreciate your appearance very much.
(The statement presented by Mr. 'Warren is as follows:)
J. BEN WAREIN, M11ONT1CELLO, GA., PAST STATE COMMANDER OF THE
AMERICAN LEGION Now SERVING AS A MEEMIER OF TIlE NATIONAL FOREIGN
RELATIONS COMMISSION OF THE AMERICAN LEGION

STATEMENT OF

U

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to appear before
you. I am J. Ben Warren of Monticello, Ga., an attorney by profession, a member of the Georgia and American Bar Association and a past State commander
of the American Legion. I am also serving my third year as a member of the
national foreign relations commission of the American Legion. I have been
asked to present to you the views of the American Legion which in the United
States represents almost 3 million veterans of World War I and II and the
Korean war.
The written statements that were given you are more complete than my oral
statement will be since I know that you have a great many interested citizens
and organizations who are here today to present their views and represent their
organizations on the very important question concerning the revision of the
United Nations Charter now being studied by your Senate subcommittee. At
this point I would like to say that the American Legion heartily commends this
Senate subcommittee for the work that it is doing in obtaining at the grassroots
level in various sections of our great country the feelings and opinions of people
and organizations so that your committee will know n(t only the hopes and
desires of the American people concerning the United Nations as an organization
for the promotion and attainment of world peace, but more important still, your
committee will know to what extent the American people are willing to assume a
larger responsibility for world peace.
AMERICAN LEGION SUPPORTS U.

N.

Since its inception in 1945 the United Nations organization has been supported
by the American Legion. No other group of citizens in America abhors war any
more than does the American Legion, an organization composed of men and
women who have seen and felt firsthand the revolting and sickening horrrs of
war. We as veterans felt that the United Nations was conceived as an organized
international group whose primary purpose was to prevent another world conflict. During the past 10 years we have seen many obvious weaknesses of the
United Nations organization in its efforts to prevent war and aggression.
However, the American Legion has not lost faith in the United Nations because
of the American Legion still believes in the power of moral and spiritual force
and that such forces must be marshalled throughout the world in and through
the United Nations if peace is to be attained.
At every national convention of the American Legion since 1946 the Legion
has gone on record as advocating the strengthening of the United Nationq for
the sole purpose of making it an effective agency to keep the peace and to prevent
aggression. This can only be done through a revision of its charter. The American Legion still considers the United Nations as the one organization that is
capable of obtaining our hopes for peace.
LEGION OPPOSES WORLD GOVERNMENT

Despite our support of and belief in the United Nations organization as an
instrumentality for peace, the American Legion vigorously and unalterably
Opposes any form of world government of world federation and we oppose any
attempt to amend the United Nations Charter for the purpose of using it as a
means of setting up any type of world government which would in any way
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abridge the sovereign of our Nation and the right of self-government and control
of our internal affairs as now guaranteed under our Constitution.
PROPOSED REVISION

We believe that the United Nations can be made an effective instrumentality
for the purposes for which it was created if its original charter is revised and
amended in at least three major respects:
(1) Security Council: We believe that the Security Council should be reorganized so that representation on a larger basis with fuller recognition of all
nations of the free world and abolition of the right of veto in matters involving
aggression or preparation for aggression, but retaining the right of veto as it
now exists on other questions. On matters of aggression or preparation of
aggression the Security Council should have the power to make a decision by a
majority United Nations Charter should define aggression and preparation for
aggression. Aggression or aggressive war shall include an attack with weapons
of violence by the government of a sovereign state, or by its citizens with its
acquiescence, against the territory or citizens of another sovereign state. Prearation for aggression should include production of weapons beyond previously
agreed quotas, or refusal to submit to authorized inspection, or the massing of
excessive bodies of troops at another nation's border.
(2) ('ontrol of scientific weapons: International control of scientific weapons
by the United Nations should be provided. Such control must include inspections by international teams of inspectors of all nations who possess the ability to
produce atomic bombs, hydrogen bombs, germ warfare and other scientific weapons
of mas destruction. The Security Council should also be empowered and directed to limit the total quantity of all heavy armament such as warplanes, warships, rockets, and heavy artillery, and to allot to each of the five major powers
an individual production quota which it may not exceed and to allot to the remaining member states a collective production quota which shall be produced within
the territories solely by a nonprofit armament authority to be operated under the
Security Council, these productions quotas preferably to be specified in the
United Nations Charter after they have been arrived at by previous agreement.

In event of actual invasion, the invaded state may exceed its quota and take all
other steps to resist.
Ample power and responsibility for enforcing all provisions for limiting the
armament of all member nations shall be delegated to the Security Council. The
Security Council should also maintain staffs of inspectors who shall have full
access to all sources of raw material, plants and research centers, and to full
information as to any substantial concentration or training of armed forces. The
refusal by the government of any member states to submit to inspection or to
recognize the authority of the Security Council and the world court shall constitute an act of preparation for aggression.
(3) The establishment of a strong world police force organized and equipped
to support impartially and effectively the powers and decisions of the Security
Council: This police authority would be composed of an international contingent
capable of stopping all minor aggression or preparation for aggression, plus national contingents supplied by the major powers.
The American Legion believes that these are essentials that must be considered
in any discussions concerning revision of the United Nations Charter. We fully
recognize that the revision of the United Nations Charter, just as man's quest
for freedom down through the centuries, will be a slow evolutionary process and
that the degree of progress and strengthening of the United Nations organization will be Inevitably measured by the degree of willingness upon the part of
all peoples to accept vountarily law and order, honesty and fairness, sympathy
and understanding in international relationships with each other.
In conclusion the American Legion reaffirms its faith in the United Nations
as an association of sovereign nations which, by its nature and the implications
of its charter represents the hopes of the free world that it will, in due time,
be the instrument for the creation and preservation of a lasting world peace
where all men are free and none shall be afraid.

Senator HOLLAND. The next witness, please.
Mr. SNODGRASS. Mr. Hodge O'Neal, of Macon, dean of the Walter
F. George School of Law, Macon, Ga.
Senator HOLLAND. I would say from such a source your appearance
is particularly timely, and we appreciate it.
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STATEMENT OF F. HODGE 0'NEAL, DEAN, WALTER F. GEORGE
SCHOOL OF LAW, MERCER UNIVERSITY; CHAIRMAN, MACON,
GA., COUNCIL ON WORLD AFFAIRS
Mr. O'NEAL. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, as has
been indicated, I am ]lodge O'Neal, dean of the Walter F. George
Law School, of Mercer, and I am chairman of the Macoi, Ga., Coulcil on World Affairs. I guess I had better make very clear, however,
that I am not speaking in an official capacity, but only for myself.
IN FAVORl OF DRASTIC CHANGFS IN CHAR' ER

I am here to recommend that our governmentt sponsor drastic

changes in the United Nations Charter. I shall give the respects in

which I think the charter should be amended, and tlheni give iiiy views
as to why I think those changes are desirable, and discuss very briefly.
then, my ideas as to the possibility of those changes becoming acceptable to the American people, and to the rulers of Russia.
WORLD GOVERNMENT

WiTI

LIMITED POWERS

Now, the changes that I suggest, in brief, would give the United
Nations power to compel disarmament and to prevent aggression.
They would in effect make the United Nations ilto a world governiient. I hasten to add, however, that it would be a world government with very limited powers, and powers directed toward sole goal
of preventing aggression and bringing about disarmament.
Now, perhaps I should say at this point that my thinking has undergone a drastic change within the last 10 years. I started out as an
isolationist, but the more that I have read and thought and considered
this problem, the more convinced I have become that there is abslutely no alternative if we are going to avoid a hydrogen war, or a
that.
war with weapons which will become worse than
Now, as I say, my suggestions are based on the conviction there is
no other way of giving our people security. In the next war it seems
obvious to me that when it comes-and I think it is almost inevitable
unless there is some form of world organization which has the power
to exercise a very effective control-in this next war the advantage
i<going to be with the nation that has a government unscrupulous
enough to time its attack and make a sneak attack.
Now, we have tried, it seems to me, everything else. We have had
ower blocs, alliances, collective security arrangements: those things
ave been tried over and over again, and always the war has come.
We cannot depend upon an ordinary treaty with Russia, because
no man in his right mind would rely on a Russian promise. So the
hist hope, it seems to me, is some form of world government.
I think that there is a very good chance that both our people and
the Russian rulers could be convinced that this is a good idea, and
would eventually accept it. I know that may seem a little visionary,
btt it is obvious, at.least to my way of thinking, that the choice is very
clear: On the one hand, between having some form of world government and a peaceful development of the atom which offers a fabulous
l)romise of albolishing poverty and hunger from the face of the earth,
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and on the other, an almost certain hydrogen war, and for those people
who remain alive, if any do remain, a life of, well, you might say, it
life that is nasty, brutish, in short, to use Hobbs A-terms.
Now, I think it is time for a bold, drastic plan, and I earnestly hope
that this subcommittee will submit a plan. will work up a plan,
strengthening the United Nations because I think the people of the
world, and I am certain this is true in Macon and middle Georgia,
think that something should be done. They do not know exactly
what, but I am convinced that they are open to persuasion, and if a
plan is detailed, comprehensive, itplan which eliminates the fear of
the unknown, people can see the details, they do not have as many
objections as they do a plan which is set. forth in vague and abstract
term.. So, in conclusion, let me say this: If great challenges offer great
men great opportunities, that the praises of you gentlemen should riig
down through the ages.
Senator OLLAND. Thank you very much, Dean.
Senator Sparkman?
COMPULSORY ENFORCEABLE DISARMAMENT

May I ask you just this question:
Do I understand that 'hen you say you would make of the United
Nations a limited government, you really refer to the powers of enforcing disarmalnent? Isn't that es.senitially it .
Senator

SPAXRK.-M1AN.

Mr. O'NEAL. That is correct.

In other words, make it clear that tle

United Nations has the power to pass rules and regulations that would(
bo enforceable.
Senator SPAIRKMAN. Relating to disarmament.
Mr. O'NEAL. That is right.

Senator HOLLAND. You envision a possibility to create out of the
United Nations a world government with power only in the one field
of prevention of war by compulsion, if necessary and of prevention of
war by the inspecting and policing of the construction or manufacture
of war products'?
Mr. ()NEAL. That is right. I visualize that that area would be
compulsory. I think that is the vital problem, the problem of di,armament, and the prevention of aggression.

I think that in order to

give the security which is necessary, the U. N. must have a compulsory
power. In other respects, I don't say that the U. N. should stop any of
those activities now, but those should be on a more or less voluntary
basis.
PROPOSAL TO GIVE UN POWER TO TAX

Senator HOLLAND. Senator Smith?
Senator SMITH. Mr. O'Neal, you have in your written statement here
"gTant the U. N. powers to tax to support the military forces," and
so on.
Wouldn't there be a danger involved in giving taxing powers to the
U. N., and would not the United States, as the richest state in the
world, be in a difficult position if the U. N. should levy taxes just
against us?
I know you say it ought to be under strict limitations. But would
it not make us the one to pay all the bills?
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Mr. ONEAL. Well, it is true that he who pays the fiddler calls the
tune. I am a little afraid if any power has the power to withlhold
money from the U. N., in that way it could effectively control the

U.N.

Senator SMITH. How would you enforce the taxing powers? Would
you send an army in to collect the money? Suppose we said ..We are
sorry, we cannot collect that much of a tax"? What would the U. N.
do? Come after us with force ?
Mr. O'NEAL. I think, sir, we have to be willing to go the necessary
distance. If we are going to give the United Nations power to levy
a tax, we have got to give the United Nations power to collect the tax,
and that tax should be collectible from the individuals involved, if necessary. I don't think an3' halfway measures will do. We have got
to have a government which within its limited area is all-powerful,
because otherwise I don't see any pwo-sibility of keeping every nation
in line. Some will jump the ropes and start a war.
Senator SMITH. In whom would you invest the power? You would
probably say in the U. N., but that has been the problem from the time
the League of Nations was first discussed. How are you going to set
up a force that is not in danger of getting in the hands of some dictator,
or somebody else? We have been voluntarily subscribing to the 17. N.,
and all we owe is a fair share, around 30 percent. We have been doing
it voluntarily.
Mr. O'NE AL. I think there are some dangers involved, sir, but I

think that there are clearly more dangers, a greater risk, the other way,
and I think at the present time that there are enough free nations,
enough nations which, well, to vote in the United Nations on most
issues so that a great many nations are with us.
We have a majority.
Senator SMiTh. They are with us today; yes.

Mr. O'NE.AL. And maybe in the future we wouldn't have a majority,
but I think that is a risk we have to take.
Senator HOLLAND. Dean, we certainly appreciate the candor of your
statement. It is a good statement.
Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
(Mr. O'Neal's statement is as follows:)
STATEMENT OF F.

LIODGE O'NEAL

Members of the Subcommittee on United Nations Charter revision, I am
ETodge O'Neal, dean of the Walter iV.George School of Law, at Mercer University,
and chairman of the Ma(.on, Ga., ('oumiil on World Affairs. however, I speak
for myself, not for those organizations.
I am here to recommend that our Government sponsor drastic changes in the
United Nations Clurter. I shall outline the proposed changes and give my reasons for thinking them desirable. Then, if time permits, I shall set forth briefly
my thoughts on the possibility of those changes proving acceptable to the people
of this country and to the rulers of Russia.
In my opinion, the United Nations Charter should be amended: (1) to confer
power on the United Nations to make and enforce rules on the settlement of international disputes and the control of aggression: this grant of power prefer:ibly
should be coupled with a detailed plan for total though perhaps gradual disarmament (except for internal security forces), worked out in advance and approved
by all nations; (2) to establish a United Nations military force strong enowi1h to
enforce disarmament reulations and to prevent aggression: this force should
be highly mobile, but, if the states disarm, it need not be very large; (3) to grant
42435--5-pt 8-7
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to the United Nations power to tax to suplpor the military force., an l '.'-itilli
Unite,INations activities, butt h1: pover should1lhe na rrowly and carefullly dlefined (4) to set ill) an inspectorate with Iower to instire that arns i'':iiiatil,
are not evaded . (5) to elimnuinaite the power of anny single nation t() vto T'nited
Nations decisions; ( 1to ('liiinatelthe principle of a single vote for eac( nat
and to establish instead a voting s.ystemN weihted oln the basis of Poplitin,
literaocv anl perhaps industrial power aid other factors; provisiol shou (]I'
i
Inadie for alitonlativ, reapportlinnient of voting power at leriodic inervl. as

ion

popllatioill

lln.,, andl

as

enolictional

levels i

unrldeveloped nations

illipi.4,;

and 1 7) to set lip a system or c rts with (')iipllsmry jitllislictiol to itnterpr.lt tile
I'nited Nation, ('harter and laws ,1'aed
U
liii rsiani t) it, and to) settle internal ,na
l
disnuftes.
These changes are designed to strengthen the power of United Nations to
enforce disarmament and to prevent aggression. On the other hand, the Povers
of the United Nations should be clearly limited to those necessary to achieve
tl,e iwimary goal. namely, disarmament and the prevention of aggression. The
charter should state unambiguously that the
unitedd Nations does not have
power t) create "rights" in individuals against their own Gyovernment, to le'Li,late with re,liect to strictly national or local matters, or to intervene in the

doniestie affairs of a nation to )protect national, of another country.

A clear

limitation of this sort would go far toward eliminating olplositionI ill this
country to the United Nati,rn,.
What I am sure.ting of course is the building of the United Nations Into
a limited \,rld (Covernment.
In my judgment, this i., the only way to protect
our people against the horrors )f hydrogen war.
There is no need to labor
the destructiveness of present wealmns or the fact that new and more terrible
weapons are on the way. Our Government (-anl give us no real security as long
as II-;onni,. and the me:ans, of deliverin- them are in the hands of the Russiatis.
It cann( t protect us :wnainst a sneak attack, for instance; and massive retaliation i,,no answer. The advanta-e in a hydrogen war will be with the governTlelt unscriipuh i, enough to attack without warning. Further, it is unrealistic
to believe that we can maintain continuously and with never a lal)se, a military
power and a political solidarity with our allies (witness the split wvith ,,ur
allie- on sill ilets
to Red ('hina) which will deter Russian aggression.
And
war
an le started by blunders 0,r by reckless and adventuresome 20-year-olds
ill "ht pursuit" it jet plates.
WVirat alternative ways are there to deal with this problem? Our peoIle
surely (1() hot want a so)-c.lled preventive war, and even if we could manage the
destr.lcti(n of the iu,.ians befo re they (01ld destroy us. in time other aggress(r, \\'ll1h1 appe
Power
lar.
l)i(.ks and alliances have never prevent(
war: and
our,present c )lective security arrangements do not seem to be any different.
We cannot delendml on : ciinvent onal treaty to bring about disarmament or
prevent gresi oti lo le, ii.b!e
r,4l1',lii wVuld advi]
ateOt()i" disarming ont
the faitl
a (' wf uritnili,'t pr, misc A fool)ruOf inspection system and an agency
with enforc'tikent powers i.s
es.sential.
I dealership o)f a high order will be necessary ti) get the people of the I'nited
State- t,
)ac'el)t a plan as drastic as the one outlined here. It runs against
entro,,ched thitght-halits in soine cases based on a narrow patriotism and
again,,t traditional attitudes of self-reliance. In particular, I think some pe fle
woulhl feel that not only is it unwise hut that it is somehow wrong for this
Natim to give up lPart of its "sovereignty" (a vague, legalistic concept that (do,s
At the same time, ,ur
a great deal to confuse thinking 4)oi this question).
concerned about our
deeply
are
country,
the
of
at least in this section
people,
foreign plicies and the work of the United Nations.
Only since 1949, wile"
Russia exldlded their first fission device, have people here felt that the safety
of this country i4 really threatened. If the enthusiasm of the people of Macofn
for the work of our Macon Council on World Affairs, an enthusiasm much
greater than I had expected, is an accurate measurement of the interest of the
people of this section, our people are aroused about the problems of foreign
affairs and the failure to discover an effective method of achieving world peace.
They realize that the United Nations as presently set up cannot eliminate C.l,flicts or afford protection. They want oIsitive action taken, though they know
not what. If a detailed comprehensive plan of charter revision (one that would
avoid the fear of the unknown) were prepared, I believe the American people
would after discussion happily accept it.
A more difficult question is whether Russia would acept the proposals. As you
know as well as I, the Soviet 11101Pol its satellite's opose theP ,aling
of a
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.liarter review (.miferen(.e or any action that might strengthen the T'niited Natilois.
One reason for this ollo)sitIoi may be that the Russians are afrai(1 wtirld opinion
will force theini to acteplt a strengthened U'litied Nalifi, ili which they will lie
There
iiui
,deii lnexpcli('te(l siifts.
outvoted. Yet, Russiati policy is siijer(t to sii
e(lit
experts
is no wily '4 knowing what the Riis,ians will (do); they ha e fool
ie
must
there
Silrely
to
survive.
%%,till
of
us,
they
in the piast. Like the rest
lien in the Krenlin that it is dhe.sirable to,
so1ni wiay to ,onvince even tle
#f disarianieit, and
strengthen the Ulniteil Nations andii1 give it a fol lro if pla
thius avoid a hipitrogen war that of lierwise seeli s inevitable, ln(I gives the pieoplet
of lie world, including the Russ,.iains. the iph'irtinily to shillare in a ei('a('ful use
of nuclear energy, a lisp which ipr(iiises to eliiii naite povetry :ind hunger frni
the face (ifthe earlh. Settling the issues, bet ween this (olllllry aId Russi:i by
hydrogen war is not even tt the enlightened self-interest of the R si,;,,an rulers.
At

ith

present lillie, it is olly natitritl that the R.ssianli leaders fiar

the, streigth-

l *%-o t'%tiled : this
eliill (ifill orglliizaitil ill which tliey find theiii,.el s uistit
expl lil li Ilpart tile jmolity (of Russia :i1nI its , .It-.litv.s In solidly ()Ilt iilig hilay
3change ill tlie l7ltilted Nitimis ('hiarter. If a (etl:ihe I.,w irkaile ila(if lisnirliahightlie(I Unitei Natili,; \ hichi would( give tiissia se-tirity were
llt
lilell itti t
I(tbe :(1Vaillii, Russiai might very well Ie willing ti aicepit it rathIeir tha llrisk a
l
ri"
il,,n
l't,,
a1 i j(l
lan w''iild i1i id
hyd rogei wir. It is illtii ssible ti know
it.,,elf. Ihiia hs
up in the neutral wirl(l, in the satlliet-s, an idifileei iii llii,
c.liliit(,el h'ilh'.s in the Ist : it will iichianig,
'hei;t:j-iJn in th' fitlier.
The waa s
()f life. tile ii('thO(s (iftllilglt ii(I the altlittiies of all
aiiijiles
are
in a c. i,,tant
llJiet'
(if chlinge. Eveli if lie chance
iof getting Russiaii accept aice is
nly
i fraction (ofI percent, we shoii
utilize that opp)rtulnity.
i.,ssia should reject our prollws:il, we ;till would hive gained. If oulr
And if
adlvaticel
i (ffictidi,
oniprehens ie plan for pea . inder a s trying
liit tl Nati Oti,. an il
the It usii lai.s litined it ti'\\ii, lir (;#iverin ltit's 1i)sit mi (of
atttiillpt to '.'litr1
leadership in tlie free woi woild lie streAlie-lied, aawl or
the ist
hydrogen wealns \v'ild \veiaken the folr(e (if Ittiian lor lp:gandla
aiiioi, litnelitral people,; of tle worldll.
I re'ciltliend to lthe iielitiers (iftIiis slil.otlinlittee tha they prep:lre il4let ailed
.r
li t eiit -Nat1iris power to tnfill v di:ll'ita iil lt aind lrevent :iag:rltsii ti
pill
silti llll
d
i
thii
ilit
t
ll thll
4i ir li
vci le f,4r diisilissi-'n with a view t4) its adoptin
:it lthe official 1 i'1icy of illir ( 've rntielit.

It('vrriti t

Senator IIoL.o

i). ('all the next witnu,,-, l\lhta-v.

Mr. ~SNol)rR,,S. M[rs. Willis

,J.
i):ivi:, of Atlanta, i)alirlitcr, of the

Anierican ('oloni.sts of the State of (eoli'l.
STATEMENT OF MRS. WILLIS J. DAVIS, REPRESENTING THE
DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN COLONISTS OF THE STATE OF
GEORGIA
Mrs. ])%vIs. Mr. ('haiilnlan and neibers of the ('onimittee, I am
Mrs. Willis ,J. )avi,, 239 East Lake I)rive, SE.. Atlanta. Ga. I happen to be cliaiinian of tile itionail defense commiiittee of tile Atlanta
Chapter of the I)aughters of t lie American Revolution, but I speak for
tile I)aughters of timlIlnerican Colonist'. So vo see, I have a double
interest inthe prvervation of this ReiulbldiC 1s 1.
TlI:.'rY POW ER

So far as m-y information goes, this is the only great nation which
IS taxing its

leolple to contribute to their own destruction.

It is the
omll* " great, nation \wli()-e treaty power beconies the ,lul)rene law tf

ilie land.

Now, that has beel questioned.

olur ('oustitilt ion

Article VI, section 2. of

tlilnt the tret

v. it treaty, lecoies the sipitprlle,
lAw of tile land, tlie I l\v.s of tlie Sta-te,, and of the judges(, Il( whtat
savs

Ihlave \oll, to the contrary iiotwitlisltndin,

WVe were not :it :all aifrid of this provision in the treaty until Mr.
I)'lles i:i(le hIs si itenient ill 19-52, at the Aimleric ili A-s*(Ciatiol ill
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Louisville, Ky., in which he confirmed what the treaty says. Now,
Mr. Dulles, since becoming Secretary of State, has rather undertaken
to calm our fears with certain statements which have not affected
what he set out to do, namely, he said that we could trust Mr. Eisenhower, not to agree to any treaties which would jeopardize our domestic law. We have no assurance that Mr. Eisenhower is going to be
President from now on; with the present setup of the Constitution I
do not think he will be allowed to run again after the second term, if he
is elected then. Neither do we know who our Senators are going to be.
We have been told that the Genocide Convention and the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, which when presented to Mr. Trum:t,
lie immediately sent down to your committee for endorsement or to the
Committee on Foreign Relations in the Senate, and there they say
we have been promised that they would not be taken out for endorsement.

But what assurance have we that some other Senator, group of Sellators, may not endorse those, and they become treaties? We know, too,
that when Mr. Truman seized the steel industries that the Chief .Juas-

tice of the Sipreme Court decided that he had the right to do it.
If he had had the cooperation of two other Justices, we would have
no more private property in this country.
I think that is generally agreed by high constitutional authorities
who know their Constitution, and know what is involved in this.
As for the change in the United Nations, we are a little concerned
when we remember that Christ said "Suppose ye that I came to give
peace on earth? I say ye nay, but rather, division."
Now, we hear a great deal about brotherly love, and what we should
do for all the brothers in the world. The last half of the 26th vere
of the 17th chapter of Exodus says "God has made us of one blood,"
and all of that thing which a great many people harp on, and He has
set the times before appointed, and the bounds of their habitation.
We feel if the Lord had wanted one world government, le would
not have disturbed all the to-do that was made over the Tower of Babel,
and we are not a bit sure that we have not set ip another Tower of
Babel which could be developed into a Tower of Babel.
Now, the DAR and the DAC do not oppose the United Nations. a:
such, because we accepted it on the promise which was made to us
that it would not interfere with our native sovereignty.
There is a hopper of hundreds of agreements which become treaty
law, and supersede our Constitution, awaiting to be passed on there
in that organization, and if they are, we are through.
(Mrs. Davis' statement is as follows:)
STATEMENT OF AIRS. WILLIS3J. DAVIS, ATLANTA, GA., REPRESENTING TYIE
DAUGHTER OF THE AMERICAN COLONISTS OF THE STATE OF GEORGIA

The Constitution of the United States contains the provision in article VI,
section 2 that: "All treaties made under the authority of the United States shall
be the Supreme Law of the Land, anything in the Constitution or the laws of the
States to the contrary notwithstanding."
When the Constitution was written it clearly was not contemplated that a
treaty could be used to make domestic law or to override the Constitution, either
by an expansion of the Federal power or otherwise. Jefferson (as stated in his
Parliamentary Praetice 1801) was quite clear as to the true meaning of article
VT. He said: "It must have meant to except out all those rights reserved to the
States, for surely the President and the Senate cannot do by treaty what the
whole Government is interdicted from doing in any way." Jefferson's Parlia-
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mentary Practice was incorporated in full in Senate and House manuals as late
as 1865. In the case of New Orlcan8 v. United Statcs (10 Peters 662 (1836) p.
736), the Supreme Court said: "Congress cannot, by legislation, enlarge the
Federal jurisdiction, nor can it be enlarged under treatymaking power."
Even Hamilton's works (vol. 5, p. 342) "A treaty cannot be made which infringes any express exceptions to the power of the Constitution of the United
States." He also stated: "They (treaties) are not rules prescribed by sovereign
for subject, but agreements between sovereign and sovereign."
As we see, when the Constitution was drafted, this loophole of treaty law posed
little danger. However, our acceltan(e of the United Nations charter in treaty
form has created new and unforeseen dangers.
In April 1952, John Foster Dulles warned: "Under our Constitution, treaties
can become the supreme law of the land. They are indeed more supreme than
ordinary laws, for congressional laws are invalid if they do not conform to the
Constitution. Whereas, treaty laws can override the Coinditution and cut across
the rights given the people by the Con,tituti onal I'ill
Mof Rights."
Since becoming Secretary of State, Mr. Dulles has altered hi, ; psition. without, however, quieting the fears which he himself helped to arouse. He tells us
now that we can tru.-t Mr. Eisenhower not to nIc,,itiate any tre:ity that will
jeopardize our constitutional rights and freedom. Presuming that this is true,
what guaranty have we as to what future 1'reidents imay (1 in that respect?
Whatever the patriotism and protective policies of this administration may be,
they cannot bind future administration's Policies.
A treaty may be ratified by two-thirds of the Senators present and votingnot by two-thirds of the Members of the Senate-and, unless a quorum is called
for, 1 Senator and the presiding officer may ratify a treaty.
The United Nations Charter is a ratifie(l treaty. There are hundreds of proposed treaties, covenants, and pacts in the hopper of the United Nations and its
affiliated agencies, many of which are socialistic, in concept and would do
violence to our Bill of Rights. Many of these proposals jeopardize every phase
of our traditional American freedom--of the press, of speech, of assembly, of
education, of rights of labor, of private enterprise, of States rights. For example article 16 (if the Universal Declaration of Human Rights provides for the
right of marriage between all races. Our Georgia law which forbids mixed
marriages would go out the window in the event of the ratification ()f this
declaration.
The Genocide Convention has a marvelous sounding purpose,
namely to prevent a repetition of Hitler's slaughter of the Poles and the Jews
1genu,; caedere, to slaughter a race), however Russia succeeded in including in
its provisions permission to slaughter political enemies according to its terms, as
has been illustrated by a very able Congressman, if you (i) not pay to your
servant a wage sufficient for him or her to live as well a, you live. you can be
reported, extradited, and tried before a foreign court, without benefit of judge
or jury. Sounds fantastic doesn't it? Few Americans seem to know about it.
When these two treaties were submitted to Mr. Truman he sent them immediately to the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations where they await ratification.
The present draft of the Covenant of Human Rights has an article 6 through
which the Genocide (',invention as well as the Universal I)eclaration of Hluman
Rights are by reference (slyly) now ziade a part of the covenant. Hence if the
c)ovenant should ever be ratified as a treaty, we should find ourselves tricked into
having ratified both the Genocide Convention and all the vague and general socialistic pronouncements of the declaration. In addition, by article 52 of the
0'venant, it and all its p~rovi i(ns when ratified az a treaty, wvill be(ome ilso)facto,
dome,,.ti( law in all the States of our Federal Union, without any limitations.
This, of course, completely nullifies our doctrine of States rights and the right to
legislate for ourselves in domestic matters.
Executive agreements and secret agreements have come to be recognized as
treaties. There has grown up a school of thought that in more important matters the President should act through executive agreements without even consulting the Senate. Executive agreements have already been made that have
involved our country and others in trouble from which there is no prospect of
early escape.
Th, Universal Declaratim of Human Rights, and much of the Covenant of
Human Rights as now drafted, are blueprints of international socialism. The
proposed Covenant of Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights closely resembles
the so-called constitution of Soviet Russia and shows that the objective is a world
state fashioned according to the Soviet pattern.
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This is not surprising when we know that a Russian, Leo Pavo sky. wrte1
the first draft of the United Nations Charter. lie was at the tlime all official of
the State Department of our Government. With him was Alger liss who was|
later appointed head of the Office of Special Political Affairs in the State 1epartment. In this position Hliss was given the responsibility of directing all
American affairs relating to the U united Nations. It was he who set up the franiework of the Dumbarton Oaks Conference and of the San Francis(.o Conference
and supplied the United States employees in the United Nations. There is small
wonder that it has turned out to be a network of c',mnunism, and a sending
board of the Soviets, or that the United States employees of the U'nited Nationls
take an omath, "to)support the United Nations only and not to accept instructio,,w
in regard to the performance of duty from any government or authority external
to the organization." It is not surprising that the U'nited Nations administrative
tribunal reversed a previous decision presented by the I'nited Nations (ominiittee
and reinstated to) their jobs 12 American employees who refused to answer qiuestions by the United States Senate on ('onmunist Party nilcinership( or subversive activities undermining the American iGovernment. The tribinial awardhd
indemnities ranging from $6,000 to $40,000 plus $30) each for legal fees in the
form of indemnities. These sums are not taxable and neither are I'liited Nations salaries taxable.
World government is )4)s,bil)le under United Nations ('harter, article 109,
chapter XVII.
1955 is the year. There are 4 permanent members of the Security ('Cmucil ad
6 rotating members.
If seven of these security members decide to strengtlien
turn the decisi o nover to a majwity vote of the General
and
IUnited
Nations,
the
Assembly, the United States veto will be outvted since the above section 8 of
article 1M) states that the decision is ill) to the seven members of the Securityv
Council. We have been outvoted before in the General Assembly on irniiration. raw material, entrance of new nations which oppose the Soviet Il'nion, anId
in various committees and commit issios, etc., on
ithe
right to ownprivate proqerty and other domest ic rights of Americans.
The policy of the W(Vold Federalist, ;may he found in the Federalist where :ire
the findings of the United World Federalist on June 20, 1974, at their eilith
general assembly held in WnVa4ington. I). C., July 1954. We respiectfullv ure
you to read that andl to consider what would happen to our Nation under the
acceptance of sich a policy.
We know that under ITNESCO millions of dlllars are being spent to tea.h 11lw
schoolehillren of the United States that their loyalty is not due to the Unite I
States but to a world government setup according to the podicy of the W ,wrld
Federalists.
The World tIealth Organization needs more money. At an international assembly of the W,,rld Iealth Organization in Geneva the exl)erts asqeswl an alddi:ad
tionnl $350,000 on the United States over and above the amoumnt (')n1zre
authorized for this United Nations agency. The United States delegation voted
against the assessment but were outvoted. Our national Ilouse o)f Represelitatives originates appropriation bills and the Senate pa-- s
on then. But treati,ratified by two-thirds of the Senators lpres;ent and ',4tinrlbeconme the 'ioreuuie
lawv of the lan(]. Since the United Nations charter wa; ratified :a; a treaty, ca.l
this international organization as~es the American tnxpaver :w1 tnL:e Vl1,1,1f'.I1f

control of oir taxes, superseding the power of our duly elected Representatives?
We have established the he al right of the World Ilealth ()r-inizatioti an. :111
other UniteI Nationsi
agencies to :sse, s the Aineri,.an taxpayer directly. thuiu
destroying the pover of the ('ongres, o4f the United States.
The fifth amendment to our Constitution flatly states that no person sh:1ll
be deprived of life, liberty, or property without (ue process Af law. Yet under

the powers granted the President by the United Nations Charter

(a ratified

treaty) Mr. Truman seized the steel plants. Fortunately the Supreme ( ,, rt
decided this seizure vas unconstitutional.
lned two Iure Justices ji-,uieI he
minority, it would have set a ('ourt precedent which vould have given tie
,(vernment the right to seize private property, which coulh be your li one, Pour
farm, your business, the factory where ym work.
Although America by its own legislative procesess hasgone far in the dirertili,.
of socialism, its final engulfment by International socialism can be more easily
accomplished by treaty-law, by the ratification of international pacts and ,v-

enants-as the supreme law of the land than In any other way.
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Hence it follows that only an adequate constitutional amendment can protect
the American people against the communistic, socialistic effects of the C(ovenant
on Iluiian Rights if or when it shall at soine future time Ie submitted to the
Senate for ratification and, under the pressure of time, unfortunately be ratified.
We must not forget that it took tremendous effort and alertness to prevent the
Genocide Convention from being ratified.
Our socialistic citizens, world government advocates, an(d various d,,-g,(ders,
unaware of the full significance ,of what they endorse, are opposed to any sort
of constitutional amendment that would protect our country from making a
treaty law the supreme law of the land.
In the debate over the Bricker amendment last year, the outs)ken opposition of 100 percent of the Communists was most significant.
The basic issue, an issue greater than taxes or infiltration of Ci,mmunists or
inflation, or the atomic bomb or the hydrogen bolm is an issue as to whether
we and future generations have a government of adequate constitutional .afeguards or a government of men.

3

There is no llace in the American (.(cept

of

government for an omnipotent power except in the people themselves, for our
forefathers who sacrificed their lives and fortunes to) establish this Republic,
specifically said that all powers miot delegated to the Federal Government are
reserved to the States and the people.
The theory that a king can do no wrong was not intended to apply to our
President nor to our own form of government. It was never inten(le(d that our
President should have omnipotent power (ither in the field of treatymaking or
otherwise.
During the last 30 years this treaty instrumentally has gotten out of hand
and it is now claimed by Mr. Dulles and other spokesmen for the State I)epartment and the administration that "treaty law" is omnipotent and that it can
override the Constitution and our Bill of Rights. Do we intend to have a government of men-men who claim omnipotent power or do we intend to have a
government of adequate constitutional restraints?
As far as we can discover no Executive order in history has ever been issued
either opposing or endorsing a constitutional amendment until the defeat of
the Bricker amenmndment was demanded. This amendment would not restrict the
power of the Executive to make international agreements, but only treaties which
would dictate domestic laws.
The nonpartisan character of the amendment is attested by the actual voting
both in the committee and in the Senate where it lost by only one vote.
Without an amendment that will prevent treaties anti Executive agreementssecret and otherwise--from becoming the supreme law of the land, we shall become a puppet state in some sort of world government where we shall he a small
duck in a large puddle where the other ducks (an gang up on us and tell us
exactly what we shall do and say. What we shall give, and what we shall heslaves or free men.
We, therefore, respectfully request that your committee consider favorably
an amendment to our Cons4itution that will effectively preserve our Nation as
a Republic of the people, for the people, by the people as it was originally established.

Senator HOLLAND. Thank you, Mrs. Davis.
Mrs. D.vi. And you might want to ask me some questions.
Senator HOLLA-XD. Well, you spoke with such finality about being
through that we thought perhaps you were leaving u' .
Mrs. DAIs. I meant we were through as a nation.
Senator HOLLAND. I see.
Senator Sparkman?
Senator SPARKMAN. I believe I have no questions.
Senator SMITh. I have no questions.
Mrs. D.xvis. Thank you. That i. good. Thank you very much.
Senator HOLL.AND. Please call the next witness.
Mr. SNoDOAss. Mrs. Freda K. Nadler, of Macon, Ga.

Senator

HOLLAND.

Mrs. Nadler?
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STATEMENT OF FREDA K. NADLER
Mrs. NADLER. Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, my

name is Freda K. Nadler. I live in Macon, Ga., in a plantation house
over a hundred years old, which my husband and I call our Vine and
Fig Tree. As I write this statement, I sit under a gnarled old wisteria
in full bloom, and my heart cries for every man to sit under his own
vine and fig tree and'dream of war no more. How to do it? Not by
sitting and dreaming, but by trying in every way possible to strengthen
the United Nations, man's last hope for peace.
I am a graduate of Wesleyan College, first chartered college for
women in the world, and have served the past 3 years as national
president of its alumnae association. I speak not for our 8,000 alumnae.
I am a member of the American Association of University Women,
the League of Women Voters, and the executive committee of the
Macon Council on World Affairs. None of these affiliations qualifies
me to speak as an expert. I speak merely as an ordinary citizen who
strives in all humbleness to find the answer which we all are seeking-a
better way to preserve and strengthen our country in a world of peace.
For tlh past 10 years, ever since the San Francisco Conference, I
have met with various groups in Macon to study and discuss the
United Nations: Its charter, its agencies, its weaknesses, its strengtls.
I am but one of many Macon women who have been so engaged in
their clubs and churches. We women in middle Georgia have a deep
interest in the U. N., in supporting it and its agencies, in strengthening it into an effective medium for preventing war.
We mid(lie Georgians are gratified that the Committee on Foreign
Relations sees fit to consult us on our feelings and desires regarding
the U. N., and we are sincerely gratified for this opportunity to express
ourselves. We welcome members of the committee to the Deep South,
especially Senator Smith, with the assurance that many of us are not
content to live in a shell of magnolias and moonlight and isolationism;
we are, sirs, aware that in this year of 1955, a jet plane can fly from
the Atlhiti, to the Pacific in 3 hours and 50 minutes. It i indeed
a small world-a world that must be all of a piece, or all in pieces.
U. N. CHARTER OUTMODED

'We know that the U. N. Charter was outmoded even before it was
signed, that its conception of war antedated atom and hydrogen and
colalt bombs. Is it a rigid document whose words are written ill col,
leaden script? Why can it not be organic, alive, and malleable to
meet a changing world and terrifying changed conditions? What ,
challenge and a high privilege could be ours to grasp the initiative
milt the I unitedd Nations becomiie
in re-i minLr the I.N. (arter-thw
the p)rop)het of peace among nations pgroving to misguided 1 )eoples
all over the world that we are not tle warmongers they currently
fear and mistrust.
Time has revealed certain weaknesses in the U. N. Charter. 'We
owe it to humanity to ferret out these weaknesses and to repair them.
Secretary of State Dulles in his testimony before this committee
has pointed out six major questions which he feels should be reviewed.
Because of the limitation of time, I shall not attempt to cover all six,
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but shall concentrate only on one grand aspect-that of veto and its
related problem of voting, not implying thereby that the others are
not of equal importance.
THE VETO POWER

It appears that the greatest weakness in the operation of the charter
is that any one member of the Security Council, by its veto, can block
the performance of the "primary responsibility for the maintenance
of international peace and security." Russia has done so, time and
time again. Mr. Dulles asks, "Can charter changes better enable it to
discharge that responsibility?" The answer is that the charter has
not been able to do so under its present provisions; thus, it seems
logical that a change should be sought.
REGIONAL

PACTS

As for regional pacts, they are better than nothing. But they are
in essence contrary to the spirit of universality, and result finally in
group versus group versus group, the antithesis of a onement. Regional pacts, then, would not seem to be the ideal answer, but only a
stopgap.
PHILOSOPHY OF UNITING FOR PEACE RESOLUTION

Mr. Dulles asks further: "Or should greater responsibility be given
to the General Assembly where there is no veto?" Yes. I approve
of the philosophy of the 1950 Uniting for Peace resolution n. It has
served to bypass some of the evils of the improper use of the veto
power.
heree should be room within that concept to enlarge its utility
toward fulfilling the "primary responsibility for the maintenance of
international peace and security.
W'EIG ITED VOTING

This would seem to require reexamination and revampilg(of the voting procedure of the General Assembly. I reply to Secretary D)ulles
that the voting of the General Assembly should be a weighted vote,
combining number and responsibility. Answeringr his question. I approve a "combination vote whereby affirmative action requires both a
majority of all the members, on the basis of sovereign equality, and also
a Majority vote, on some weighted basis, which takes into account
population, resources, and so forth."
My lawyer husband assured me that weighted voting has established
precedents in our bankruptcy law, and there creditors vote by number
as well as by amount in the collection of assets in a bankruptcy estate.
Last summer my husband and I were privileged to travel around
the world. We saw the sun shimmer on Pearl Harbor and its silver
airships. We greeted the United States 7th Fleet in the morningmist
of Tokyo Bay and the hundreds of tattered sampans in Hongl(ong
Harbor. Our eyes were filled with the glory of the tropical sunsets, of
jade Buddhas and star sapphires-marred by bomb-strewn rubble and
the misery of refugees, everywhere. When we had put Gibraltar and
the Azores behind us, I lay in my deck chair and thought about the
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It was so beautiful-it would be a pity to destroy it in mush-

room puffs of smoke. True the world is full of various peoples, of
assorted colors and ideas ana ideals-but are we not all cut out of the
same fabric of humanity, all children of one Father?
As the skyline of New York appeared before our grateful eyes my
heart leaped at sight of the slim groping rectangle of the U. N. Here

was the answer-the 1United Nations! 'e must strengthen it, so that
all ( od's children can live in peac,-so that all God's cildrtn can live.
Senator HOLLAND. Senator Sparkman ?
Senator SPARKMAN. No questions.
Senator SM.%ITh1. I appreciate the very fine reference to the Senator

from New Jersey.
Senator 1-L.LAND. .1ay I say one of the finest thing.; that comes
out of this series of hearings is knowledge of the fact that the good
women of this country are not all of one opinion, and we would be
surprised if we found them of one opinion, anl are thinkiiig seriouslv
on this vital question.
('all the next witness.
Mr. SNODGRASs. Mr. Thomas R. Reed, of Atlanta, Ga.

I

STATEMENT OF THOMAS R. REED, ATLANTA, GA.
Mr. REED. Mr. Chairman and members of this subcommittee, I have
been preceded by so many much more able speakers on this subject that
1 feel as though my appearance here was almost superfluous. However, I have a good deal in common with many of the views that have
been expressed, and particularly with those questions that were
recently asked by the Senator from New Jersey, with whom I have
more than one thing in common.
I don't refer to physical appearance, but I do envy the two other
Senators who appear to be much younger.
Senator hOLLAND. May I break in to say that I, too, flew un(ler Billy,
Iit.hell, so we cannot be too much different in age.
Mr. REED. That is another thing I have in common with the Sentor from New Jersey. I can remember back as far as the Leagie of
Nations, and I was right with him at that, time. In fact, I didn't wait
to be drafted. I enlisted and got into the Air Force, because I was
so firmly convinced that we had to have a League of Nations. But
apparently I have grown up, and aside from the top of the scalp by
way of different ages, I disagree with the Senator, much as I respect
llini. on tliis le,tion of the U nited Nations.

I do not feel that we can afford to sink our identity, our freedom,
our mores and our wealth in the morass of a world government, where
we would be hopelessly outnumbered, outvoted and marked for pillage
and prostration. I am sure no member of your committee would ask
for such a fate, much less permit it, any more than would many sincere

proponents of world government such a, the (lear lady who just
preceded me.
But it is, nevertheless, the goal of influential and designing plottvrs
that we are confronted with a world conspiracy, not with people like
ourselves. We have to make that distinction constantly in thinking
about this problem. It is against the machinations of these that we
must be constantly on guard. One of the most distinguished of the

I
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latter, for example, and probably the one most influential in drafting
the U. N. Charter, has just been paroled from a United States penitentiary.
Incidentally, it was that same man, according to my information,
who wrote the brief for the association-American Association of the
United Nations-in behalf of obliterating the California alien land
law. That was the first case, I believe, ini which the supreme situation
of the United Nations over our entire national law was demonstrated
in this country, and being a native Californian, I was very much

interested in it.
I think it was Alger Hiss who wrote the brief for the AAUN in
that case, and I will tell you why: According to my information, it

was because the AAUN pointed out that the matter was one of extraordinary importance "particularly with reference to good faith of this
country in observing the intent of this charter."
We are all aware that, the )evil can quote Scripture to his purpose,
but in this case it appears to have been Alger Hiss.
Incidentally, the articles under which the annulment of the California law was accomplished, articles 55 and 56, would have equal
bearing on our own segregation laws. I an not pleading- for or
against segregation. I am simply pleading for the retention of States

rights, and the respect for our National Constitution.
NEED FOR REVISION

OF CHARTER

I have cited this particular instance to illustrate the poignant need
for prompt and effective revision of the United Nations Charter to
prevent any recurrence of such tampering with our domestic laws in
the future, and since to do such a job and do it well may require much
time and much debate, even if it does not turn out to be utterly futile
in the end, may I be permitted to express the hope that the present
Congress will see fit to permit the American people through their State
legislatures without further procrastination to declare whether they
want such protection or not. To this end I plead for prompt passage
of the Bricker amendment.
I thank you very much, gentlemen. It has been a pleasure to be here.

Senator

SMITH.

Mr. Reed, just one quest ion:

I understood you to say you disagreed with ne because I was for
world government.
I never took any position like that, I have been
against it as imuch as you are. I am definitely Op)ose(d to world( g(overnment.
Mr. RiED. Good for yN'01. Senator. I was so happy to hear you say
that-so happy to hear you ,av that.
Senator Sirii. I am glad to he classified with you so far as our
bal( heads are ('oncerne(l.
Mr. REED). You caii still see the back of your neck.
Are there any further questions?
Senator HOLLAND. Senator Sparkman ?
Senator SPAI-IMAN. I have no further questions.
Senator HOLLAND. Thank you very much, sir. Thank you, Mr. Reed.
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(The prepared statements of Mr. Tlomias R. Reed aniid Mrs. 'Marilii
C. Reed follow:)
STATEMENT OF TiiOMAs R.

REED

I am Thomas R. Reed of Atlanta. I speak as a private citizen, although before
retirement I was engaged in public service in various parts of the United ,t:Ites
and Hawaii, and situated in the islands at the time of Pearl llarbor. I served
for 2 years as a flying officer in the AEF under Billy Mitchell, and both (of my
sons served as av iators in the Second World War.
I come before you to plead for the reservations of our Nation, its institutions
and above all its Constitution, for without its Constitution there would have
been no nation and no institutions. At the time of its drafting there were grave
doubts in the minds of its framers whether it would be acceptable t() the
American people, there was such divergence of opinion among them. Three
things were in its favor, a common language, common customs, and a common
Bible. Whether even with these for a nucleus they could weld a nation that
would endure was the question. That it did endure hIrs been the wonder of the
age.
Now we are asked by certain members of our Government and Legi-lature, with
the apparent approval of the Chief Executive, t) explore means by whi.l Ihik
unique and glorius structure may be brought to what appear-; toi ine a grnidiil
and certain end. Its end is certain if we submit mur internal affaii. to ilie
dictation of a miscellaneous group of foreign peoI)les iniow(I whoil t here is nit
the contrary, the
conimnon language or (uston, nor even a coninion religion n. (
every variety
l)re,.,iit
ourselves
be
subjectiing
would
we
to
whom
races and pel)e,
has there
few
a
In
only
of conflicting racial, religious and political pirejudi(e.
In ,,nly one
been exhibited either interest in or capacityy f.ir ,elf-givernment.
prosplerity
of
our
envy
in
their
is
and
that
agreement,
much
point do they present
and power.
It \vuld Iw,:a
Our people comprise only 6 percent of the worldl', population.
disaster more terrible than devastation by atomic warfare if thi,; numeri, ally
small but singularly favored 6 percent were to submerge their identity, their
freedom, their mores and their wealth in the morass of aI world government
where they would be hopelessly outnumbered, outvoted and marked for pillae
and prostration.
I am sure no member of your committee would ask for such a fate, much less
permit it, any more than would many sincere proplonent. of world government,
but it is nevertheles the goal of influential and designing Ilotter,., and it is
against the machination, of these we must be constantly on guard. One of the
most distinguished of the latter, for example, and probably the one most influential in drafting the U. N. Charter, has just been paroled from a United States
penitentiary.
And speaking of Alger Hi,4s, it may be pertinent to mention in these Atlanta
hearings the lni't he played in one of the early adventures of the United Nations
in which was declared their deliberate intention to invade the d(uestic atTair.
It was when time
of (iur citizens. Many of you will recall the circumistancs.
California Court of Appeals declared invalid the ('alifornia alien land law-a ha 'l
which had always been upheld by the United States Supreme Court before we
4' e
became entangled in the U1nited N.,ti(,ns. Th;s W5as the fir-,t d.ae ;n w li V
supremacy of the IU. N. charterr over internal kmtirican law wa,4 argued. 'T'lie
American Association of the United Nations (which maintains, I am told, a (listributing center for information at the University of Georgia) intervened in this
case because of its "extraordinary importance * * * particularly with reference

I

to the good faith of this country in observing the intent of the charter." We are
all aware that the devil can quote Scripture to his purpose, but who do you suppose appealed to our "good faith" in the remark just quoted? The same skilled
manipulator who asuslsted so ably in presenting half of Europe and all of China
to the Soviets in the give-away orgies at Yalta-the pal on whom Dean kelhes,1n
declared he would never turn his back. Yes, the brief for the AAUN for invali-

dating the California alien land law was written and signed by none other than

Alger Hiss, as general counsel for the AAUN.
Incidentally the articles under which the annulment of the California law was
accomplished-articles 55 and 56--would have equal bearing on our own segregation laws.
I have cited this particular instance to illustrate the poignant need for prompt
and effective revision of the United Nations Charter to prevent any recurrence of
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nwuh tampering with our domestic laws in the future. N,t only shmld articles 55
and 56 be rewritten with American interests in view, but the same treatment
should be accorded article 2, paragraph 7. the domestic jurisdiction clause.
And since to do such a job and do it well may require much time and much
debate, even if it does not turn out to be utterly futile in the end, may I be permitted to express the hope that the present Congress will see fit to permit the American people through their State legislatures without further procrastination to declare whether they want such protection or not. To this end I plead for prompt
passage of the Bricker Amendment.
Thank you.
STAT.EM ENI OF MRS. MARION

C. Ri:o

I am Mrs. Marion C. IReed of Atlanta. Although I ani proud too he counted as
one of the vigilant Woinen for the Bricker Amendment I speak as an individual
and M) per cent American.
I will say forthrightly that my earxlet desire wJuld be to see the United Stateg
get lit of the I united Nations and tle United Nations definitely to get out (if the
'nited States. Pursuant to this I would call attention to the following:
"Ex'ept the Lord build the house they labor in vain that build it." We know
that the Lord had nothing to do with building the United Nations: it is a Tower
of Babel. Field M:irshal Montgomery's coniment oin tile United Nations was,
and I quote. "The United Nations has no strength and it (hdoes not seem to me
to have any great unity." Precisely s), because strength is born of unity. "A
hose divided agaiiist itself cannot stand." To try to strengthen the Inited Nations hy a iiiendlients is fniitles unless there ik unity. and how can you have unity
between ('hri;tian and Pagan? "WN'hat concord hath Chri.st with Belial?"
The grand and noble pIurposes 4ated in lofty language of the preamble and the
first f)ur articles of the United Nations Charter would captre the heart of any
peace-l,)vinz pers,)n, but zoiind reasoning 1jiust temper the emotions and logical
and c(dd alirai4al of events since the United Nations has tried to function exposes
its utter weakness. Now since it can't express strength for lack of unity there
are those who would try to strenz. hen it by giving it le''-s'ative powers ; in other
words making it over into a world government. Instead of being willing to admit it is a failure and should be aboished they would impose upon the already
properly functioning governments of the nations a supl)ergoerninent embracing
the whole world: a stupendous adventure b,)dijig no g od for anyone.
Certainly our cmntry, the Republic of the I'nited States of .Ameriea, should
never surrender its Con.ttution and Bill of Rightk to any form (If world governsince we already have the lest form of government the world has ever
known. But even our Government would not serve the pagan nations who have
no understanding of nor apl)reciation for Chri,tian principles. Witness their
atteniptz to overthrow it even after they become beneficiaries. of its laws.
There have been many statements made relative to amending the present
Charter of the United Nations with respect to the veto power, tax power. military
power, etc., I would say the only one which should be kept intact would he the
All others should
veto power. Every nation should have the right to say "No."
he amTiended to conform to our Constitution and Bill of Rights, so far as we are
cearnedd, but I would like to speak specifically of this particular provision in
the charter-artiele 2, section 7, which reads, "Nothing contained in the present
charter shall authorize the United Nations to intervene in matters which are
,sontially within the donmestic jurisdiction of any State or shall require the
nmemher. to suhmit such matters to settlement under the present charter." [Eniphasis supplied.] There is an implication that at sonie future date and change
in the charter this provision could and would be changed. But even so-the
provision as it stands has no meaning or weight since the one weakness of our
Constitution provides that a treaty becomes the "supreme law of the land," and
therefore you had the California alien land law and the Ilaho niarriae law set
aside by judges because they held the United Nations Charter supersedes the
law of the land inasmuch as the Congress has ratified it, to their everlasting
shame. This is a direct rebuttal to and rejection of the statement of a member
of your committee: "So the United Nations does not dictate to our Government"
(Milwaukee hearings, p. 241).
It is just this obvious Intent of all proponents of one-world government which
should put every Congressnian, regardless of party affiliations, who has taken the
oath to defend our Constitution, on the alert and on record as opposed to ont"
subservience to any such form of government.
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Let me call attention to chapter 9, articles 55 through 60, and chapter 10,
article 63, entitled, "International Economic and Social Cooperation" and "The
Economic and Social Council", respectively. I assume that it is through the
provisions embodied in these chapters of the United Nations Charter that the
International Bill of Rights, the Genocide Treaty, and possibly the infamous
Status of Forces Treaty came into being along with many others. The unprecedented and inhuman conduct of the Congress in ratifying the Status of Forces
Treaty has already abrogated the constitutional rights of our men in uniform;
and If the Bill of Rights and Genocide Treaty were to be ratified they would
Indeed "cut across" our constitutional rights, as Mr. Dulles has said. This shows
that the fulfillment of Lord Macaulay's prophecy made in 1857 is already upon
us. Writing to the author of a biography of Thomas Jefferson, Macaulay said,
"Your Republic will be as fearfully plundered and laid waste in the 20th century
as the Roman Empire was in the 5th; with this difference, that the Huns and
Vandals who ravaged the Roman Empire came from without, and that your
Huns and Vandals will have been engendered within your own country by your
,own institutions."
This is why it were better to chuck the whole unholy business instead of trying to amend it and also why we need the Bricker amendment to prevent the
utter destruction of our Constitution and our country. It is patent you can't
"trust" the Congressmen always to uphold our rights, with all due respect to
another statement of a member of your committee; for treaties have been ratified when only six Senators were present to vote. Merely changing the rules
for voting will not do). The amendment is obligatory.
I thank you.

Senator HOLLAND. Next witness.

Mr. SNODGRASS. Dr. C. Mildred Thompson of Athens, Ga.
STATEMENT OF DR. C. MILDRED THOMPSON, ATHENS, GA.
Mrs. THiOMPSO-N. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
speak on my own today. I am a student of American history, and
for many years I was a professor at Vassar College, a professor of
history, and dean of the college, and after Vassar was through with
me I taught; I was a member of the faculty and taught history at
the University of Georgia. But please let me assure you that neither
Vassar nor the University of Georgia has any responsibility for what
I have to say today.
I shall confine my remarks, gentlemen, to one single question that
has been in my mind about the United Nations. I speak as an ardent
supporter of the United Nations. I have been ever since it was thought
of, and I am still in strong support. My faith is strong in it but I
want it improved and I want it brought up to date, so to speak.
COMPOSITION OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

AsU student of history, I see change, always. There is a law of
life and that, if the ITnited Nations is to be effective it must catch up1)
with change and it is in one respect only and that is in regard to the
composition of the Security Council that I would ask your attention
in these few minutes.
The five permanent members of the Security Council in 1945 when
the charter was drawn up, were the states which presumably were
powers great enough to ensure the fulfillment of the purpose of the
United Nations. Two of those states, France and Nationalist China,
are not in that position today. Changes in the past 10 years in the
relative power of the 5 permanent members indicate the necessity of
review.
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The greatest problem is China. Today there are two Chinas not
one great power. One of these is still a permanent member oi the
Security Council, not a great power in any sense of the word, with no
actual power today other than that supported by the United States.
Membership of Communist China in the United Nations and its
relation to the Security Council are problems which must be dealt
with, difficult as they will be, in any conference of review.
Then there is India, which since 1945 has become a great, independent, national state, wielding wide influence among the Asiatic
states.
The relation of these two powerful Asiatic independent nations, India and Communist China, to the Security Council, must be determined in accord with the realities of the world situation in 1955,
not 1945.
Will it be to the best interests of the United States as a great power,
and this, of course, is the thing which must determine our position, to
act in a minority of one in facing these vital questions. It is this,
then, gentlemen of the committee, that I would direct your attention
to, the place of the great Asiatic nation- in our United Nations and
I thank you.
in the Security Council as its central agency.
GERMANY,

ITALY, AN)

FRANCE

Senator HOLLA.ND. Dr. Thompson, you have spoken of two nations

in particular which pose real prol)lem relative to the ineliber-hip
of the Security Council. If that question be approached in connection
with the amendment of the charter, is it possible to overlook the fa't
that Germany, Italy. and Japan also must be considered as potentially
great powers wlici are entitled to some real con'ioleratioii :1- to tle
ilrace they should play in the ultimate pictureqt
fosN.
think. Senator, you are quite right that they are
M Irs.
potentially great, and niust be coni(lere(l. But it would .evin to ine
that now. the two that I mentioned, India and Communist China.
are already great in power. I am not saying whether I like tlhein or
I don't like them, but I mean just as facts.
Now the greatitess of (1cril1:Ny and Japan today, Italy. i< still in the
realm of potentially great powers, are they not ? Perhaps 10 'ears

from now there may

e another revision, and it may be one of tl o)'e

other powers that would be great and would (leser'e a place ini the
Security Council.
Therefore, it would seem to me that in examining, this (lileStion of
membership, the composition of the Security Council, there ought to
)e So;me flexibility of membership, not just naming a country as if it
would be permanently there, one to be coi.idered chief above the others, but some flexibility by which there could l)e room for changes as

one power would rise and another diminish in greatness.
QUESTION OF PERMANENT MEM.BEISIIP (N

SECURITy
E

COUNCIL

Senator HOLLAND. Is what you are saying that you doubt the wis-

dom of any frozen arrangement under' which there are permanent
members of the Council set. up regardless of what may happen to them
as to their own power?
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Mrs. TIIoMrPSON. Mr. Senator, if we say permanent, there is no such

things as permanence, is there? Anything that is permanent is subject
to change because life itself changes.

Senator HOLLAND. So there is the criticism that you are making ()f

the present setup'?

lIIoi.n()N. Yes, that there is not enough room for growth and
Srs.j

for chantre as the situation in the world itself changes.
II;MBERSHIP ON SECURITY COUNCIL L OF NATIONALIST ('IINA

Senator IOLLAND. And you make a strong point out of the fact of
the present weakness of Nationalist China, which, as you say, has no

power except such as it. stistains from us and other friendly nations.
whicl still remains a nllemnl)er, ;t permanent member, of the Seculity

I

Council ?
Mrs. Th~oMP'SON. A permanent member, and it is, ell-Senator HOLLAND. I think you have made your point well and

strongly.
Senator Sparkman ?
VETO

UN

I'M-EIUII

a natter of fact, Dr. Thonllson, I think
you have put your finger on the most critical point, of the whole Unite(i
Nations setup. If there is a difficulty that we cannot get around, I
think l)erla)s it is the one that you pointed out. If you were lere
this morning, you may have heard Mr. Hugh Grant refer to the fact
that 'Mr. ,Janm Masarvk told him in 1945 at the San Francisco Conference that it would be impossible for a world organization to work as
it w:l, dreamed it should work, unless there could be harmonious action
among the great powers.
"u'le Security Council was set up on the theory and the fond hope
that the five great powers, great allies that they had been, would e
able to work together harmoniously. We know that has not been true.
We know also that the veto power lies there, with reference to any
such change as you propose.
Senator SAI'.RKM.AN. A

I

What do you say to hat ?
I would say it is true, but there are a great many
Mrs. THoMPso.

things that are true that we do try to remedy, try to get something
better, do we not ?
Senator SPARK1AN. Of course this would all be brought out in a
conference.
Mrs. THOmpSON. Yes.
Senator SPARKMAN . It would be your hope that maybe if we started
trying to get further flexibility into the membership of the SecurityVr
( otncil that eventually we might be able to get that accomplished,
i;that right

Mrs. THOMPSON. I would say get something better.
for perfection in the workings.

I do not look

Senator SPARKMAN. In this world?
Mrs. THOMPSON. In the constitution or in this world.
I
Senator SPARKMAN. Don't stop short of infinity. Or eternity,

suppose?
Mrs. ThomPsoN. No.

L
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Senator SMITIl. Mr. Chairman, I would like to add one word.

It

gives me great pleasure to see I)r. Thompson again.
Mrs. THOMPSON. I remember Senator Smith.

Senator SMITH. As I recall, she was the distinguishled dean of
Vassar College and I think it was about the tiniie my own daughlter
was there. I want to express my appreciation at sellg you again,
Dr. Thompson, and for your vigor and keeping your mind alert in
dealing with these things and giving us the benefit of your thinking.
Mrs. IIIOMPSON. I was very glad to see our Senator here to(ay,

Senator Smith, one of the very nicest, most intelligent fathers that
I ever had to deal with.
Senator SMITH. I thank you.
Senator HOLLAND. I don't have to assure our distinguished guest

from New Jersey that that is not southern hospitality.
generous, sincereSenator SPARK

MAIN.

It is just

Reality.

Senator HOLLAND. Reality.
The next witness, please, i. M\rs. H. Ben-on Ford. of Atlanta.
STATEMENT OF MRS. H. BENSON FORD, ATLANTA, GA.
Mfrs. FORD. Mr. Chairman and members of the subconinittee, I am
Mr. H.I Benson Ford, of Atlanta.
Speaking as one greatly concerned about some problems which
confront our country and the fact that this is the year when the
Charter of the United Nations comes up soon for possible revision, I
would like to urge that the powers of the Charter of the United
Nations not be expanded so that any of our sovereign rights as a
nation are taken from us.
The United Nations should be a Council of Nations, not a body
with any powers of a legislative, judiciary, taxing, or international
army or police-force nature. The present United Nations Charter
must be restated to protect our Constitution in its entirety.
Senator SPARKMAN. Senator Smith?
Senator SMITrH. No questions. Thank you very much.
DISARMAMENT

Senator SPARKMAN. Let me ask you just one question and I ask it
because the point was brought up a while ago: One of the great problens confronting us today is the development of a workal)le l)rogram
to control world armaments; in other words, I think we all agree that
sometime, somewhere, somehow, we must find a plan to stop this
terrible armaments race in which we are all engage(1, and we speak
often of a plant that would provide for inspection and would be
enforceable. Now there is a plan that the United States has proposed
in the United Nations. It. is a plan that was proposed, I believe,
under the Baruch atomic plan. It was restated by President Eisenhower in the early part of 1953, and it has been repeatedly stated.
How are you going to get an enforceable plan if some powers are
not given to the United Nations somewhere ? In other words, how are
they going to have power to enforce disarmament if they have no
l)olice force or no powers of enforcement of any kind ?
42435 -55
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Mrs. FORD. I believe that this should be reaelhed by agreement, by
consultation and meeting of the Security Council of the United
Nations. I don't believe that we should ever give the power to any one
body to try to enforce world disarmament because I think a few greedy
people who got into power would use it for their own interests.
Senator SPARK'MAN. I think the plan that we usually think of is
having an inspection team that would be made up of various members
of the United Nations. who would have the right to visit the various
countries and inspect and know what is going on and then report back
to the Security Council, and if any country violated the agreement the
matter Of enforcement action would be in the hands of the Security
Council.
Mrs. FORD. VWell, imy observation has been that teams that have been
appointed to go. say, to Russia for observation, don't see.
Senator SP.ARKMA¢.x. No, because Ruiisia has never let them in and we
cannot have a plan until ,-he agrees to let them come in and then we
have to be certain she will live up to that agreement. Who is going to
enforce that agreement '
Mrs. FORD. I believe the nations; in the Council should get together
and agree with each other, could have a forcible agreement against the
others, and they could join in together with themselves. It would he
an agreement anong those who agree to oppose those who would not
listen to reason. But I do not believe in giving a police force to the
United Nation-; as such.
Senator SPARKMAN. All riirht. Thank you.
Senator S.MITH. Thank you.
Senator SIARKMAN. Please call the next witness.
Mr. SNODORASS. The Reverend Harrison MIcMains.

STATEMENT OF REV. HARRISON McMAINS, ATLANTA, GA.
Reverend

11('MAINS.

Senator Sparkman, since everyone is trying to

be related to the Senators, I got my start in your
Senator ,PARKMAN. You got your start in my hometown, didn't
you?
So I wanted to idlentifv myself.
IS.
Reverend
I am speaking today as not representing any group. not even the
church. becaulIe in our denomination it is a congregational form of

government and nob)o(lv (an represent the whole crowd.
VoMABLE PLAN
STRIVING TO RF\CII A WA

I want to -:iv tiil,," That I-at first, it seems to me that there are
many thino; that can ie criticized in the United Nations. We all
recognize th:it fact. But I think those who are critical should strive

to the best of their ability to come up with some workable plan. In
other words I -av that with all sincerity. We are friends here. We
speak our mindsin spite of the fact that we differ. We recognize the
right of differing but it should make no difference toward our attitude

toward each other: we have (rot to learn that in this country. We get
mad at each other because we disagree at times and here is one point
we do. I wish we would not.

But I do think that if we are going to

be critical of an organization that has its faults, that does not claim to
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be perfect, that we should come up with some other idea that we feel
would work.
I personally have visited the United Nations in New York and in
Switzerland, and I have been amazed at the dedication of life of these
delegates, of their patience. I have thought, my goodness, if a group
of preachers had to sit down and listen to the criticism that is hurled
at them by other nations and other delegates, they would walk out of
this thing. I know these preachers and I am amazed at the patience
of these people and their desire to do something worthwhile and to
make this think work in spite of its imI)erfectiolls. Another thing I
would say if those of us who are concerned about this will look at both
sides, don't only look at the critical side, if you are intereste( in criticism, but look at the accompliiiients of the Utnited Nations over a
period of 10 years. In nyv very frank opillioll. I (loin't klOw of any
organization that in a short space of time of 10 years has acco)iIl)lihed
more good. I believe that, and I think the facts will bear it o1t.
The fact that we have got to get hold of this thing and realize that
what we believe in and where we stand and the fact that the accomplishments of the United Nations in my opinion far surpass the realization of any faults or any critical analysis of what they have failed to

do.
Does that answer the question?

I wasn't sure what I said here -it

first.
Another thing I think that is important, there is a widespread ignorance on the part of the public as to what goes on. I wish there was
some way, somehow, that what the United Nations is doing, and is
striving to do could be brought to the American people. If we had
some way of knowing what they have done to the World Health Organization, in the control of narcotics and the many other thiings that they
have done.

The average man does not know'much about what con-

structively has gone on. We know much of the critici-m.
FEAR IN WORLD TOD \Y

There is fear all over the world today. I sensed it in my brief travels

in some of these countries in Europe'and Western Europe.

There is

fear of atomic energy, of hydrogen bombs, and germ warfare.
know that

We

IMPATIENCE OF AMERICANS

But all these people seem to be or the va.mt najoritv of then as I

could see, there seems to be in their iart a yearning for'peace anl they

look hopefully toward the 'United Nations as one orainzatiOin to(lay
that can bring about a realization of their (ream. We i the Uited
States are an Impatient people. We want to see things happen and
want to see them happen immediately an( it is very
v(ifficlilt for lis
to stand by and wait but that is one thing we have gi)t to learn.
DIS.ARMA.MENT .AND .To

MI( ENER(SY

Well, personally, I want to say this, that if there is this vast tide
of desire for peace in our world, then it seems to me that the United
Nations is a channel by which and through which this (desire can be
expressed. It needs ehainging, it is true.
leel.
.We
I believe, more
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of interest and concern and working analysis of the disarmament prograin.

I think we need inore Of the constructive use of atomic enelrgY.
(CRI:A.TEST

NEED IS kN

INFOIRMED PUBLIC

But of all the eeds, as I see it today, in iy humble (Opinion, the
greatest need is ani informed p)ullic to know exactly what the Unitel

Nations is striving to (do, what it has done, with all of its faults, to
realize that by the grace of God it has done a treitiendous amount ()f
goo(l. It needs not only the speech and the action but the prayers of
all the people who believe in it over tle world.
Senator HOLL.ND. Senator Sparkman?
Senator SPARKMAN. Do you want to ask Dr. McMains some quetions?
IMPATIENCE OF AMERICANS

Senator HOLLAND. NO, but I want to very strongly concur with him
on one point he ably made.
I believe I made somewhat the same
statement at the luncheon which we three attended a while ago. It
is that we American people are an impatient people and that is understandable.

We are accustomed to success and we are accustomed to

getting things done and we are accustomed to getting them done
quickly. We have not run up against the frustrations that nation,
that have been living hundreds and hundreds of years in one fori-i
or another in close juxtaposition with some other nations and always:
with conflict between then have felt and yet have survived
through the centuries of those strains. And whether anybody agrees
or disagrees with what any witness said today, I think all of us must
concur on that single point, that we have to learn not to be frustrated
by want of immediate success in an effort that is greater than that
which man has ever made in a deliberate organized way before.
Senator Smith ?
I r. N. SHOULD HAVE PRAYERS OF THE WORLD

Senator S.IriTH. I agree with you, Doctor, when you say this under-

taking should have the prayers of the people of our country and of
the world. I believe as you undoubtedly do that there is a Divine
Power which, if we seek it, we get help from and we should be willing
at this time to throw all we have into that source of strength. I thank
you for that expression.
U. N. 18 SHORTCOMINGS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Senator SP.RKMAN. I

want to say I think you have given us a very

fine statement and I think you have touched -- very important point

anl one that we do need more and more to take into account, and that
is to look a little more carefully at the balance sheet as between the
shortcomings of the IT. N., balanced off by the good points of the U. N.
I believe if we will do that we will be determinedd to work harder t
make it the kind of an organization we want it to be. Thank yoti
very much.
Sentor HOLLAND. Please call the next witness.

Mr. S ou

'.s,.
Mrs. H. R. Martin of Atlanta.
Senator ILOIL.ND. Mrs. 'Martin, will you proceeds?
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STATEMENT OF MRS. H. R. MARTIN, ATLANTA, GA.
Mrs. 1.\IAITIN. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcominiiittee, I
ain iirs. H. R. Martin, of Atlanta, but I an very lroud to say that
I amn also a constituenit of Senator Sparkman, of Alabama.
Senator SPARKMAN. I was going to( get after you saying you were
froi At lanta.
MAIIN. I wanted to say -John," and I am also one of the
thlltisands of mothers who sent their son, to the defense of their country in order to preserve our way of life.

I1Mrs.

ot,,il'()siTioN TO WORLD) GOVERNMENT

Is there any reason wihy the United Nations cannot continue as a
forum, where the various natiO
bs
l)resent their propo.-it ions and argue
their viewpoints ? It is unthinkable this organization should be
endowed with executive power over the lives and fortunes of American citizens-that is what itworld organization would do-destroy
our sovereignty and force our subservience.
Why did 22 States of 23 who originally endorsed world governnent, vote to rescind such action ? It proves conclusively the U nited

States does not wish to participate in any plan masterminded by
members of the Communist Partv.
The fighting spirit of the Patriots who started this governmentt will
be aroused in us wmen we understand fully this "'world government
plan.' Surely, we cannot be so naive as to let a band of world peace
advocates "sell us down the river."
So, here, today, let's go on record as opposing any form of world
government.

Senator HOlLL.NID. AIny (liest ions, Senator Sparkman
the next witness.

Please call

Senator SrARKAI.xN. Thank you.
Mr. SNODGRASS. Mr. Charles Bloch of Macon.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Bloch follows:)
ST.V

MI'LNT 0 V('
CIlAI I.S

J.

IBLOCII

My name is Charles J. Bloch: I am a miiemler of the law firm of Bloch, lal,
Groover & Ilawkins, 520 First National Bank Building, Macon, Ga. I have been
practicing law with this firm and its predecessors since July 1914. I am a past
I)re.si(ent of the Georgia Bar Association. Presently, I am chairman of the
.Judicial council l of Georgia, and a member )fthe board of regents of the Univer.ity System of Georgia.
Last year, at the annual meeting of the Georgia Bar Assiciation a member
introduced a resolution which read about like this: "Rcsolved. That the United
States get out of the United Nations, and the 'nited Nations get ot of the United
States."
This gentleimn's resolution was not passed-I believe it was ruled out of
order. Nevertheless, the resolution probably is representative of the feelings of
a great many Georgians. They represent one extreme view in the opinions of
G(Trgians as to the United Nations, and its accomplishments.
At the other end of the pole, the other extreme, are those who would expand
the U'nited Nations organization into a world federalism, and be willing for the
united States of America to cede their sovereignty as a nation to some world
government organization.
Personally, I think that for the most part the views of Georgians are somewhere
between those opposite poles.
Those of my generation have seen two world wars. We participated in one.
We saw our sons and sons-in-law participate in another. We shudder at the
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But, even more, we shuddler

at the tihought ()f the United States, as a Nation, ever surrendering its sovereignty

or any piart thereof to any nation or group of nations.
We had hoped that when the United Naiutis organizations was

,stahlished it

would be a potent force for leice. We realized its limitations, the lprinlilma I one
of whith was aind is that it would be a court withmt a sheriff or a marshal to
enfo r.e its orders amd decrees. Illlu trative of that limitation is the seeming
inahiility o(f the United Nations to accomplish the liberation of the American lies

held captive by Red China.
They have been strengthened by the
We have not :l)andmlned those hope,.
recent article, by Mr. James Saxon ('hilders in the Atlanta Journal and ( 'ontitution magazine of March 13, 1955.
But we are not willing for the United Nations to become a world government.
We are not willing for the ('ha rter of the United Nations t be deelned an iitriinent super or to the (onstitutio iof the I nited States of Anmeric.a.
In m-r ler that it, aind especially artiile 55 of 'halter IX there f, nay never lie
SO E1.,sidered 4)r cmstrued, I would stigest an anen(lnent to it expresing hi,,
thought :
"This charter ,zhill never be cmstrued so ias t, vest in an~y person any right
not granted to hini by the ('onstitution (of the United Stnt(s, nor as to depIrive
any person of any such right. It shall in all respects be c construed so as to re4,,nize that the ( 'mstitution )f the I'nited states is the sulprene law Cfthe lanl,
and that the charter is in every particular subordinate thereto.'

Prof. E. B. Ililley, Emory University.
STATEMENT OF E. BYRON HILLEY, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LAW,
EMORY UNIVERSITY, ATLANTA, GA.
Mr. HILLEY. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I

am professor of law at Emory University, which I suppose I should
mention in passing; in an earlier witness you asked for some witness'
about Emory. I suppose I need give none to the honorable chairman.
who is both an ahininuS of Emory and, I believe, a member of the
board of tristees.
Emory is a school of sonme 5,0() students. We recently becai e
democratic enough to adlmit the ladles. I am also eI'retary and niuniber of the executive committee of the DeKalh County Republica
Organization and vice president of the Property ()wners Asociation.
but I speak only for myself.
It isimpossible to get college professors to agree upon any sil)ject,
and I found that you cannot get Republicans to agree ullponl anytlinexcept that they are opposed to I)enmocrats.
To tie myself in with members of the committee, I mention Senator
Holland as a gradlilate of onur -'hool, and we are ighty prod of lio.f
o
We stole time (lean of Senator Sparknian's University of Alabama t,
our law ,'lo()l, nI just finished staying in the East visiting ,Senator
Smith's bailiwick.
I won't please anybody because I ain not here to condeni wh1oleheartedly the United Nations and neither am I here to en(o)rise if
wholeheartedly.
The matter which I desire to present to the committee has b)eenI a
matter already touched upon by a great many of o r witnesses to(la.
and has aroused much discussion and bloodless comment.
I would like, by the way, to ask the members of the committee to
ignore my written statement as I submitted it. as I have revised it so,,ie
and amplified it, andi I would prefer that this statement be utilized
instead.
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While the matter I wish to discuss is not a new topic of conversation, I believe my solution to it, may be new, at least I have not noted
anywhere any proposal.
SUGGE.STEID A.MENDI)ENT

1.:!.: I)O.MI':sTri('

JURIs)("rI(,N

It is my purpose to suggest an amendment to the United Nations
Charter to prevent, one, interference or attempted interference with
domestic affairs of the ineinl er nations; and secon(lly, to prevent the
United Nations Charter from being used as an instrument to overturn
the domestic rights and privileges of the citizens of tle member
nations.

At the founding of the United Nations, as has been stated here
already today, it was expressly provided in article 2. Ubparagraph 7.
thatNothing in the prcseut charter shall authorize the U nited Nations to intervene

..Iate
tiny or
in matters which are ,ssentially within the d,,4anesti, juri.ilit in oI :
present
shall require the member,; to submit such matters to settlement un(ler the

charter.

It was thus the intent of the founding nations that the United
Nations would not meddle in nor its charter be concerned with matters
the intent, it is
such been
ha(1 joined
fact,have
or members
policy. In
domestic
of
the United Nations
would
many
thatlaws
unlikely
or even, possibly, that it would have had any existence at all.
In spite of this prohibition against intervention in domestic affairs,
we have noted some examples of intervention or attempted intervention in the field of the domestic affairs of the member nations.
HUMAN RIGHTS I)OMESTIC IN ('HARACTER

IjLie most far reaching of these efforts to interfere with domestic
law has been the work of tle C(ommission ol Ihumnan Rights of the

United Nations, which apparently has as its aim the establi.lment
of a uniform system of individual rights regardless of what the laws
and customs o? the member nations themselves may provide.
The first Director of this Commission has brashly proclaimed what
the United Nation i.s trying to (1o, and it is revoluitionary in character.
Human rights are largely a matter of relationslil) between the states
and the individual and, therefore, a matter which has been traditionally regarded as being within the domestic jurisdiction of states.
'What

is now being proposed is, in effect, the correction of some sort

of supernational supervision of this relationship between the state and
its Citizens.
I (1o not know of anyone wiho has voted for this revolution but that
is what he proclaimed.
Here is a frank admission of an avowed intent to interfere with the
most fundamental relationship between the citizen and his Government, his individual rights, and imade by a highly placed United
Nations official, who admits to efforts to violate the U. N. Charter.
I suppose I will have to use my statement for the rest of it. I did
not get to give you all of it.
Senator HOLLAND. I am very sorry. Do you wish to file the rest
of your statement, Mr. Ililley ?
Mr. HILLEY. Yes, sir, insofar as is not modified by what I have said.
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We have seen the state-

Senator Sparkman?
Senator SPARKMAN. I don't, think I have any questions except this.
You understand, of course, that the Covenant on Human Rights, to
which you refer, has never come up in the United States Senate?
Mr. HI LLEY. I understand that and, of course, we would have to
ratify it, but what's been worrying me also is the fact that the Commission itself, as Malek admitted, has been in the modifications they
propose to human rights and is more responsive to the Soviet concept
than the Western concept.
Senator SPARKMAN. There is nothing binding in it until the Senate
of the United States by a two-thirds vote has ratified.

ment.

Mr.

HILLEY.

What is more, if we submit it to the other nations and

they ratify it we will socialize it and communize it to some extent.
Senator HOLLAND. Thank you very much, Mr. Hilley.
(The statement of Mr. Hiliey follows:)
STATEMENr OF

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LAW, EMORY UNIVERSITY, ATLANTA, GA.

E. BYRON HILLY,

The matter which I desire to present has been of concern to a great many of
our leading citizens and has aroused much discussion and bloodless conflict.
While the matter is not a new topic of discussion, I believe my solution to it
may be new-at least I have not noted anywhere my proposal. It is my purpose
to suggest an amendment to the United Nations Charter to prevent: (1) interference or attempted interference with the domestic affairs of its member nations,
and (2) to prevent the United Nations Charter from being used as an instrument to overturn the domestic rights and privileges of citizens of the individual
member nations.
At the foundin of the United Nations, it will he reatlied that the lh:rter il
in tlw
7, included the provi, ion: "Nothing c 'tntained
article 2. suibpar' rph
present charter shall authorize the Utnited Nations to intervene in ntatters which
are essentially within the lomnest ic jurisdiction of any state or, hall reqiuirf t
members t submit siich matters to settlement under the present charter."

It wrs

thus the intent of the founding nations that the United Nations would not meldle
in,.nor its cl:rter Ie concerned witll, matters of dlone tic laws or policy. In fact,
riii
isdiction over doineetic niat tears
had it heen the intent of the charter to pas ,
to an international bwdy, it is unlikely that the U'nited Nat ions wvotild have ninny
\\,()il( I in existence.
-)es.,
)r eve
leni
In spite of this prohibition a :a inst intrvettion in domestic. affairs. we Iav,
seen almost fron the ontset, attempts by various United Nationq or,.:ins to nedlle
in matters of domestic concern. The most far-reach in,., of tlese efforts to itterfere with domestic law has been the work of the C'mmission on Hluman l i..ht, of
the U. N. which apparently has as its aim the establishment of a uniform system 4f
indi vidual righl1ts rexardle',s of what the laws and customs of the member nat i(,ns
may provide. The first I-irector of this ( missionn brashly procl:aife(l : "Wihtt
do is revolutionary in character. gunman ri,hts
the United Nations i. trying tuo10
of relationships between the state and Individils, .and
a
are largely hitter
therefore, a matter which h:s e-,,n traditionally rewarded as being with in tlhe
domestic jurisdiction of st rates. What is now beilII proposed is,in effect, the
creation of some kind of supernational supervision of this relationship between
the state and its citizens." (The Annals of The American Academy of Politic'ul
and Social Science, January, 1948, as quoted in The Free Man, March, 195-5. :11
p. 359.) Here is a frank admission of an avowed intent to interfere with the
most fundament: l of the relationships between the citizen and his government-his individual rights-and made by a highly placed U. N. official who
admits to efforts to violate the V'. N. Charter.
Mr. Frank E. Ilolinan, in an illuminating recent article, The Free Man, March,
1955, pp. 359-363, has reviewed briefly the activities of this ('oimtission o
Human Rights and has pointed particularly to its refusal to approve in the statement of human rights any recognition of any right to private property or to be
secure against its arbitrary selzue by governments. In this interesting exposehe
quotes the Chairman of the Commission on Ituman Rights, Charles Malik of
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Lebanon, as follows: "I think a study of our proceedings will reveal that tile
under examitiatio Jo F&'.-l0Iilhl for tile
amendments we adopted to (lie old txts
most part wore to Soviet than to Western liromlptin igs. 1.'m -the S(
e or
year an
unsuccessful attempt was made to iricludle an article on the right too own property.
It seems incredible that in tliese cc nini(' matters, wlich reflect rinuldl much
more than mere ec(.onic divenzellcies, tiieeI.-t eri world is
dividve(l itself as
to be incapable of presenting a common front atainist ('ixliilIsiIJ."
I do not propose to linger longer to smg-vst tile o)hvious (langeiN front efforts of
the Commission onil 1ian Rights or oller" 1'. N. iorgarn t(o cll-: 11:,'hi'cal law. It
should i)e apparent to all that thert, i, lere a r
h'e\
great. A n equally grave
threat is the appldrernt trend of A.iericari jiil'
, ill s)nieare:s, t,, rely upo, tile
et wei, 1, .\A ri:
n ca itizelis. 'I'lhese
U. N. (Illarter as a I sis for (leci (lizi (':,es I,
cases are, daily threatening local laws o)f purely (Imilest ic cc
ar1dntill. sluld
not be tolernte(l.
While 1 (10 not attempt to phrase t l \vornrlirL, 4f tle alnienldiienits to ti LI'nited
Nations (h rter, I smtvgtstt hat ariclVe:irp
7. ,,(r,,hrailo
hl'
andl
strengthened to detine matters of flomeitic jurii(lictii.
It alqie:irs that the
words "esserntial.y within the (10milestic. j tir i
(si
(,'oln''c
te e air alnnbiguity which
111ia,:d4) t tile eff't tlat
ought to be eliminated anl furtlien. the provision .ioul.lh
i':ni'
,fcitizen N with citi/,,ii,
the U. N. Charter is riot intended to, re_ l:,i e til
.:et-,
being
rtiestV
-l,
or citizen with his state, so thrt we will ha,ve 1(
decided on the basis of the 1. N. ('h:rte.r. It ,lilld hI
be elf,1irly stau ta Il
t :hat the
U. N. ('itarter is (lesignl,(ot regulate on ly tie relationrs4 it
, ,e i"er
b
nations with
each other and nothing else.

Senator HOLL.A ND). ('all tie lext witnfc- pleer.
Ml. SNODGRASS. MlI'S. SI)painI "1'.
liiei'.

STATEMENT OF MRS. SPANN W. MILNER, PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED NATIONS COUNCIL OF ATLANTA, GA.
Mrs. MILNER. Mr. Chli'mlall anan

get tleei

of the

iieoiiiiiittee,

I am Mrs. Spann W. Milner, president of the I united Nat ions council l
of Atlanta. The United Nations council l of Atlanta, which grew out
of Women United for tUnited Nation.,, ha-s;i()IIItentl" believed tlat
the United Nations is our best human instru-iment for peace. We,
together with 26 or more ou'gianizati011. 1Cooperating. lave I)een rvponsible for the ol)servanlce of It'ited Natiow,,D)ay an d Week, ire ill
Atlanta.
DISSI.IINATION

(F

FA('TU \1, I N')RMATIVN

AB('UT 1.

N.

We believe tlat tie nuxmiber and co plexity of the pri')obenu with
which the Inite( Natiois lhas been calle( on to(deal, ha.I)een a bar to
the un(lerstan(ing of tile great wok of the organization aml to the

benefits to the Inited States which htave conm through our participation. On' l)il)ose, therefore, has been to (lisseminate factial informa-

tion about the United Nati s, believing that if the people knew the
facts, they will give their suI)l)ort to Strell(rt Iening it.
I would like to give an example of some of the misinformation we
recently heard. Recently there have been statements made that 1uder
the NATO agreement our boys are sul)jecte( to foreign courts with-

out the projurisdiction to our own cnmtituitional protection.
And vet I have a brochure here from tile State Il)el)a'trllet in which
Attorney General Brownell says that they hve far more protection
under NATO than they woul(l have without the agreement.
Therefore, we do believe that it isessential that factual information
be given to our American people. We have no opportunity to poll our
membership on charter revision, l)ecause we had such lhort advance
notice of the subcommittee hearings.
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Personally I feel if the member nations of the United Nations wish
to amend and review the charter the United States should not oppose.
I also feel that if the United States feels we have an obligation to these
smaller nations then that obligation should be discharged.
However, as charter revision requires highly technical knowledge,
we would not feel sufficiently informed to make specific reconimendations for cliange in an-v event.
The United Nations Council of Atlanta, I am sure, would concur in
the opinion that the charter in its present form, if used to its fullest,
would serve effectively the cause of international peace.

Thank you.
Senator IOLLAND. Senator Sparkman.

Senator SP.\RKN.I,. Mrs. Milner, I am glad you brought out that

point regarding NATO and treatment of our bovs under NATO and
would like to remind you that was not anything done by the United
Nations. The NATO Status of Forces Agreement was a treaty ratified
by two-thirds of the United States Senate.
Mrs. MIIJNER. That's right.
Senator SPARKMAN.N. And I believe the Senators were looking pretty
carefully into the question as to whether or not full justice would be
done to our boys servinjr in the Armed Forces in a foreign country.
Mrs. MhLN R. Well, as NATO is an agreement that is made within
the framework of the United Nations would it not therefore beSenator Sr.xR+KM.\. I think you are under an impression which was
p erfectly proper, but I say though l that when people toss out the N.ATO
Status of Forces treaty as an example condemning the United Nations,
actually the IUnited Nations had nothing to do with it at all.
M[rs.MILNER. Yes, well, I appreciate that observation. Thank yoi.
Senator hO.LAND. Thank you so much. Irs. Milner.
Dean Narmore. Gen. George Moseley.
STATEMENT OF GEN. GEORGE MOSELEY, ATLANTA, GA.
and members of the committee,
before I learned of the procedure that vou were going to follow, I wrote
my views to my friend, Senator George. I know him quite well, and
I have had copies of that letter made and I hope you will read it
General M's\IEY. Mr. (hairman

carefully.

I think you came to this area to get 1lie opinions of the people of
this section on this particular issue. It strikes me that the State of
Georgia has stated its position in most positive terms. Several ve-ars
ago a group Cane through the U'nited States quietly and rather
secretly.

They went to every legislature to get them to endorse a plan for" a

convention to hear about one-world government.
Georgia fell in with that, and agreed to it, and so did approximate
30 States, I believe.
But the truth finally leaked out, and Georgzia was the first State to
correct its position. It reversed its former action and lead the way
across the Nation when some approximately 30 States followed suit.
Also Georgia took a very positive position in reference to the
Bricker amendment, endorsing it, and I can tell you right now that
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the legislature which has just concluded its sessions, endorsed tlat
same Bricker amendment.
I N'IriEuE

WI('E
WVTI

DOMESTIC

AFFAIRS

Now tile inmportant thing to me from one point of view of the c arter
is section 7, article 2, clal)ter 1 wlhiich has recently been comnemted
upo)o1, which l)r()liibits the 1'. N. from interfering in the interior affairs,
international affairs (if member states or requiring those stat(,s to bring
any c((itroversy 1)efore 1'. N. decisionn.
But it adds ilat this slhall not interfere within the prohibition'; or the
instructions un(ler section 7, chapter 7 in reference to the enforcement
of world peace. that is all right because world peace is an international
qtiestioii. I t i not an internatiolnal quest ion.
Aks a inatter of fact, oeiitlenien, you know IT. N. is killing itself b
doing just what is prohiibited under section 7, that is, interfering with
the international affairs of member nations. lPrincipally these affairs
comes from that committee I'NES('().
But as far as world 1)roblems involving peace or war, did they acAnd in ('hina today?
c(mplish anythiing in Korea? In Indoclhina
Now our representative, Mr. Lodge, spoke here some time ago before the c()nventiol of lawyers, tile bar an, c).iation. He tried to excuse
many of the actions of U. N. and he finally promised thatAs long as I am your representative in

'. N. there will not be anything passed

to the Senate to be put in treaty form which will destroy any provision of the
Constitution of the United States.

Yet at this very moment the UNESCO treaty is waiting there and
might. be passed lby just a lhandful of Senators.
Now there is onle thing that we ouglt to remember as we consider
this whole problem: The greatest influence extant in the world today

is nationalism., tie desire of nations to rin their own affairs in their
owil way.

It was nationalism that dismembered and destr()yed the British
Empire, and that Empire is not going to be reconstituted.
It s(,eis to me tiht thl( one thing that we should (1o is to recognize
that great force of natio)alism in tihe world and throughout the world.
IE('()M MENI)ATI ONS

Let me rea( il closing the reconiniendations that I male Spi-ciilallv
(1) A short redrafted charter limiting the U. N. to an Assembly to
be called in an emergency when the peace of the world is threatened.

It is very interesting to watch the vote of the Assembly when they
are left alone and not under the supervision of some overlord nation.
(2) A more positive restatement of the prohibition contained in the
first part of section VIII, article '2, chapter I, so that there may be no
interference wi] tie internal affairs of member nations. If this is not
done. I . N. will destroy itself.
The other recommendations are in the printed copy if you have
them there.
Senator HOLLAMN). Thank you very much. General.
Senator Smith has a question or comment.
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DRAFTERS OF CHARTER

Sellator S.UFIE-'l. ( general, there is one. thing in your letter that I
must take exception to because I happen to know personally the mei
who dedicated themselves to the work of writing the United Nations

Charter.
I must take exception to this statement of yours.

I am sorry you

have it in here. You state"
Now we come to the charter of U. N. written by a group of individuals who
then had in mind the crippling of our Republic in the interest of others beyond

the seas.

I can't accept that for one minute. I am sorry; I can't do it.
Senator HOLLAND. I ai surel that no one who klows the persons
who represented the [United States in the leading position at San
Francisco. colld for a moment accept that statement without challenge, either.
OsELY.r. Senator, I ami not mentioning those who were
(enei'al
our high representatives there. They. were fine men, but they often
(lid not kiow what was l)eing (lone secretly an( behind the scenes, thnat
is what I refer to. I am not attacking any of the Secretaries of State.
Senator HOLL.\NI). I tlink you may waant to reword your statement,
then, General. if you look at it. Whai you say isNow we come to the charter of U. N. written by a group of individuals who then
had in mind the crippling of otur Republic in the interest of others beyond thv
seas-

and that. would look like vou are charging those who wrote the clirtv
with repre,--entinjr others and with being adverse to our own interests.
I don't believe you mean that.
General MosrI.
No, mv fear was, Senator, they did not know
what vas ,,oinjz on and what was )eing written and the purpose of it
at that time. That has all come out in history sin1Ce.
S'euator HOLLANI). Tlaik you very much, (eieral.
Senator Sparknman, did yon have any questions.?
Senator

Si'PAIK3AN.

No, no questions.

(General Moseley's prepared statement is as follows:)
A\IA
Hon. WALTER

F.

N'A, G .\., *lf(Irt'h

1.?, 1!9',5.

GEORGCE,

chairmann. Committee on Foreiqn Relations,
Unitd State's ,q,
natc, Washington. D. C.
MY I ) :Ai: S1 NATOR: The local press carries a notice of a meeting of a subvI,,iii
mittee to hear recomlii(ndatimns in reference to a ii - bile revi,,ion if the . -N
Charter. If the influence of the one wo elders is to shape the revision in the slightPqt degree, there should be no revision at all. If, on the other hand, the opinion
and wishes (if honest-to-God Americans are to govern. then there are a number of
e
changes which should be made in the charter in the interest of the future vll-

being of our Republic andi the rights and freedom of all our citizen,4.
Senator, your State of Georgia has already spoken on this subject, In no 1ncertain terms. Mrs. Roosevelt ha,; said repeatedly that the IT N. was the incuibator of one-world government. A number of organizations are in exitence now
to accomplish just that. In furtherance of that idea, several year'; ago the one
worlders approached the legislature,, of the several States quietly an(] rather

secretly, urging them to approve a plan for a national conference to consider oneworld government. Georgia, as you will recall, and some 30 States, approved
the plan, and the one worhlers felt elated. But the truth leaked out gradually.
The American people became informed. The legislature of Georgia reversed Its
stand, withdrawing its approval, and Georgia then led the way across the Nation
as approximately 30 States followed the action of Georgia. This showed the
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.,ie woilders very definitely that an informed American citizenry would not stand
by silently and permit Uncle Sam to commit suicide.
Did these one worllers stop there? No, they have since been working from the
top down. These schemers who would destroy our Republic, now realize they
must brew their vile stuff in the I. N. in the hope of it being rammed down our
throats in treaty form.
No one saw this danger more clearly than you (lid. Probably no one pointed It
out so clearly, and in such a few words, as did Secretary of State John Foster
Dulles, when he said:
"Treaties make international law and also they make domestic law. Under
our ('onstitution, treaties hecime the supreme law of the land. They are indeed
more supreme than ordinary law, for congressional laws are invalid if they do
not conform to the Constitution, whereas treaty laws ('an override the ('ontitution. Treaties, for example, can take powers away from the congress s and give
them to the President; they can take powers from the State and give them to
the Federal Government or to ,(ome international body, and they can cut across
the rights given the people by the Constitutional Bill of Rights."
The danger goes much further than a mere treaty that might be widely discussed before being approved by the Senate. It goes to agreements entered into by
the President and the head of a foreign state. The legislature of the State of
Georgia recently renewed its foriner action approving the Bricker amendment.
Now we come to the Charter of United Nations, written by a group of individuals who then had in mind the crippling of our Republic in the interest of
others beyond the seas.
The most important provision in the United Nations Charter is section VII
article 2, of chapter I, which reads as follows:
"Nothing contained in the present charter shall authorize the United Nations
to interfere in matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of
any state; or shall require the members to submit such matters to settlement
under the present charter; but this princil)le shall not prejudice the application
of enforcement measures under chapterr VII.- (Chaper VII, as you know, deals
with the strictly international question of peace and war.)
I have always hoped that the above quoted provision meant what it said: but
in fact, little attention has been paid to it in the administration of 1'. N. As a
Nation and as a people, we are deeply interested in world peace and in all honest
efforts to accomplish it. We will always (-ooperate with the rest of the world
in thitt effort, but we should insist that our internal affair, be left strictly alone.
This does not mean that we will not cooperate in a proposal for disarmament. We
always will, provided it is honestly advanced, and that the proposal includes
positive means for its accomplishment.
Thus, Senator, I believe that section VII, article 2. chapter I, should be made
more positive. All our legislators should realize that the greatest influence
throughout the world today is .nationalism-the desire of peoples everywhere
to run their own affairs in their own way. Rightly we believe in States rights.
Nationalism is simply States rights on the top level of sovereign nations.
Those interested in the success of the 1'. N. should realize that it can survive
only If it limits itself to international problems and scores success in that field.
It will destroy itself if it permits its officials and Its committees to interfere, or
to attempt to interfere, with the internal affairs of member nations.
Just where the I. N. scored a victory? Certainly not in Korea-not in Indochina-not in China proper. When It does get a proposal through, it is generally
by compromise and too often an insult to the Vnited States goes with it.
As a soldier of many years' service (10 years overseas) I am not afraid that
we will be destroyed by war or battle, but we are slowly beiug destroyed by law
as we permit our Constitution to be destroyed piecemeal.
Please permit me to make a further suggestion-that a reorganized 1'. N. be
limited to the Assembly. It is interesting to study the vote of the Assembly,
always in the interest of the world at large. Its majority vote can be depended
upon especially if that vote can be freed from all control by some powerful nation
overlord. In this day of the radio, and the airplane going 500 miles an hour,
the Assembly could be brought together promptly in any emergency involving
world peace or war: or for the purpose of localizing war. That is all we need
in a U. N.-a forum where world problems can be frankly discussed without
control by a security council.
It Is so often stated that the high speed liner and airplane as well as the radio,
have changed conditions throughout the world in that they have brought nations
closer together. My duties once took me to the Near East where I saw closely
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most of those nations that had been living together as neighbors for centuries.
Do they love each other? No, they hate each other much as they did three or
four thousand years ago.
Permit mie, Senator, to summarize my recoinnlendations briefly as follows:
1. A short redrafted charter limiting the U. N. to an Assembly to be called in
an emergency when the peace of the world is threatened.
2. A more positive restatement of the prohibition contained in the first part
of section VII, article 2, chapter I, so that there may be no interference with
the internal affairs of member nations If this is not done U. N. will destroy itself.
3. The promulgation of an international policy of national rights on the top
level of sovereign nations, corresponding, in spirit and principle to our State,
rights.
4. The requirement that officials detailed to the U. N. by any member nation, owe
their first loyalty and allegiance to, the nation they represent and that that loyalty cannot
l)e
taken over in any degree by the U. N. itself.
5. That, as far as the United States is concerned, consideration be given to the
problem of finding outstanding Americans to represent u.s in the UN, not lame
ducks, or di.screditci individuals, and certainly not by individuals representing
organizations having un-Americain international plans.
6. The United States would be greatly benefited if the headquarters o)f T . N.
could be moved physically out of our country. The (.,ost involved wouhl be considerable, but it would e of great benefit to the United States, even if we Americans had to foot the bill inv,,lved in the transfer.
Very respectfully.
G(EORGE VAN HORN MOSELEY.
Major General United States Army, Retired.

Dean NARMORE. Mrs. Kate B. Oliver, Atlanta, representing the

Business and Professional Women's Club.
STATEMENT OF MRS. KATE B. OLIVER, PRESIDENT, BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S CLUB, ATLANTA, GA.
Mrs. OLINJR. Senators Sparkman. Holland and Smith, I am Kate

B. Oliver. president of the Professional Business Women's Club of
Atlanta. I have not forgotten your nice speech to us at our national
convention, Senator Sparkman.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you.

Senator

Senator Sparkman always makes good speee,.
Senator SilARKMAN. Look what experience I had with all tl,-e
ladies.
,Ir. OLivER. The Business and Professional Wonu,'s ('lul'. have
supported
Nationshaving
from the very beginning, repre: ,itatives from the
the United
organization
served as consultants wlhen the
HOLLAND.

charter was drafted in San Francisco.
Business and Professional W'omen's Clubs continue to study" proposals for strengthening the charter.
Realizing thle success of the IT. N. depends oin the upp)ort of the
8 lblic and its member nations, Business and Professional Women's
lubs endeavor to strengthen the work of the U. N. through inlivi(hllal
members who use their influence in creating an informed public
opinion.
NEW INTERI'IRET.\TI(ONS AND USA(E OF PHISENT ('IAWET

The present charter, despite its inadequacies, could be an instrument toward peace, security and justice, if new interpretations and
usage of the present charter were made to meet the needs not enisioned in the charter when it was drafted. The political prestige of
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I". N. could be increased if member nations would aisigii to it topnotch diplomats.
If a review of the charter is inade, it should be made for the
strengthening of it. rather than making a change in it. With the
international situation as it is at this tiie, a complete revision at this
time might be disastrous. A change in policies of member nations.,
rather than in the charter itself, would promote the establishment
of better world relationships.
Senator HOLLA ND. Senator Sp arkman.
Senator SPINIM..,. No que..tinis, thank you.

I think it is a very

fine statement.
Mrs. OLIVER. Thank you, Senator.

Dean Narmore.
Mrs. MN.
W. Rozar.
Senator HoLLAND. Now we are getting pretty close down to the

deadline and instead of getting through I have been givel additional
names not on the typewritten list.
I ask that the witnesses be brief.
STATEMENT OF MRS. M. W. ROZAR, MACON. GA.

Mrs. Roz.R. I do want to tell a s tory to you. Senator Holland. I
am going to take time out for that, I (10 not know whether ,'oil heard
the late-t story continr fromi ex-Governor 'l'alinadge, talking to a
Floridian saving. "What do you think about all these Georgians who
come down to Florida to liv(-C Ex-(iovernor Talmadge thinks and
I think the standard of intelligence of both States has been aided.
I am now a resident of Florida, Senator Holland; that applies to
me too.
Senator IHLLAND. As5 n'y father 'va.- a (1eori(ia1,i I woiit take
i-sio

with ou.

Mr. R,)z.1:. .\vM name is Malora S. Rozar of M.acon. I worked too
on the United States councill for (Celebiation of 1'. N. I)av and was
status of woman chairman of tle Clhri'tian Service)f the M'thiodi
Church, worked with the Leagte of Women V)ters and als( am with
the Macon Council of World Affairs and Legislative Chairman o)f

United Council of church h Women of MAacon. I am not speaking only
for myself but mostly for my husband who wa: very interested in coming tolay but could not conm ()n account of business.
I wish very much he could be here instead of me.
1'. N. ONLY HOPE MOR PEA('E

With all of its faults, the United Nations is our last and only genuine hope for peace. Today it seems a forlorn l io)e. Even if we must
face a third world war, it cannot be said that war came from the
reason that the United Nations does not work. The United Natiolis
has never been instituted as it was designed and Ias never been given
a chance to work.
L NW
WORLD ORDER UNDER WOR1,%)

With the experience of 10 years on which to base our future plans
and policy, it should be possible to take advantage of the opportunity
prcsvniteol by the original charter itself and make a revision of the
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charter which will give a fair trial to the idea of world order under
world law.
All of the arguments that have been advanced against the United
Nations were, in one guise or another, also advanced against the idea
of the Federal Union on which our United States of America is
founded.
The answers to most of the arguments are the same. When we look
at the very frequent instances of quarreling and friction and fighting
over inexcusable issues between the several states in Central and South
America and in other parts of the world and contrast such a state of
affairs with the peaceful coexistence of the several States of the Unitel
States of North America or of Brazil or of the Provinces of Canada
anl similar unions who settle all such issues in the courts, there seelmls
little left to strive for but a means whereby an analogous situation may
be brought about between nation states by implementing the United
Nations to a position sufficient to make it effective.
It is recogiliz,(d that we have one complication in the truculence of
Russia and her allies, but the prospective charter revision of the Unitedl
Nations, itself, offers an opportunity to establish that "standard 'o
which all men of good will may repair," while making clear to all
the world that the will and the means to peace do there exist but for
the obstructionism of the Soviet bloc.
The world has been told that disarmament is not possible, without
the consent of Russia in good faith to submit to genuinely effective
inspection.
Now a charter of the United Nations drawn up in such a spirit and
application by all of that part of the world of good will and peaceful
intention would effectively put the masters of the Kremlin in a still
less defensible position if they dared to reject such a charter.
There is not time to give details nor answers to anticipated objections, however, a revision of the charter should, in some form, include
at least the following:
PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION

1. Proportional representation.
A minimum of 1 vote should be given each state and possibly the ,
largest nations should be given an equal maximum number of votes
large enough not to penalize the smallest of the 5 on a proportional
basis, or else the proportional rel)resentation should be factored i)1
tests of the population for literacy percentage or by gross nation:1l
product or other means designed to prevent a large mass of ignorance
exercising greater power than a smaller mass of ignorance exercising
greater power than a smaller mass or responsible intelligence.
VETO POWER

2. Revise the veto power.
Since Russ.ia already has a veto power which possibly can wreck
any sensible proposition, it might be advantageous to hold a supple[ientary preconvention for agreement by all nations of peaceful intentions, so that unanimous support could be given in the charter revision
conference to force the handof the Soviet bloc.
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DISARMAMENT

3. Make effective a progressive schedule of disarmament.
This, of course, could never be done without the acceptance of
Russia of the proposed condition of inspection but at least it should
be drawn in the formn in which it should be adopted and Russia again
allowed to kill it if nian's ingenuity cannot prevent.
INTERNATIONAL,POLICE FORCE

*I

4. The charter, itself, should be made to implenient the International Police Force on a schedule which will bring about it4 gradual
increase of power 1)y transfer of arms and men proportionately as the
arms of individual nations are reduced, s,that a soon as possible the
power under the control of the United Nations will be sluperior to any
nation or bloc as was originally conceived by the writers of the original charter.
'REA'I'O N OF EXE(UTI'IVE ('(MMI'IrEF

5. A coiniittee should be created as the executive head of the United

Nations.
'Fie members should be elected by proportional s f'ra,.re and the
President of the (oin ittee should alternate by election bv the niembers of the (ommittee, in the iimanner of that of'the Executive Council
of the Swiss Goveriinent. Representation on tie Executive Commuittee would not be proportional as would be representation mn the
legislative body or bodies but its members would be chosen hv proportional suffrage.
IIMIT TO POWERS OF'1.'.N.

6. Establish then in the United Nations Charter by mIeans of words

which cannot be controverted as have been the words in our United
States ('ostitution, a limit to the powers of the Ulite(l Nations so
that usurpation and abuse by the United Nations of national powers
11nd rights may not occur.
This teu1)orizi1lg the United States Constitution by the Federal
Government to the detriment of the rights of the States is one of the
main reasons for the lack of support and even active opposition by
litany individuals of the idea of a world state in limited form, which
is absolutely essential for worll peace.
WO

D(1II)URTll{l

7. Bring the World Court into more active world correlation with
tfle United Nations so that a complete and balanced s.etup can be expected to protect all who genuinely seek peace and place their trust
i law and order.

RUSSLA

AND

TIlE UNIrF)

NATIONS

It may be claimed that all is futile as long as Russia does not, cooper-

:,Me. That is definitely not the case. Russia woul(ldestroy the United

Nations today if she'knew low to do it; she would control it if she
42435-55-pt. 8----9
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could, but she cannot; and she would ignore it if she dared, but sie
dare not.
Not only is the United Nations our most valuable tool, but it is our
most valuable weapon and can be made vastly more effective by the
actions I have here proposed.
Senator HOLLAND. Thank you very much.
Dean NARMORE. Mrs. Mciibben Lane, of Macon, Ga.

STATEMENT OF MRS. McKIBBEN LANE, MACON, GA.
Mrs. L. E. M[r. Chairman and meml)ers of the comnmitttee, Mayor
Hartsfield, ladies and gentlemen, I am Mrs. cMKibben Lane, of Macoii,
housewife, mother of 3 grown children, grandmother of 4 little ones.
I do not presume to speak for anyolnetut myself, but I am confident
that on this one subject my husband and children are in substantial
agreement with me. The grandchildren have not expressed their
opinion yet but they will be doing so in about 20 years from now and
I hope that they can approve of the way our generation meets this
challenge of our tine.
I am exceedingly grateful to the committee for this opportullit Nto
express my opinion on this vital matter. Your action in bringing thiS
discussion to the people is the miost hearteninig tling ftit ha.; happenc(l
since the birth of the United Nations.
LIMITED WORLD LAW

Convinced as I am of the folly and sinfulness of war, I believe that
the United Nations must be .strengthened into an organization capable

of enforcing law and order in the world.
The charter must be so revised as to contain laws and the means of
enforcing them-laws limited, however, to the area of armaments and
of the power to wage aggressive warfare. These laws should not be
in the form of a broad grant of power to the United Nations but,
rather, should be spelled out in specific terms in the charter itself and
should be enforceable upon individuals.
Surely man should have learned by now that when he submits to the
law of the land he yields a bit of personal sovereignty in order to win
a larger liberty under the protection of the law.
This principle must be applied to the world community.
STRENGTHENING

TIlE U. N.

I believe that this project of strengthening the United Nations
should become the core and the substance of our country's forei,-ii
policy. Our policy of peace, prosperity, and freedom for all peopiel_
is simply not being put over. Isn't it because we need a wise overall,
long-range plan instead of trying to cope with each situation after
it has arisen and has deteriorated so that there is no wise or good course
of action for us, only a frantic choice between evils?
Charter revision could provide us with the long-range plan for copingwith Russia's long-range plan of world communism.
Besides spelling out the process of universal disarmament, there are
other attendant changes necessary in the charter, for example, a better
system of universality of representation; but these can be worked out
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by you and other men of wisdom and patriotism who honestly seek a
solution to the difficulty and not a difficulty for every sohition.
It is suicidal for us to condemn the United Nations for its inadequacies or to talk of withdrawing from it. Furthermore, the best way
to support any young organism is not to try to keep it as it is but to
help it to grow stronger and more able to meet the requirements of
its surroundin".
The peril oour time calls for bold action based upon the kind of
political wisdom our forefathers showed when they founded this
Nation.
Half-measures, delays, equivocation, timid procedures-they would
not have sufficed in those days, neither will they do so now. It may
take a long time to go through all the necessary steps effectively to
revise the charter. Please let us begin no later than right now.
LIMITED W0iOLD LAW

members of this coninittee, who lold much awesoome responsibility, to lead us forward cotirageou.sly by declaringr to
the world a bold, brave policy that the United St ates will join the
other nations ini submitting to limited world law, thuis gaining for all
peoples liberty and just ice under God.
Such a declaration would show the bewildered peoples of Asia,
Europe, and of our own country just exactly where we s and: ftirthermore it would be a rallying cry to the heart of every human being who
longs for peace.
Senator HOLLAND. Any questions. Thank you so much.
Dean NARMORE. Mrs. Alfred Green. Mrs. Green was here all morning and she has several children so I am afraid she had to go home.
I plead with you

Senator HOLLAND. Please insert her statement when you can secure

it.
(The document is as follows:)
STATEMENT OF MRS. ALFRED GREEN, THE LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF ATLANTA

I am Mrs. Alfred F. Green, Jr., a director of the League of Women Voters of

Atlanta, Ga. This is an organization of approximately 1,200 women members.
We are a nonpartisan group, working in the interest of good constitutional
government.

Although the League of Women Voters is not in a position at this time to recommend any specific amendments to the united Nations Charter, or even to the
holding of a revision conference, we would like to reaffirm our endorsement of
the United Nations as the best available mechanism for attaining worldwide
peace.
Traditionally, we have studied and worked in the interest of international coIn
operation for the purpose of promoting peace and well-being among nation.
it
since.
and
have
supported
new
organization
approval
of
the
1945, we expressed
The league recognizes certain weaknesses in the United Nations, but feels that
the ideals, principles, and methods incorporated in the charter are the best yet to

be offered. We feel the 10-year record is one of enthusiastic progress. We would
I

encourage any reasonable effort to strengthen the United Nations. It is commendable that the Senate is attempting to get wide expression of opinion on this
important subject.

Dean NARMORE. Miss Anise Troth.
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STATEMENT OF ANISE TROTH, PRESIDENT, GEORGIA FEDERATION
OF BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S CLUBS, INC., ATLANTA,
GA.
Mr. Chairnmn, 1 an Anise Troth, president of li
Georgia Federation of Business & P'rofessional Women's Clubs and a
member of the national board. 'We, the members of the National
Federation of Business and Professional Woien's Clubs, have supl)ort( d the United Nations from the beginning. We were presented
during the drafting of the charter by members of the federation in
advisory capacities.
Strengthening and making effective the United Nations has beell
an item on our federation legislative l)rogram since 1948 and a question of deep co)lcern to all who realize that a peaceful world is essenitial to the advanceenient of business and professional women.
While we do not feel that at this point we are prepared to sti(rest
revisions in the charter, we are at the sane time aware of the importance of the U1nited Nations as an agency for international peace.

Miss

TROTH.

ACHIEVYMENTS OF U. N.

We are also (ogizant of the solid achiievenfnts of the U7nited
Nations through interl)retation of the provisioll of the charter in it,

present formn. For example: Aggression was stopped in spite of the
veto; nine nations representing almost one-fourth of the world's
I)ol)lilation. have gained their inlependence regardless of failure to
provide for the self-determination of peoples; social and economic betterment has been possible for millions through the sharing of skills,
even though tlere was no arrangement under the charter for direct
aid.
WOMAN S PROGRESS UNDER THE CHARTER

As a representative of business and professional women, I should
of course call attention to the progress that has been made by women
under the present charter. For the first time in history, the principle
of full equality for women was given recognition by the framers of
the charter: through the work of the Status of Women Commission,
this principle has been given meaning for women in many countries;
equal political rights have been won in 24 countries; a convention on
equal pay for equal work has opened the drive for economic equality.
Progress is being made by women in many countries as a result of
the Commission's work on equality before the law, especially as it
affects property and family rights, equal opportunity for education,
participation in public life and job training.
These are but a few of the accomplishments affecting the status of
women which have been effected under the present charter.
FEDERATION IN FAVOR OF ('HARTER REVIEW

On the recommendation of the United Nations Charter Review
Committee of the national federation, the members of the federation
voted at the biennial convention at St. Louis in 1954to nak that the Uinited States support the calling of a conference for the review of
the United Nations Charter when the question comes before the General Assembly in 1955.
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In the meantime, the members of our federation are continuing the
study of the charter provisions and the work of the United Nations
with a view to recommending possible revisions in the charter to
strengthen and make effective the United Nations.
We feel that it has not been so much the machinery that has prevented the United Nations from being more effective, but the lack of
and the will of the people and their leaders.
Peace is made by people, not by machinery. We must have faith
in the United Nations as an instrument for peace and by our support
make it work for the good of all the peoples everywhere.
Senator HOiLAND. Thank you very much.
Dean NA M RE. Mrs. Dobbs.
STATEMENT OF MRS. JAMES K. DOBBS, PUBLICITY CHAIRMAN, THE
UNITED CHURCH WOMEN OF ATLANTA
Mrs. DOBBS. Mr. Chairman, honorable Senators. I am Carmen
Dobbs and I am publicity chairman for the United ('hurch Women of
Atlanta, and what I am going to say will reflect some of the findings,
some of the thinking, and some of the intentions ()f our grout).
I would like to say that it was the United Church Women of Atlanta
who in the beginning organized a gr(up lere later a- ,.o'iating other
organizations for the study and support of the United Nations.
CHARTER SHOULD) N(r BE REVISED AT THIS TIME

We look back on that with fondness. It is my opinion, reflecting
the thought of the United Church Women of Atlailta, that the Charter
of the United Nations should not be revised at this time.
That is, we have no s)ecifi recomniienidation.i- at this time for
revision.

I like to think of that old story that is told about our forefathers
being men of iron nerve who waited 3 days for a stage coach to go
somewhere and we become impatient if we mis one section of a
revolving door.
I thin& we ought to tone ourselves down when we feel this impatience coming upon us to have peace emerge from the United Nations
in 10 short years. It seems to me that the network of international
relationships is so closely built up, strained though they are in spots,
that an attempt at charter revision at this point would produce more
ill than good, and that there is provision under the present charter
to ease the strain in those very spots with the application of understanding and good will both of which come as a result of education
and dedication.
It seems to me we have some growing to do to live up to the charter
as it is. International peace and security is still a startling idea to
many people. The United Nations has a record of conspicuous accomplishment, page and line of which have been cited again and
again. And we have seen the great powers so-called of the world
shrink 7 to 2. Perhaps we are making protres. perhaps there are
changes here and there which might be made at this time and in time
will be made.
I feel this is the time for us to support the United Nations to the
fullest and to accept and implement the charter in its present form.
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We have called it the cornerstone of United States foreign policy.
Then it must be good.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

OF U.

N.

unless one just wants to look for defects, one can be amazed and
thrilled over the accomplishments of the United Nations. Consider
the marvelous provision of article 51. Few nations hold the saine
views about every matter all the time. History has shown allies one
year are not necessarily allies the next year.
One nation may shift opinion next year as against what it espoused
this year, vet here is a provision for the nations which have the samne
security views, or have a natural regional tie up, under which they
can organize themselves under article 51 for collective security; or
under the provisions of articles 52-54 for regional arrangements.
There are practices which are permissible under the charter wlhicli
'ani be used to correct niany of the defects. (oiisider that the Unitinr
for Peace resolution gave t-ie Assembly a vetoless authority in security
matters.
Already it is accepted practice that if a permanent member of the
Security Council abstains from voting that does not constitute a veto
despite the fact. that article 27 (3) provides for the-affirmntive vote of 7 members, including the concurring votes of the permanent
members.

I believe the charter, as it is, can be made to serve well the cause
of international peace and justice. If the resl)onsil)le and high-ilntentioned organizations across this country (and other countries as well)
would covenant to build up confidence in the charter and its arrangements, and sulmIwribe to the idea of working through the United Nations to solve world problems as far as it is possible we would find that
it, goes far. and it would avail to show just how effective an instrument
it really is.
INTERNATIONAL

L.AW

In such matters as international law, under article 13 1-a the General Assembly is called upon to initiate studies and make recommendations for the purpose of encouraging the progress and development of
international law and its codification.
It does not take a Philadelphia lawyer to see that the interpretation
of the word -law" varies sharply among the peoples of the world,
and indeed a large segment (one-third) of the people is ruled by those
who do not recognize any moral law and look upon human "law" as
a means whereby those in power may win their goals or destroy thobe
who oppose them.
POSSIBILITIES IN PRESENT CHARTER

A little more of the technical assistance program, a little more of
the operation of the humanitarian agencies of United Nations andl
these things will give.
Progress has been made and is being made to lift people to the level
of better standards of living, of education and understanding.
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I quote Mr. Dulles:
I believe thnt It lies within our power to advance the great objective of te
United Nations provided we are patient, resourceful and resolute and inspired
by faith that mani has the capacity to overcome evil with g,,l.

That is my belief too. I live in a nat ion that caine into being "under

God" and I would like to see uis as a nation li(e up to the possibilities
set for us in the ('hlrter of the Un ited(i Nations as drawn, and iot at
this time suffer the d i.t irim lia.e of a revision.

Senator I Il~IAND. Thank yo, very nuch.
I)ean NARMORE. Mr. I)avidBulrgess of.\tlaiti. (1().
Senator

HOILLANI).

%r. Btrrt".'s, we will be( glad to hear you, :ir.

STATEMENT OF DAVID S. BURGESS, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
GEORGIA STATE INDUSTRIAL UNION COUNCIL, CIO, ATLANTA,
GA.
Mr.

(4entlemeil,
nly nanie is I)avid Bulrgess anid I represent the Georgia ('I 0('ouncil. I have ii n1 t(.t inloilV oIr re.,-ultions, the last 3 or 4 years supporting the1[1tited Natiols which will
not be read but which show I speak not only for rv-yelf but soe of
BURGESS.

the unrepresented people at this hearing this afternoon.

I want to

dwell on only four major points.
Senator I oLLAND. You represent them, don't vou
Mr. liuw;i:ss. Yes.
Senator 110i iLJ.D. We think they are well represented.
Mr. lit'RGEss. Well, I ani only one part of the lahor nimoeent.

There is the k.FL and a few others in the State-.
four points:

I want to d-ell on

V. N. IIELI'S WORLD S WORKING PEOPLE

1. Our faith in the United Nations is lased upoil what thi- organization has done to help the working people of tl,i- world, e-J% ihally

those living in colonial an(l unlerdevelop~ed countries. We have followed the work of the International lal)r ()rganizatim in it effortto raise wage, improving working (ond(itiin.. and inrreainunderstanding between the working peol)les of all nations.
Our specific interest in the U. N. and the IL() in this regard is one
both of self-interest and altruism ari-ing from our own experieu,.e
here in the South.
For years, because of the p)redlominan(e of the agricultural economy
and because of the tradition of slavery, most Southerm workers, both
Negro and white, have been underpaid and exploited.
The cheap labor market has been an open invitation to fly-by-night
employers, both from the North and the South, interested only in
profit and the quick dollar. Industries have moved from the North,
in some instances, to escape unionism and to take advantage of Southern workers who are as yet without benefit of labor organization.
As the South has become industrialized and labor unions have been
growing against great odds during the last two decades, however. our
region, and in fact the whole Nation is now faced with a new but
similar problem.
Some American employers have gone abroad-to Puerto Rico and
South America, for example-to build factories and to employ native
labor at pitifully low wages.
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As a result, industries in America and even in the South feel
threatened; the Congressmen and Senators have become increasingly
uneasy about lowering tariff barriers and eventually barriers may be
raised instead of lowered. The result is the lessening of international
trade, the decreasing in living standards of workers everywhere, and
the increasing possibility of another world war.
DISARMAMENTN'

2. The United Nations Charter must be rewritten so that priority

is given to the urgency of the whole question of disarmament.
The facts about iinniinent worlld(lestruction are frightening even
to the most optimistic. All major nations are now producing nuclear
weapons at an accelerating rate. The leaders of the nations admit
privately that there is no protection against nuclear attack now or in
the future. Our scientists warn that a sneak attack on Anerica tomorrow night could very well result in the death of 50 million Americans. In the fever to stay ahead in the arms race, nations will slowly
but surely become bankrupt. Domestic reforms are being postponed
and often forgotten.
Consumer goods are being decreased. Nations are tightening their
belts. National security has become a top priority overshadowing all
other considerations of freedom and justice for all. And the end is
not yet.
As a means of reversing this trend, we would make the following.,
suggestions:
(1) The State Department should be working on plans for international disairmament. Today, in the State Department there are
only three full-time officials devoting their time to this problem.
(2) The United States officials in the United Nations should periodically suggest. new plans for disarmamentt and should refrain from
branding as -insincere" or "phony" any and all suggestions for disarnmament coining from other nations.
V. N. AGENCIES

(3) Organized labor in Georgia is increasingly alarmed by the fact
that the United States in its programs of foreign aid and defense cointinues to circumvent the agencies of the U nited Nations.
For example, as a simple illustration, the United States today i
supporting the IT. N. agencies of the International Labor Office, the
Food and Agriculture Organization, UNESCO, the World Health
Organization, and the 17ni ted Nations International Children's Fund
with the total sum of $18 million a year-an amount equal to one half
of the total budget for garbage collection in New York City each year.
ORGANIZED LABOR AND TIlE
1U. N.

(4) Organized labor believes in the United Nations because it believes in the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of all men.
Much of the criticism of the

I.

N. here in the South comes from

men and women who through ignorance or circumstance simply do
not believe in the equality of all men.
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They preach white supremacy in the South, conduct their politics
with a flare for racial demagoguery, and fight labor unions because
we believe in job opportunities for all men and women regardless of
race, creed, or color.
A man cannot believe in inequality at home without believing in
inequality abroad. These same persons preach against aid to the underdeveloped people of the world-simply because most of these people have a darker skin than white Americans.
They are against America's participation in the United Nations simply because tiat organization las advanced the universal declaration
of human rights based on the proposition that all men-and nationsare created equal in the sight of God.

Democracy is not the exclusive property of any nation or race, and

America can best show its faith in the equality of all men by strengthening
the United
Nations in all ways.
Senator
HOLLAND.
Thank you, sir.
You contracted several of your points and your whlole statement will
appear in the record wvitlout contraction unless you may not wish it.
Mr. BuitcGss. I wish it to appear like it was writtelihere.
Senator HOLLAND. It will so appear.
Thank you very inucl.
(The document is as follow.. :)
STATEMENT OF DAVID

S. BURGESS,

TRIAL

UNION

EXECUTIVE SE(IiETARY,
CM), ATLANTA,

COUNCIL,

GEORGIA STATE INDUS(A.

My name is David S. Burgess. I have lived in the South since 1942. and have
served as executive secretary o)f the Georgia State Industrial Union ('ouncil-CIO
since 1951. I appear today because the national (i() and the organization I represent stand forthrightly for the United Nations atid for all legitimate means
of strengthening the U. N. Our faith in the U. N. lis been reiterated at each
of the annual conventiols o(f the G(eorgia CI() Council when the delegates after
considerable discussion and delnte have passed res, dutimis c(ommending the
United Nations and asking our National G'overnment to lend it more aid.
In 1952. the resolution stated that - * * * We stwiwrt the collective security
measures of the United Nations. We believe that world peace cannot become a
reality unless the hungry are fel. the homeless are housed, and the people of the
underdeveloped countries (-an live with hope in their hearts. We believe that
world peace cannot become a reality unless world armament is halted and a
planned system of international disarmament begins. Our only hope for peace
lies in the Untied Nations, and in its efforts to regulate by international co()ntro[
the atomic bomb-the secret )f which is known among the scientists of many
nations."
In 1933, the delegates passed a resolution declaring " * * * The unity of nations [in the 17. N.] is founded on the realization that the ato)mi( bomb and other
weapons of absolute destruction have become so developed that a nation can
no longer protect its own shores from attack, and that another world war may
result in the destruction of mankind as a whole. But despite these facts, nations arm. Domestic reforms are curtailed, and national budgets are near the
breaking point. The United Nations [therefore] is the only hope for peace, for
world understanding and universal disarmament."
At our last annual convention held in Macon last October, our delegates objected to the fact that the point 4 program had almost been legislated out of
existence by the Eisenhower administration. They pledged their faith in the
United Nations " * * * as the one remaining body through which international
differencess can be mediated by means short of armed conflict and strife."
The delegates then called upon "* * * the President and his administration
to call an international conference, through the United Nations, for the purpose
of coming to some agreement on the control of the atomic bomb, the hydrogen
bomb, and similar means of world destruction-and of facing the problem of beginning a program of world disarmament."
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Having expressed our faith in the United Nations, the members of the CIO in
Georgia have many reasons for urging this Senate subcommittee to consider further means of strengthening the U. N. and increasing America's support of its
many worthy functions.
1. Our faith in the United Nations is based upon what this organization has
done to help the working people of this world, especially those living in colonial
and uindcrdeveloped countries.-We have followed the work of the International
Labor Organization in its efforts to raise wages, improving working conditions.
and increasing understanding between the working peoples of all nations. Our
specific interest in the U. N. anl the ILO in this regard is one both of self-interest
and altruism arising from our own experience here in the South. For year.,
because of the predominance of the agricultural economy and because of the tradition of slavery, most southern workers, both Negro and white, have been underpaid and exploited. The cheap labor market has been an open invitation to flyby-night employers, both from the North and the South, interested only in profit
and the quick dollar. Industries have moved from the North, in some instances.
to escape unionism and to take advantage of southern workers who are "s yet
without benefit of labor organization. As the South has become industrialized
and labor unions have grown against great odds during the last two decade.,
however, our region, and in fact the whole Nation is now faced with a new but
similar problem. Some American employers have gone abroad-to Puerto Ri.o
and South America, for example-to build factories and to employ native labor
at pitifully low wages. As a result, industries in America and even in the South
feel threatened; the Congressmen and Senators have become increasingly uneasy
about lowering tariff barriers and eventually barriers may be raised instead f
lowered. The result is the lessening of international trade, the decreasing ill
living standards of workers everywhere, and the increasing possibility of another
world wai.
Such a condition can be remedied only if steps are taken to help the underpaid workers of every nation so that unscrupulous employers cannot gain an
advantage by paying their labor cheaply. Such steps have been taken by the
ILO and the United Nations-but the progress has been slow.
2. The United Nations Charter must be rewritten so that priority is giren
to the urgency of the whole question of disarmatnent.-Thefacts about imminent
world destruction are frightening even to the most optimistic. All major nations
are now producing nuclear weapons at an accelerating rate. The leaders of the
nations admit privately that there is no protection against nuclear attack now
or in the future. Our scientists warn that a sneak attack on America tomorrow
night could very well result in the death of 50 million Americans. In the fever
to stay ahead in the arms race, nations will slowly but surely become bankrupt.
Domestic reforms are being postponed and often forgotten. Consumers goods are
being decreased. Nations are tightening their belts. National security has become a top priority overshadowing all other considerations of freedom and
justice for all. And the end is not yet.
As a means of reversing this trend, we would make the following suggestions :
(1) The State Department should be working on plans for international disarm ament. Today, in the State Department there are only three full-time official'
devoting their time to this problem. (2) The United States officials in the
United Nations should periodically suggest new plans for disarmament and
should refrain from branding as "insincere" or "phony" any and all suggestions
for disarmament made by Red or neutralist countries. (3) United States officials in the United Nations must pursue more vigorously the fundamental
question of International inspection which is the cornerstone of any effective'
international plan for disarmament.
Time is running out. Unless the problem of disarmament is solved within the
foreseeable future, mankind is doomed.
3. Organized labor in Georgia is increasingly alarmed by the fact that th
United States in its programs of foreign aid and defense continues to circutin'1't
the agencies of the United Nation.-For example, as a simple illustration, the
United States today is supporting the U. N. agencies of the International Labor
Office, the Food and Agricultural Organization, UNESCO, the World Health
Organization, and the United Nations International Children's Fund with the
total sum of $18 million a year-an amount equal to one-half of the total budget
for garbage collection in New York City each year. At the same time, however.
through the Foreign Operations Administration, the State Department, and
other agencies of the United States Government, America is contributing millions
to raise the standards of working people in the underdeveloped countries. Quite
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logically, regarding the disposition of such aid, the United States is charged
with imperialism by the Red Bloc nations-and with the sin of circumventing the
United Nations whenever it desires.
And even among the nations friendly to America, there is the justifiable suspicion that the United States, even in its most altruistic programs of foreign aid,
is "doing it alone" for its own selfish purposes rather than channeling its funds
through the United Nations. Since our Nation manufactures over 50 ler(ent of
the goods of the world in a nation having only 6 percent of the world's population and 7 percent of the land area of the world, our foreign programs will be
more effective and our reputation more laudable if we worked more diligently
through the United Nations. Specifically, if we recommend that America channel
the bulk of its foreign aid through the Special United Nations Fund for Economic
Development (SUNFED). The proposal for this agency was made by the delegates of some underdeveloped countries at a recent session of the U. N. It called
for the setting up of a fund of $250 million for capital development. They based
their argument on the fact that often the technical assistance agencies outline
excellent policies and programs, but because there are no cheap sources of capital
available, these plans cannot be adequately developed. They further pointed
out that the U. N. International Bank requires 41,V percent interest, whereas many
of the most needed improvements, such as roads, schools, harbors, etc., are of
a nonprofit nature. This special fund of only $250 million is equivalent to about
60 percent of the cost of one of our aircraft carriers of the Forrcstal type. If
any real improvements are to be made in the living standards in any of the
underdeveloped countries, it means cheap capital on a long-term basis must be
made available.
And yet this morning I have received word from Washington that the House
Appropriations Committee will report the supplemental appropriations bill to the
floor of the House tomorrow (March 18) with no money for 1'. N. technical
assistance. This is a tragic mistake, which can be remedied only if we reverse
the trend of circumventing the 1'. N. The U. N. Charter should be revised so
that nations will be required to aid needy countries through agencies of the
United Nations.
4. Organized labor belicres in the United Xation8 bccausc it belie 'cs in the
fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of all mcn.-Much of the criticism o(f the
Ir. N. here in the South comes from men and women who through ignorance or
circumstance simply do not believe in the equality of all men. They preach white
supremacy in the South, conduct their politics with a flare for racial demagogery,
aind fight labor unions because we believe in jot) opportunities for all inen and
women regardless of race, (reed, or color. A nman cannot believe in inequality
at home without believing in inequality abroad. These same peruonz preach
:uainst aid to the underdeveloped people of the world-simply because most of
these people have a darker skin than white Americans. They are against America's participation in the United Nations simply because that organization has
advanced the universal declaration of huuman rights based on the propoition
that all men-and nations-are created equal in the sight of God.
Democracy is not the exclusive property of any nation or race, and America
can best show its faith in the equality of all men by strengthening the United
Nations in all ways.

Dean NARMORE. 'Mr. Herbert ,oluson.

STATEMENT OF HERBERT JOHNSON, ATLANTA, GA.

Mr. JOHNsoN,\,. I was born within 2.5 miles of where we are right
now: except for 6 years I spent at Charlottesville, Va., I have lived

here.
First I want to say something. I want to apologize for people
who disagree with me. 'I am not as gracious as my friend Harrison
McMains, but I want you gentlemeii of the committee to forgive
them for I am sure they know not wlat they do.
As you gentlemen have said, the American people are impatient
people. They are not only
impatient, they want everything to come
perfect.

full blown into this world
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That is not true. Even the 'United States Senate has sometimes
been accused of a lack of perfection, but no one has seriously suggested that we abolish it.
Now the same thing is true about the United Nations. It is the one
hope that we have for world peace. All the people that appeared
before you gentlemen today and all the people that have appeared
before you at the previous hearings and the ones that will appear in
the future have one thing in common, one meeting gTound. Every one
of them desires world peace.
I think our only difference is what is the best hope of achieving it.
Most of us, some of us believe that the only hope is through the UnitedI
Nations.
Now it was understood when the United Nations was formed that
a revision would probably be necessary from time to time, and that
t ime has conme.
REVISION OF VETO
POWER

I think that the most important thing that should be the cause for
power.?
revision is the veto
It has l)eell overused, and l)een used in a wav that the people wiho
wrote the charter of the V'. N. never contemplated it wold be.
Many people object to the abolishment of the veto power because
they believe that it would mean the. sacrifice of some of our national
s( )vereignty. They overlook the fact that the United States itself inot a sovereign nation, because many of the l)owers that are necessary
for sovereignty are reserved to tie Aarious ,tates.
Sovereignty l, a relative terni. They have not and cannot be ill
this modern world such a thin, as absolute sovereignty.
Probably at no time in human history has man been a sovereign
animal. Ie ha, had to sicrifice a deurree of sovereignty for the very
act of survival itself.
Mfen joined together and gave 1) their rights as individuals to
protect their lives, persons. and property.
For myself I cannot see why the U'nited States would be hurt at all
by giving up the power to wage an offensive war.
We 0do
not seek war. As a matter of fact, this country has long
1beenl
willing to forego war as an instrument of policy.
But other nations have not agreed with the idealistic view of the
'jiitCel States on this poilt.
We have got to get to have them agree to it in sonie way. Asaa
countryy we have beenIwilling to have other countries or representatives
of other countries to investigate our armament program. Other countries have not been willing for representatives of other cointrie' to
come and investigate their army's program.
Since the United States grew from ai union of almost sovereign
States an(l since this country has been so successful that it has n()
achieved world leadership, it seems that we, of all people in the world,
,hould be tie one least fearful ()f giving up a small degree of soveigluty.

I got a few figures from Carnegie Library here just before I caine
over here; they were given over the telephone but I think they are
accurate.
tUI'nder our present program we are spending about $50 billion a year
for national defense. This is a staggering amount.
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For this the education of our children is being sadly neglected.
Georgia and every other State in the Union cannot provide education of its children.
Business is unable to lay aside the sum it deems necessary to replace
itself.
I believe that 95 percent of tils sum could be saved if the United
States were to make it impossible for any one country, to make it ]iwage offensive war.
coullt ry, to
possible
Just asfor
aiia ecoiony
measure,
forgetting idealism, th;at is a sufficient
reason for strengthenillg the U. N.
I understand the United Nations cost each A melican -(; cents last
year. The threat of war cost every Aniericati $8ou : I don't see how
anybody could look at these figures and not .-ee the ridiculu.,e-.
I thiink every one of us should work together to secure peace for
this world.
Gentlemen, I understand I -til the last one ol the program. I aill
Biut I vaiit to tlhallk
not an official greeter; I don't represeit anyone.
you Oil behalf of myself and everyone else here for the kind attentioll
yo1u have given us.
We have criticized our Government. We are quite frequently callous to our democracy, but l)y the attention you have paid to us just
through these hearings you have increased my faith anid the faith of
everyone of us who has coite before you in our way of Aiierican life.
Senator IIo

DAND.
Thank you very much, Mr. Johnson, I think that

is a very fine and generous American note on which to end the hearings.
(Mr. Johnson s prepared statement is as follows:)
STATEMENT OF HERBERT JOI[NSON, ATLANTA, GA.

The American people want everything to be perfect. They are idealists rather
than realists. When they helped create the United Nations they thought that it
would be an effective organization for world peace. Unfortunately, it has not
been perfect, but it has been far better than no organization at all. At least
there has been a gathering place for representatives of most of the world's great
nations.
When the United Nations was formed, it was understood that charter revisions
would probably be necessary, and they are necessary. One of these, and possibly
the most important one, is a revision of the veto power. It has been overused,
in a way that was never originally contemplated.
Many people object to the giving up of the veto power because they believe
that it would mean the sacrifice of some of our national sovereignty. They overlook the fact that the United States is not a sovereign nation, because many of
the powers which are necessary for sovereignty are reserved by the various
States. Sovereignty is a relative term. There is not and cannot be in this
modern world such a thing as absolute sovereignty. Probably nowhere in human
history has man been a completely sovereign animal. He has had to sacrifice a
degree of sovereignty for the right of survival. Men joined together to keep
from constantly battling each other and to protect their own lives and property.
I cannot see why the United States would be hurt at all by giving up the power
to wage an offensive war. We do not seek war. As a matter of fact. this country
has long been willing to forego war as an instrument of policy. We have been
willing to have our armaments checked by a tribunal, but other countries have
been unwilling to have theirs checked.
Since the United States grew from the union of a group of almost sovereign
States, and since this country has been so successful that it has achieved world
leadership, it seems that we of al lleople in the world should be the ones least
fearful of giving ul) a small degree of sovereignty.
Under our present program, we are spending $50 billion a year for national
defensee. This is a staggering amount. For thi the education of our children i
heing sadly neglected. Business is unable to lay aside the amount necessary for
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expansion. I believe that 95 percent of this sum could be saved if the United
Nations was so strengthened as to make it impossible for any one country or
group of countries to wage offensive warfare.
The United Nations cost each American 56 cents last year. The threat of war
cost each $300. How can anyone look at these figures and not see the ridiculous

waste?
We must work together with every nation in the world for anything that would
insure peace for our children.
CLOSING STATEMENT BY TIlE CHAIRMAN

Senator HOLLAND. Mr. Johnson was the last of the additional 3
witnesses to be added to the list which was given us this morning,

so I understand that that. completes the agenda.
May I say in closing, unless either or both of my colleagues have
something to say. that I have been impressed more than anything by
two facts in connection with this hearing today:
First is the fact that, .o many people who used to be submerged in
their own affairs and whose own affairs are more complex now than
they were then, are taking the time and putting out the effort to advise
themselves about this subject. Surely there is intelligence enough and
patriotism enough in all of us to come to sound and constructive
ans.wers.

The second thing that I am greatly impressed with here today is the
tolerance and friendly attitude of witnesses who have applauded each
other regardless of the fact that there has been rather marked difference of opinion in some instances, and I believe you would say that was
an understatement of what has occurred.
We hear these things every day. Our mail reflects them several
times a day, because the newsmen and messengers can't carry all our
mail at one time. We are getting very heavy mail on this and other
important subjects, and I want to assure you that very frequently to
my office come letters not nearly so tolerant and not nearly so considerate and I think not nearly so American as have been the tones of every
witness who has spoken here today for which I am most grateful to
you and I am sure the other members of the committee feel likewise.
I yield to Senator Sparkman and Senator Smith to make any supplemental statement that they wish to make.
Senator SPARKMAN. I accept the statement of our chairman for
my own.
Senator HOLLAND. Thank you very much.
Senator SMTH. I accept the same statement and I also want to express my appreciation of the inspiration of today in hearing you
people so earnestly present your views.
It has been a great contribution to America.
Senator HOLLAND. Thank you very much and the committee will
rise.
(Whereupon at 4: 35 p. m. the hearings were adjourned.)
x

